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In this dissertation we theoretically explore the different fundamental phenomena associated with 
metal-air batteries (where the metal can be Li, Na or K) using first principles density functional 
theory. We start by investigating the adsorption of the starting reactants/primary intermediates i.e. 
metal superoxides and superoxide anion on Au(111) and Au(211). We elucidate the influence of 
electric fields and the importance of including explicit solvents on the adsorption energy of these 
intermediates. We show that these effects are considerable and should be included for future 
reaction modeling of these batteries. Following this we investigate the reaction of M+ and O2
- in 
solution phase where the solvents considered are dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and Acetonitrile 
(ACN), which are commonly used electrolytes in these batteries. We show the for Li-O2 pair the 
peroxide species is the most stable final product while for Na-O2 and K-O2 pairs the metal 
superoxide is the most stable species. We explore the possibility of dimerization and trimerization 
of the metal superoxide and peroxide in solvent and show that only Li2O2 tends form clusters in 
solution. Next we proceed to investigate the discharge product formed as a result of the metal 
assited oxygen reduction reaction (M-ORR). We only consider the discharge product for Li-O2 
batteries where the primary discharge product is Li2O2. We show that doping the discharge product 
during the electrochemical growth phase with solvated dopant/metal cations could lead to 
microdomains of discharge product. We use evolutionary algorithm as implemented in the USPEX 
package in conjunction with DFT to probe the potential energy surface for novel configurations of 
composition Li15DO16 (stoichiometric composition) and Li14DO16 (composition representing a 
structure with vacancy). Where D is the dopant atom. We consider Ba, Co, Mg Na and Ni ions as 
dopants which are commonly found as solvated ions in batteries. We show thermodynamically 
that these structures can viably form as compared to the P63/mmc Föppl structure of Li2O2. 
viii 
 
Additionally, we show that novel doped structures improve on the electron mobility through the 
bulk aiding in reduction of overpotential.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
The main focus of this dissertation is the understanding the fundamental phenomena associated 
with the electrochemistry of oxygen at the cathode of metal-O2 batteries which are at the forefront 
of sustainable energy storage technologies for the 21st century.1 The exploitation of the 
electrochemistry of oxygen has technological importance in metal air batteries.2-3 However, 
oxygen electrochemistry has a deeper scientific importance as it has served to build the 
foundational understanding of surface electrocatalysis. In this dissertation we try to address some 
engineering challenges using fundamental first principles approach.  The challenges are related to 
the metal assisted oxygen electrochemistry commonly found in metal-O2 batteries.  The goal of 
the dissertation is to identify some of the fundamental limits associated with the physical 
phenomena and reactions occurring at the cathode of these batteries. 
 The approach to identifying the fundamental limits is based on computational modeling of 
the underlying physicochemical processes. The rapid increase in computing capabilities has 
enabled computational modeling as a means to carry out “experiments” on the computer to gain a 
deeper understanding of the experimental data and in some select cases inspire new experiments. 
The dissertation will discuss the use of computational modeling to develop a theoretical 
understanding of the underlying processes associated with oxygen electrochemistry (reduction and 
oxidation) with Lithium, Sodium and Potassium.  The developed concepts and models can be more 
generally applied to a broad range of electrochemical systems. 
1.1. Dissertation Overview and Contributions 
The goal of this dissertation is to develop an understanding of the various fundamental processes 
occurring at the cathode of metal-O2 batteries based on computational modeling of the underlying 
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processes. This understanding is used to identify fundamental insights associated with these 
processes. We briefly summarize below the contributions of the dissertation work. 
1.1.1. Effect of Electric Fields and Explicit Solvents on the Adsorption of Molecular 
Superoxide Species 
Superoxide species are key intermediates in the oxygen reduction reactions (ORR) that occur at 
the cathodes of aprotic metal–air batteries. Herein we report a DFT study of the effects of an 
externally applied electric field (e) on the stability of various molecular superoxide species, 
including MO2 (M = Li, Na, K) and O2, on gold surfaces, which shows that the stability of such 
species on Au electrodes can be materially affected by the presence of an electric field and solvent 
molecules, suggesting that such effects should be included in the first-principles modeling of 
cathode reactions in metal-O2 cells. In the ε range of ±0.4 V Å1, the stability of MO2 species is 
found to vary by up to |0.4| eV on Au(111) and |0.2| eV on Au(211) in vacuo, which is larger than 
the field effects on the stability of O and OH, key intermediates in the ORR by hydrogen. An 
aprotic solvent such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), considered here via the inclusion of explicit 
DMSO molecules above the Au surfaces, stabilizes all three MO2 species at zero fields and 
amplifies the field effects on the stability of MO2, on both Au surfaces. The variations in the 
stability of the molecular MO2 species with ε, which have small polarizabilities, are closely 
approximated by the first-order Stark effect (μ0·ε, where μ0 is the static surface dipole moment 
induced by adsorption at ε = 0 V/Å). The superoxide anion (O2) that has been identified on an 
under-coordinated Au site has a larger polarizability than the MOx species and a μ0 that is opposite 
in sign to those of the metal MO2 species, which results in larger errors by the first-order 




 1.1.2. Solution Mediated Reaction Mechanisms for Metal Air Batteries 
Spectroscopic identification of the ORR products and intermediates on an Au electrode in a Li+ 
DMSO electrolyte coupled with detailed DFT calculations concluded that the generation of O2
- 
and LiO2 intermediates depends critically on the electrode potentials and determines the final 
peroxide formation mechanism.4 At high potentials (low overpotentials) O2
- has been identified as 
the first intermediate while at low potentials (high overpotentials) molecular LiO2
* forms.  The 
O2
- formed tend to diffuse into the electrolyte and react chemically with solvated Li+ cations to 
form Li2O2 through a solution mediated reaction mechanism.
5  The molecular LiO2
*  
electrochemically leads to the formation of Li2O2 on the electrode through a surface mediated 
reaction mechanism.6-7 The schematic for solution and surface reaction mechanisms are shown in 
Fig. 1.  The solution mediated reaction mechanism leads to the precipitation of nanoparticles of 
the discharge product on the surface of the electrode. Surface mediated reaction mechanisms lead 
to uniform coverage of the electrode with the discharge product. Similar behavior is also shown 








Figure 1.1: Schematic of solution mediated reaction mechanism at high operation potential and 
surface mediated reaction mechanism at low potentials.  
 
In all cases the discharge product tends to be insulating in nature8-9 which leads to multiple 
engineering issues.  Solution mediated reaction mechanism leads to formation of discharge product 
in the form of precipitated nanoparticles on the surface of the electrode which occupies less surface 
area as compared to uniform growth of discharge product thus leading to improved discharge 
capacity.10-11 Herein we present a solution mediated reaction mechanism between metal cation and 
oxygen superoxide anion and the associated thermodynamic analysis.  As part of the study we 
developed a novel stochastic approach to probe the potential energy surface for nanoclusters that 
could form through dimerization and trimerization of metal superoxides and metal peroxides.  The 
method has two variations termed as RASS and R-Kick respectively.12 The solvent selected are 
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and acetyl cyanide (ACN). The solvents in this case is modeled 
implicitly using polarizable continuum model (PCM) and fitted atomic radii for M (Li, Na and K) 
and O atom by a method described previously. We propose the mechanism to proceed through a 
dimerization of metal superoxide step and the dimer configuration is found by probing the potential 
energy surface using the R-Kick method that we proposed earlier. Based on our calculations, we 
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found that Li2O2 is the most stable discharge product while for the other metal candidates, based 
on the precipitation energy calculated, both metal superoxide and peroxide can form in case of Na 
and only superoxide is favorable for K. For Na and K based mechanism, an endergonic process 
needs to be overcome for the disproportionation of the dimer to form solvated metal peroxide. 
1.1.3. Effect of Dopant on the Crystalline and Electronic Structures of Li2O2 
One of the major engineering issue plaguing Li-O2 batteries is the decomposition of the dominant 
discharge product i.e. Lithium Peroxide (c-Li2O2).  c-Li2O2 is a wide bandgap insulator which 
causes large overpotential during oxygen evolution reaction (OER).13 Thermodynamically Li2O2 
forms a P63/mmc Föppl structure.
14 The growth mode and morphology of Li2O2 depend on a 
number of factors including rates of nucleation and precipitation, which in turn depend on local 
electronic and ionic conductivity, in the electrolyte and to/from the electrolyte/electrode interface, 
while the entire micro-environment is under an applied voltage.15  There have been studies that 
theoretically explore different phases of c-Li2O2, defective c-Li2O2, or amorphous Li2O2 (a-
Li2O2),
8, 16-18 or the Föppl structure with a substitutional or interstitial dopant atom.8, 19-20  None so 
far have considered the possibility of a dopant fundamentally altering the structure of Li2O2 as 
shown schematically in Fig. 2.  Herein we theoretically explore the potential energy surface (PES) 
for Li2O2 doped with Na, Mg, Co, Ni, and Ba, cations that are commonly found either as 
ingredients of Li-based electrodes or as solvated components of the electrolyte, using global 
optimization techniques based on evolutionary algorithms and density functional theory (DFT) 
calculations, and we investigate the potential effect that these dopants have on the geometric and 
electronic structure of solid Li2O2.  We found that the incorporation of foreign cations leads to 
structures that differ significantly from the Föppl structure and reflect instead the preferred 
oxidation states of the dopants.  Some of the doped microstructures have free energies of formation 
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that are lower (i.e. more favorable) than that of Li in the Föppl structure and possess electronic 
structures that may help reduce overpotentials associated with electric conductivity. 
 
Figure 1.2: schematic representation of doping altering the crystal structure of c-Li2O2 
1.2. Organization of the Dissertation 
In we introduce the methods to be employed in this dissertation. This chapter covers the basis for 
density functional theory and illustrates how density functional theory calculations can be used to 
calculate free energy changes for an electrochemical reaction as well as calculate formation 
energies/ free energies for determining the stability of different molecules and bulk structures. We 
proceed to describe the methodology of evolutionary algorithm as implemented in USPEX21-22 
used to search for different doped Li2O2 structures. We also describe the stochastic search 
algorithm RASS and R-Kick which is used to search for different nanocluster configurations.  
Additionally we provide details for the thermodynamic cycles utilized to calculate the free energy 
of solvation using DFT. 
 In Chapter 3 we describe the stability of different metal superoxides and superoxide anion 
on different Au surfaces. We describe the effect of electric fields on the adsorption energy of these 
species (i) in vacuo and (ii) in the presence of explicit solvent.  
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 In Chapter 4 we describe the solution mediated reaction mechanism between solvated 
metal cation and superoxide anion in DMSO and ACN.  We also explore the possibility of 
precipitation phenomena as well as dimerization and trimerization of the metal superoxide and 
peroxide species. 
 In Chapter 5 we discuss the possibility of doping Li2O2 with commonly found solvated 
metal cations and its effect on the overall bulk structure. We provide extensive thermodynamic 
evidence for the formation of these structures. We investigate the electronic structure of these 
doped microstructures and empirically provide the positive benefits on electron mobility of doping 
Li2O2. 
 In Chapter 6, we offer some concluding remarks on the accomplishments of this 
dissertation and proceed to provide recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2. Methods 
This chapter discusses the methods and techniques employed in the dissertation. With the rapidly 
rising computing power, it has become possible to describe chemical bonds in molecules and solid 
surfaces. The description of these bonding properties has become computationally tractable 
through the development of an efficient scheme to solve the electronic structure of these systems. 
This efficient scheme is based on the approximations invoked through density functional theory 
(DFT), which this dissertation relies on extensively. 
 We begin by briefly introducing density functional theory followed by a discussion 
of the exchange correlation functionals employed in this dissertation. This is followed by a 
discussion of using planewave DFT to calculate the thermodynamics of surface processes in an 
electrochemical environment. This treatment can be used to calculate the free energy 
of reaction intermediates, which is helpful to understand the reaction landscape surfaces.  
Following which we describe the application of an electric field and how it is treated within the 
confines of DFT. Further we gaussian wave DFT to calculate reactions in a solvated phase. 
Following this we describe the different thermodynamic cycles employed to calculate the solvation 
energies of metal cations.  
 Finally, the chapter discusses stochastic approaches for discovery of nanoclusters on the 
potential energy surface and evolutionary algorithms to discover doped structures. These are 
methods of global optimization that is used extensively in this dissertation for the purpose of 




2.1. Density Functional Theory 
In quantum mechanics, a system is completely defined by its wave function which is a function of 
time t, electron coordinates {𝑟1, … 𝑟𝑁} and nuclear coordinates {𝑅1, … 𝑅𝐾}. Thus, the overall 
wavefunction is  Ψ = Ψ(𝑟1, … 𝑟𝑁 , 𝑅1, … 𝑅𝐾; 𝑡) 





                           (2.1) 
Where ?̂? is the Hamiltonian operator. In coordinate representation, the Hamiltonian 































𝑘≠𝑙       (2.3) 
The first term is the kinetic energy of the electrons, the second term is the kinetic 
energy of the nuclei, the third term is the interaction between the electrons and the 
nuclei, the fourth term is the electron-electron interaction and the fifth term is the 
interaction between the nuclei. As the nuclei are 3 to 4 orders of magnitude heavier 
than the electrons, we can apply the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation, where 
it is assumed that the electrons respond instantaneously to the movements of the 
nuclei. This allows a separation of the problem into the electronic structure problem 
and the nuclear motion. Focusing on stationary solutions to the electronic structure 
problem, the time independent electronic wave function Φ = Φ(𝑟1, … 𝑟𝑁) satisfies 
the Schrodinger equation. 
𝐸Φ = {𝑇?̂? + 𝑉𝑒?̂? + 𝑉𝑒?̂?}Φ              (2.4) 
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where 𝑇?̂? is the kinetic energy operator for the electrons, 𝑉𝑒?̂? is the electron nucleus 
interaction and 𝑉𝑒?̂?is the electron electron interaction.  
 In Density Functional Theory, the search for the N-particle wavefunction is replaced by a 
search for the electron density n(r). This transformation reduces the 
problem from a 3N to a 3-dimensional problem. From a physical point of view, 
it is clear that the ground state is uniquely defined by the external potential and 
the number of electrons in the potential, since the external potential specifies the 
Hamiltonian.  
 In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn proved that the external potential is also uniquely 
determined by the ground state density n(r).24 As the external potential determines the 
Hamiltonian, the ground-state N-particle wavefunction and all observables of the ground state are 
functionals of the density n(r). In particular, the ground state energy 
is a functional of the density E[n(r)].  
Using the variational principle, it can be shown,25 that the ground state density n(r) 
minimizes the energy, E[n(r)]. Following the constrained search approach proposed by Lieb and 
Levy,26-27  the ground state energy may be obtained by minimizing the energy over all possible 
wavefunctions with the density n(r), and then minimizing over all densities. The ground state 
energy may then be written formally as  
𝐸0 = min
𝑛(𝑟)
{𝐹[𝑛(𝑟)] + ∫ 𝜈𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟)𝑛(𝑟)𝑑𝑟}                                                                                      (2.5) 
where vext is the external potential and F[n(r)] is a universal but unknown functional 





〈Ψ|𝑇?̂? + 𝑉𝑒?̂?|Ψ〉                                                                                                            (2.6) 
The energy functional may thus be expressed as  
𝐸[𝑛(𝑟)] = 𝐹[𝑛(𝑟)] + 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡[𝑛(𝑟)]                                                                 (2.7) 
Where 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡[𝑛(𝑟)] = ∫ 𝜈𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟)𝑛(𝑟)𝑑𝑟. The first term is independent of the external potential and 
thus the same for all systems of electrons interacting through the Coulomb 
potential. The second term is easily evaluated and depends on the system. The 
Hohenberg-Kohn theorem only proves that the energy is a functional of the density. However, it 
does not prescribe a scheme for obtaining this functional. A year later, 
Kohn and Sham developed an approximate scheme for obtaining the functional28 and this will be 
discussed in the next section.   
2.1.1. The Kohn Sham Equations 
The Kohn-Sham scheme is based on the observation that we can construct a fictitious 
system based on non-interacting electrons in an effective potential, veff, that can 
match the density of the true system consisting of interacting electrons. Then, by 
invoking the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, given the densities of the two systems are 
the same, then the energy and other ground state properties are the same. Through 
the construction of the effective potential, we need to ensure that the electrons in the 
Kohn-Sham scheme have the exact same density as the (real) interacting electrons  
 The total energy, in the Kohn-Sham scheme, is given by28 
𝐸[𝑛(𝑟)] = 𝑇𝑠[𝑛(𝑟)] + 𝑉𝐻[𝑛(𝑟)] + 𝐸𝑥𝑐[𝑛(𝑟)] + 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡[𝑛(𝑟)]                         (2.8) 
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Where 𝑇𝑠[𝑛(𝑟)] is the kinetic energy of the non-interacting electron gas with density 𝑛(𝑟) and 







𝑑𝑟′𝑑𝑟             (2.9) 
There is an additional ingredient required in the Kohn-Sham scheme to match the densities of the 
non-interacting system to that of the interacting system. This term is called the exchange 
correlation energy functional, 𝐸𝑥𝑐[𝑛], which is introduced as a correction that contains electron 
exchange and correlation. The exchange correlation functional is not known exactly, and the 
strength of density functional theory relies on the accuracy of the approximations to the exchange 
correlation functional, 𝐸𝑥𝑐. 
 Using the variational principle invoking the constraint that the number of electrons needs 




∇2 + 𝜈𝑒𝑓𝑓] 𝜙𝑗(𝑟) = 𝜖𝜙𝑗(𝑟)          (2.10) 
Where 𝜙𝑗(𝑟) represents the Kohn-Sham orbital and the effective potential is 
𝜈𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑟) = 𝜈𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟) + ∫
𝑛(𝑟′)
|𝑟−𝑟′|
𝑑𝑟′ + 𝜈𝑥𝑐(𝑟)          (2.11) 








∇2 + 𝜈𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟) + ∫
𝑛(𝑟′)
|𝑟−𝑟′|
𝑑𝑟′ + 𝜈𝑥𝑐(𝑟)]𝜙𝑗(𝑟) = 𝜖𝑗𝜙𝑗(𝑟)        (2.13) 
𝑛(𝑟) = ∑ |𝜙𝑗(𝑟)|
2
𝑗∈𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑑            (2.14) 
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The KS equations describe non-interacting electrons in a fictitious potential that 
gives the same density as the interacting electrons. Since the effective potential 
veff depends on n(r), the Kohn-Sham equations (2.10) and (2.11) must be solved 
iteratively until a self-consistent density is obtained. 
2.1.2. Exchange Correlation Functionals 
In their original scheme, Kohn and Sham proposed a simple approximation to the 
exchange correlation functional (xc-functional).28 They assumed that the exchange 
correlation energy at density n(r) is the same as that of a homogeneous electron gas 
with the same density. This later became known as the local-density approximation 
(LDA). 
The exchange correlation energy, within the LDA, is given by 
𝐸𝑥𝑐
𝐿𝐷𝐴 = ∫ 𝜖𝑥𝑐
ℎ𝑜𝑚(𝑛(𝑟))𝑛(𝑟)𝑑𝑟          (2.15) 
Where 𝜖𝑥𝑐
ℎ𝑜𝑚(𝑛(𝑟)) is the energy of the exchange correlation hole in the homogeneous electron 
gas of density 𝑛. The local density approximation is, in principle, unique. However, different 
parametrizations of 𝜖𝑥𝑐
ℎ𝑜𝑚 have been proposed.29-31Despite its simplicity, LDA has had remarkable 
success in describing properties such as lattice constants, vibrational frequencies and equilibrium 
geometries of  physical systems. Dissociation energies of molecules and cohesive energies of 
solids are predicted within 10-20% and bond geometries are often predicted within 1%. The 
success of LDA is partly rationalized by the fact that the exchange correlation hole is normalized 
as in real systems. It is exact in the limit of high density and the slowly varying limit. 
  Although LDA was often sufficiently accurate to describe properties of solids, 
the wide-spread application of density functional theory did not become commonplace until the 
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development of the Generalized Gradient Approximations (GGA). In 
a Generalized Gradient Approximation, the exchange correlation energy depends on 
the gradient of the density as well as the density. The exchange correlation energy is 
given by  
𝐸𝑥𝑐
𝐺𝐺𝐴[𝑛(𝑟)] = ∫ 𝜖𝑥𝑐
𝐺𝐺𝐴(𝑛(𝑟), ∇𝑛(𝑟))𝑑𝑟         (2.16) 
However, unlike 𝜖𝑥𝑐
ℎ𝑜𝑚, which is uniquely defined, 𝜖𝑥𝑐
𝐺𝐺𝐴
 is not unique. Several GGA’s 
have been suggested, for example PW91,32 PBE33-34 and RPBE.35 The choice of the 
functional depends on the system and properties of interest.  
However, both LDA and GGA have serious shortcomings and we present a brief 
review of its failures to motivate the search for improvements. A brief catalog of 
typical failures include:36 
1. Band structure predictions of metallic materials that are experimentally known 
to be insulating (e.g., CoO and FeO),  
2. Absence of magnetism for materials that are magnetic (e.g., for many undoped high-
temperature superconducting oxides) and vice versa (such as Pu),  
3. Band gaps that are much too small compared with experiment (e.g., for many 
semiconductors), 
More examples can be found elsewhere,36 but this list suffices for our purposes. When examining 
this list, it becomes clear that most of the problems listed are associated 
with the spectral properties of the electronic structure of a material. However, as 
explained carefully in the original papers on LDA,24, 28 this type of theory is designed to minimize 
the total ground-state energy of the electrons in a material as a functional of the spatial distribution 
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of the number density of electrons. Thus, the eigenvalues of the Kohn-Sham equations28 were 
never supposed to represent the actual quasiparticle spectrum of electrons.  
 Nonetheless, because the eigenvalues often, in fact, are a reasonably good representation 
of the spectral properties measured in experiments, this identification is commonly made in 
practice. Hence, although this has no justification, most attempts to improvements to density 
functional theory beyond the GGA level are actually attempts to make corrections to the eigenvalue 
spectra to bring it into better agreement with various spectroscopic measurements that probe the 
quasi-particle properties of the materials, such as optical and photoemission spectra. Even the 
metal versus insulator problem involves this issue, since this distinction depends upon knowing 
the quasi-particle spectral distribution as a function of energy. 
 In the next section, we will discuss a general formalism that uses density functional theory 
calculations to determine the free energy of surface adsorbates on solid surfaces. 
2.1.3. Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics 
Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) uses quantum mechanical equations in order to calculate 
the electronic structure of a molecular/solid surface syste,. The internal forces are then calculated 
from the electronic structure and used to calculate velocities and new positions of the atoms. 
 MD simulations are classically done within the microcanonical ensemble where the 
number of particles, volume and energy are considered as constants. However, in real experiments 
one usually controls the temperature instead of the energy. This means that a more effective way 
of simulating the real world is to instead use the canonical ensemble i.e. constant number of 
particles, volume and temperature. There exists many different methods of achieving constant 
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temperature simulations within the canonical as well as the microcanonical ensemble, the most 
commonly used for its accuracy and efficiency is the Nose´-Hoover thermostat 
Nose´ developed a thermostat algorithm that is based on the use of an extended Lagrangian 
(Eq 2.17)37-38 where Nose´ introduced an additional degree of freedom coordinates to represent an 
external heat bath. This was then later improved upon by Hoover 39-40. The extended lagrangian 










− 𝑔𝑘𝑏𝑇𝑙𝑛 𝑠        (2.17) 
Where the first two terms are the kinetic and potential energy for a system of N particles. The last 
two terms represent the kinetic and potential energy respectively of the external heat bath. Q is an 
effective mass associated to s and g is the number of independent momentum degrees of freedom 
of the system.41 For the canonical ensemble g = 3N + 1. The momentum for the extended system 









= 𝑄?̇?             (2.19) 
From the extended Lagrangian we get the Hamiltonian as 
𝐻𝑁𝑜𝑠𝑒 = ∑ 𝑟?̇?pi
𝑁











+ 𝑔𝑘𝑏 ln 𝑠      (2.20) 




































𝑖=1 − 𝑔𝑘𝑏𝑇]         (2.24) 
The coordinates r, p, ∆t and s of the virtual particle-heat bath system is related to the real variables 
r’, p’, ∆t’ and s’ 




               (2.26) 




                 (2.28) 
The temperature is constant within the virtual system however because energy will be transferred 
between the particle system and the heat bath the real system will experience oscillatory 
temperature changes. 
2.2. Thermodynamics of surface and solution processes 
In this section, we discuss a thermodynamic formalism to treat surface processes on solid surfaces. 
We first develop the thermodynamics for surface adsorption and then extend the treatment to an 
electrochemical environment. This formalism can be used, along with density functional theory 
calculations, to calculate free energies of reaction intermediates along a reaction coordinate. The 
resulting free energy diagrams can be used to determine the efficacy of that catalyst in catalyzing 
the reaction under study. 
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2.2.1. Surface Adsorption 
Adsorption occurs when atoms or molecules from a vapor or liquid phase becomes bound to 
solid surfaces. Consider the surface adsorption associated with the process below: 
𝐴 +∗↔ 𝐴∗             (2.29) 
where * is a surface site on a solid surface. The case considered here is the localized adsorption 
of A on a lattice site. The free energy change associated with this process is given by 
In the discussion below, we assume A is a gas and discuss the free energy change associated 
with the surface adsorption process of (2.29) is given by 
∆𝐺 = 𝐺𝐴∗ − 𝐺∗ − 𝐺𝐴(𝑔)            (2.30) 
We briefly review standard thermodynamic relations to calculate the free energy change associated 
with surface adsorption. The Gibbs Free Energy is given by 
𝐺 = 𝐻 − 𝑇𝑆 = 𝑈 + 𝑝𝑉 − 𝑇𝑆           (2.31) 
The internal energy, U, for adsorbed 𝐴∗, at a temperature 𝑇𝑠 , is given by 









𝑖=1         (2.32) 
Using the harmonic approximation, Zero Point energy (ZPE) is a summation over the energy 
associated with the different vibrational modes, Nm. Typically, in the case of adsorption, changes 
associated with the pressure volume energy are small compared to the internal energy. Thus, the 
enthalpy is given by 




)          (2.33) 
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Neglecting changes in the pressure volume energy, the change is enthalpy is given by the change 
in the electronic energy between the reactant gas A and the adsorbed state, A*. The electronic and 
zero point energy, E0 and ZPE, can be calculated using density functional theory calculations. 
The entropic contribution to the surface adsorption process is given by 
∆𝑆 = 𝑆𝐴∗ − 𝑆∗ − 𝑆𝐴(𝑔)            (2.34) 
The entropy of A* has two components (i) entropy associated with the vibration between the 
adsorbed atom or molecule and the surface, and (ii) the configurational entropy associated with 
the adsorbates. The vibrational and configurational entropy of adsorbed A* is given by 
𝑆𝐴∗
𝑣𝑖𝑏 = ∑ 𝑆𝑣𝑖
𝑁𝑚
𝑖=1 , 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑆𝑣𝑖 = −𝑘𝐵ln (1 − exp (−
ℎ𝑣𝑖
𝑘𝐵𝑇
)), and       (2.35) 
𝑆𝐴∗
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓
= −𝑘𝐵[𝜃𝐴∗ ln(𝜃𝐴∗) + (1 − 𝜃𝐴∗) ln(1 − 𝜃𝐴∗)]         (2.36) 
Where 𝜃𝐴∗ is the coverage of adsorbate A. We have invoked the harmonic approximation for the 
vibrational part of the entropy. The entropy of a gas has several components.  
𝑆𝐴(𝑔) = 𝑆𝐴(𝑔),𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 + 𝑆𝐴(𝑔),𝑟𝑜𝑡 + 𝑆𝐴(𝑔),𝑣𝑖𝑏 + 𝑆𝐴(𝑔),𝑒𝑙         (2.37) 
Typically, the entropy of the gas phase species is much larger than the entropy of adsorbed species. 
Thus, the entropy change can be approximated by 
∆𝑆 ≈ −𝑆𝐴(𝑔)              (2.38) 
A similar treatment can be carried out for adsorption from a liquid. The free energy of species in 
the liquid phase is computed by using the vapor pressure at the temperature of interest and adding 
this to free energy of the gas phase. For instance, the free energy of liquid water can be calculated 
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⊝ + 𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑙𝑛[0.035]           (2.39) 
2.2.2. Modeling Electric Fields and Electrochemical Double Layer 
The methods of Neugabauer et al. and Makov et al.42-43 were employed to generate an external 
electric field.  No extra electron was added to any of the systems considered.  While directly 
modeling the entire electrical double layer formed at the electrode | electrolyte interface would in 
principle provide a more realistic description of the electric field effects,44-45 such an approach is 
still too computationally demanding to be routinely applicable.  Here a positive (negative) ε value 
corresponds to the buildup of a positive (negative) charge on the side of the slab where adsorption 
occurs; i.e., a positive field points in the positive z direction.  The stability of adsorbed molecular 
species under an electric field was calculated as  
∆𝐺(𝜀)𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝐺(𝜀)𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒/𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 − 𝐺(𝜀)𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 − 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒        (2.40) 
where 𝐺(𝜀)𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒/𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏, 𝐺(𝜀)𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏, and 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒 are the total energies of the metal slab with a 
with a molecular species adsorbed thereon, the metal slab without any adsorbate, and the neutral 
adsorbate species in the gas phase, and where ε is the applied electric field.  In chapter 3, where 
this equation is used extensively, the molecular species that is adsorbed is either a metal superoxide 
or neutral molecular O2. More negative ∆𝐺(𝜀)𝑎𝑑𝑠 values indicate stronger adsorption.  At zero 
field (ε = 0 V/Å) the stability corresponds to the DFT total energy adsorption energy (∆𝐺(0)𝑎𝑑𝑠 =
∆𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠). Both the slab and the adsorbate-slab system were optimized at a given ε value. The 
preferred solvent used in all the study is dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). DMSO molecules were 
taken to be part of the slab when modeling the electrode | solvent interface explicitly.  The 
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minimum total energy geometry at a given electric field for an adsorbed species was verified by 
using ab initio molecular dynamics simulations to generate additional candidate structures for 
optimization and comparison.  We focused on the effects of an electric field on the associative 
molecular adsorption of superoxide species to Au (preferred metal slab) and on the electrostatic 
interaction between these species and DMSO molecules.  Previous theoretical work suggests that 
the RPBE functional is a good choice for describing both,46-47 while van der Waals (vdW) 
contributions in DMSO adsorption on Au, even though it might be appreciable, are not expected 
to affect either and so a vdW functional or method was not used. 
It is not possible to calculate ∆𝐺(𝜀)𝑎𝑑𝑠 at a constant surface work function as would be 
demanded by a given electrode potential.  However, adsorption energies based on the total energies 
are expected to be only slightly affected by this.48 The field-induced change in stability 
(∆∆𝐺(𝜀)𝑎𝑑𝑠) is generally interpreted in terms of a basic electrostatic model (sometimes referred to 
as an electrostatic Stark effect) as:49,50 
∆∆𝐺(𝜀)𝑎𝑑𝑠 = ∆𝐺(𝜀)𝑎𝑑𝑠 − ∆𝐺(0)𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝜇0𝜀 −
1
2
𝛼𝜀2      (2.41) 
where μ0 is the static surface dipole moment in eÅ, induced by the adsorbate at ε = 0 V/Å, and  
is the polarizability of the adsorbate in eÅ2/V.  An external electric field not only interacts with 
the surface dipole but affects the bond between an adsorbate and the surface as well, by polarizing 
the electron distribution at the surface.  For adsorbates with small polarizabilities, or in cases of 
small ε, the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 2.41 would become negligible resulting in a 
“first-order” field effect where ∆𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠 varies linearly with ε.  The dipole moment of an adsorbate 
was calculated as the dipole moment of the adsorbate-slab system minus that of the slab without 
any adsorbate.  This approach produced μ0 values that were in close agreement with the 
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coefficients of the first-order terms derived from fitting DFT-calculated ∆∆𝐺(𝜀)𝑎𝑑𝑠 values to Eq. 
2.41.  The convergence of surface dipole moments with the vacuum thickness was verified by 
further increasing the vacuum thickness by up to 25%.  In our sign convention, a positive adsorbate 
dipole moment is one that points away from the surface in the positive z direction, the same sign 
convention as adopted for the electric field. 
2.2.3. Solvation energy, solubility and solution phase reaction mechanism calculations 
Two schemes are used to calculate the solvation energy of different species. The first section 
describes the first scheme i.e. the calculation of solvation energy using an implicit solvation 
treatment for DMSO and acetonitrile (ACN) which are the solvents considered in chapter 4. We 
also describe the relevant reaction mechanism involved in the solution mediated reaction 
mechanism between solvated metal cations and superoxide anion.  In the second section we 
describe the second scheme i.e. use of mixed cluster-continuum thermodynamic cycle to calculate 
the solvation energy of metal cations in DMSO used in chapter 5.  
2.2.3.1. Solvation Energy and Solubility using Solvent Corrected Atomic Radius method 
Electronic structure calculations are carried out using Gaussian09 package.51  Calculations were 
done at multiple level of theories, the B3LYP flavor of density functional 52 is used with 6-
311++G(d,p) basis set 52-54 to optimize geometries of all species.  The dimers and trimers 
configurations of the different MO2 and M2O2 species were scanned through the configurational 
space using the RASS method 12 at B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory followed by further 
geometry optimization at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Quasi harmonic thermochemical 
data from Gaussian frequency calculations at 298.15 K is used to calculate the thermal correction 
to the free energy. The G4 method 55, which is based on CCSD(T) theory, is used to obtain accurate 
electronic energies using B3LYP optimized geometries for all the molecular species. The 
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synchronous transit guided quasi newton method as implemented in Gaussian09 is used to find the 
transition state of the metal superoxide dimers (MO2)2.  The PCM continuum solvation model,
56 
as implemented in Gaussian09, is used to implicitly calculate the free energy of solvation (∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 
) of the molecular species in DMSO and ACN with a dielectric constants of 46.82 and 35.69 
respectively. The experimental thermochemical heats of formation are taken from the NIST-
JANAF database.57 For calculating reaction energies in solution, the free energy of the various 
molecular species is converted from 1 atm ( the standard output of Gaussian 09) to 1M by using 
the conversion factor of 1.89 kcal/mol 58-59 ((∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
0→∗ or ∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
1 𝑎𝑡𝑚→1𝑀=RT*ln(24.46)=1.89 kcal/mol, 
T=298.15K).  The default UFF radii for the different atomic species, M(Li, Na & K) and O atoms, 
are replaced by values that are fitted to reproduce experimental solvation free energies of the ionic 
M+ and O2
- using the method of solvation corrected atomic radius (SCAR) method as described 
earlier.60 This method helps accurately describe the solvation thermodynamics of M-O species 
(MxOy) using pure continuum solvent model like PCM with fitted radii. The fitted atomic radii for 
the different atoms are shown in Table 2.1.  The solute-solvent dispersion and repulsion interaction 
energy and the solute cavitation energy is included in the total energy calculated in the PCM model.  
The solvation free energy is of the molecular species (∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠)) solvated in either DMSO 
or ACN is calculated as 
∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
0 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) = 𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) − 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠)        (2.42) 
Where 𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) is the internal energy of the molecular species solvated in either DMSO or 
ACN implicitly modeled through PCM and with fitted solute radii, 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) is the gas phase 
internal energy of the respective molecular species.  Accurate solvation energies for Li+, Na+ and 
K+ in organic solvent isn’t reported so instead the solvation energy in water were taken from values 
reported by Kelly et al. 61-62  These values were then corrected for the organic solvents like DMSO 
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and ACN by applying the gibbs free energy of transfer of ions to organics solvents as reported by 
Marcus et al. 63-64  In DMSO the free energy of transfer of ions for Li+, Na+ , K+ is 6.8 kcal/mol, 
2.84 kcal/mol, 1.55 kcal/mol respectively and in ACN the free energy of transfer of ions is -4.13 
kcal/mol, -303 kcal/mol, -2.92 kcal/mol respectively. The free energy of solvation for the 
superoxide ion O2
- in DMSO and ACN is reported by Kwabi et al.65 In case of O2
-, the solvation 




0 (𝐿𝑖+) − ∆𝑓𝐺298
0 (𝑂2
−) − 𝐹𝐸∗ − ∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
∗ (𝐿𝑖+) − 2∆𝐺0→∗     (2.43) 
Where F is the faradays constant and E* is the reduction potential of O2/O2
- . The value of E* is a 
strong function of the organic solvent and can vary significantly. Thus, an error of ~ 1.85 kcal/mol 
shown in Table 2.2 between calculated and reported solvation energies is within acceptable 
bounds. The comparison of reported free energy of solvation and the best fit for free energy of 
solvation by solute radii adjustment is shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Fitted solute radii Rs in Å using mixed cluster continuum solvent model where 
the subscript ‘s’ denotes either DMSO or ACN for different solute atoms (Li, Na, K or O) 
Atom RDMSO (Å) RACN (Å) 
Li 1.074 1.174 
Na 1.342 1.426 
K 1.626 1.709 





Table 2.2: Solvation free energies of M+ and O2
- ions calculated using solute radii shown 
in table 1a and fitted to reported values in kcal/mol 
Ions 
DMSO ACN 
Calculated Reported Calculated Reported 
Li+ -133.43 -132.53 -120.79 -121.60 
Na+ -107.03 -106.23 -99.23 -100.36 
K+ -90.31 -88.92 -83.61 -84.45 
O2
- -64.95 -66.80 -64.85 -66.70 
 
The formation of superoxide anion on the electrode surface is not considered in this work 
and is assumed to form on the electrode and dissociate into the solvent. Hence, the solvent reaction 
mechanism between solvated M+ atom and O2
- atom to ultimately form metal superoxide or 
peroxide is broadly described below in Eq. (2.44-2.51), 
2𝑀(𝑠𝑜𝑙)
+ + 2𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)
− → 𝑀𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙) + 𝑀(𝑠𝑜𝑙)
+ + 𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)
−          (2.44) 
𝑀𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙) + 𝑀(𝑠𝑜𝑙)
+ + 𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)
− → 2𝑀𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)          (2.45) 
2𝑀𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙) → {𝑀𝑂2}2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)(𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚)         (2.46) 
{𝑀𝑂2}2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)(𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚) → {𝑀𝑂2}
‡
2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)




(𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒)  → {𝑀𝑂2}2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)(ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦)       (2.48) 
{𝑀𝑂2}2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)(ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦) → 𝑀2𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙) + 𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)        (2.49) 
𝑀2𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙) + 𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙) → 𝑀2𝑂2 (𝑠) + 𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)          (2.50) 
𝑀2𝑂2 (𝑠) + 𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙) → 𝑀2𝑂2 (𝑠) + 𝑂2 (𝑔)          (2.51) 
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Where {𝑀𝑂2}2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)(𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚) is the stable superoxide dimer in solution found through 
RASS method. {𝑀𝑂2}2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙)(ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦) is the stable high energy complex dimer formed 
before disproportionation to M2O2 (sol). While Eq. (2.44-2.51) represents the main reaction 
pathways, additional side steps for the precipitation of the metal superoxide from Eq. (2.45) is 
considered as shown in Eq. (2.40).  
𝑀𝑂2 (𝑠𝑜𝑙) →  𝑀𝑂2 (𝑠)          (2.51) 
The precipitation energy (P.E) for the above reaction (Eq. 2.51) is calculated as  
𝑃. 𝐸 = ∆𝐺(𝑠)
𝑓 (𝑀𝑥𝑂2) − ∆𝐺(𝑠𝑜𝑙)
𝑓 (𝑀𝑥𝑂2)        (2.53) 
∆𝐺(𝑠𝑜𝑙)
𝑓 (𝑀𝑥𝑂2) = ∆𝐺(𝑔)
𝑓 (𝑀𝑥𝑂2) + ∆𝐺(𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣)
0 (𝑀𝑥𝑂2)        (2.54) 
Where ∆𝐺(𝑠𝑜𝑙)
𝑓 (𝑀𝑥𝑂2) is the computed heat of formation of either superoxide (x=1) or peroxide 
(x=2) in solvent, ∆𝐺(𝑠)
𝑓 (𝑀𝑥𝑂2) is the experimental heat of formation of solid superoxide or 
peroxide obtained from NIST-JANAF, ∆𝐺(𝑔)
𝑓 (𝑀𝑥𝑂2) is the computed heat of formation of either 
superoxide or peroxide in gas phase. 
The solubility of MO2 and M2O2 is calculated by the method established by Cheng et al. 
66 
67 59 where the solubility (𝑆𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) is calculated as a function of the dissolution free energy 
(∆𝐺(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠)
∗ (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠)) which is in turn a function of the free energy of solvation of the species 
(∆𝐺(𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣)
∗ (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠)) and the free energy of sublimation of the crystal of the respective species to 
gas phase (∆𝐺(𝑠𝑢𝑏)
∗ (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠)) as shown in Eq. (2.56) 
∆𝐺(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠)
∗ (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) = ∆𝐺(𝑠𝑢𝑏)
∗ (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) + ∆𝐺(𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣)
∗ (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) =  −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝑆𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠)    (2.56)  
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Where 𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 is the molar volume (L/mol) of the respective MxO2 species. The standard 
sublimation free energy ∆𝐺(𝑠𝑢𝑏)
0
 must be corrected for isothermal expansion of an ideal gas
59 
∆𝐺(𝑠𝑢𝑏)
∗ (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) = ∆𝐺(𝑠𝑢𝑏)
0 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) − 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 (
𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑃0
𝑅𝑇
)        (2.57) 
Where P0 is the standard condition pressure. The ∆𝐺(𝑠𝑢𝑏)
0 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) of bulk is the summation of 
∆𝐻(𝑠𝑢𝑏)
0 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) and ∆𝑆(𝑠𝑢𝑏)
0 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠). The ∆𝐻(𝑠𝑢𝑏)
0 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) can be calculated according to  
∆𝐻(𝑠𝑢𝑏)
0 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) = −(𝑈𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡 + 2𝑅𝑇)         (2.58) 




           (2.59) 
With 𝐸𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) and 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑙(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) are the total energy of the respective MxO2 crystal that 
consists of n basic molecular units in a crystal cell, and 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑙(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) being the corresponding 
total energy of a basic molecular unit from a DFT calculation. The 2RT term arises by including 
lattice vibrational energy and energy of the vapor.67 The ∆𝑆(𝑠𝑢𝑏)
0 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠) is approximated by the 
difference between the rotation and translation contributions to the entropy of the gas phase at 298 
K and the intermolecular vibrational contribution to the entropy of the crystal at 298 K. 
2.2.3.2. Solvation energy using cluster-continuum thermodynamic cycle and formation of 
doped products 
In chapter 5 we investigate the doping of Li2O2 with different dopant atoms 𝐷 and the resultant 
bulk solid formed can be described with the thermodynamics described below. 
The doping process considered in chapter 5 involved replacing a Li atom in c-Li2O2 
(without or with a Li vacancy) with a dopant atom while charge neutrality was maintained, without 
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introducing or removing any oxygen atom.  This is because we are considering doping by 
positively charged metal cations.  Effect of oxygen vacancies and negatively charged solvated 
anions will be investigated in future studies.  The difference in the free energy of formation 
between such a doped solid and the corresponding undoped Li2O2 was calculated as: 
∆∆𝐺𝑓 = ∆𝐺𝑓
′ − ∆𝐺𝑓 = (𝐸
′ − 𝐸) − (𝐺𝐷 − 𝐺𝐿𝑖) = (𝐸
′ − 𝐸) − ((𝐺𝐷𝑚+ − 𝑚𝐺𝑒−) − (𝐺𝐿𝑖+ − 𝐺𝑒−))  
    = (𝐸′ − 𝐸) − (𝐺𝐷𝑚+ − 𝐺𝐿𝑖+) + (𝑚 − 1)𝑒𝑈         (2.60) 
where E is total energy and G is free energy, ′ or no ′ indicates a doped or corresponding undoped 
structure, D refers to the dopant, and m is the number of electrons needed to fully reduce the dopant 
cation.  m = 1 for Na and 2 for Mg and Ba. m is set to 2 for Co and Ni as well because +2 is the 
most common oxidation state for these metal ions.  The (m−1) excess electrons introduced by the 
dopant vs. Li thus make Gf of the process dependent on the electrode potential U if m ≠ 1.  We 
first calculate the Gf  when the cell is short circuit i.e. U = 0 V and the shift the Gf  by the 
potential of U=Ueqm= 2.96 V i.e. the equilibrium potential for the overall Li-O2 cell whenever an 
additional electron appears in Eq. (2.60) i.e. when m=2. 
The free energy of a cation (𝐺𝐷𝑚+  , including 𝐺𝐿𝑖+) is given as the sum of the total energy 
of the cation in gas phase (𝐸𝐷𝑚+) and the respective single ion solvation energy in a particular 
solvent (DMSO as an example in this study): 
𝐺𝐷𝑚+ = 𝐸𝐷𝑚+ + ∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
∗ (𝐷𝑚+) + 𝐺0→∗                  (2.61) 
where 𝐺0→∗ represents the conversion of an ideal gas at standard state of 1 atm to an ideal solution 
standard state of 1 M. The single ion solvation energy was calculated using the thermodynamic 






∗ (𝐷𝑚+) was calculated as 
∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
∗ (𝐷𝑚+) = ∆𝐺𝑔,𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑
0 − ∆𝐺0−∗ + ∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
∗ ((𝐷[𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡]𝑛)





∗ ([𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡]𝑛)                                                                                                           (2.62) 
Here ∆𝐺𝑔,𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑
0  is the gas phase complexation free energy of the ion Dm+ and n solvents (DMSO in 




) represents the free energy change of 1 mol of (solvent)n gas from [solvent]/n M 
liquid state to 1 M.  Both 𝐺0→∗ and 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 (
[𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡]
𝑛
) are standard state corrections terms that must 
be applied to bring each reactant and product in the thermodynamic cycle to the same standard 
state (1 M).59  Electronic structure calculation for the metal ion and solvent cluster structures 
necessary for the thermodynamic cycle shown in scheme 1 were carried out using Gaussian09 
package. Configurational sampling of solute-solvent and pure solvent clusters was performed 
using born oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD) as implemented with the Gaussian09 
package.51  Full geometry optimization in gas phase and implicit solution phase of the different 
solute-solvent and pure solvent cluster configuration was done using B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) followed 
by single point energy using M06-L/6-311++G(d,p) level.52, 68-70    Vibrational frequencies were 
computed analytically at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level. To correct for the well-known breakdown 
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of the harmonic approximation for the free energies of low-frequency vibrational modes,71-72 
vibrational frequencies below 50 cm-1 were raised to 50 cm-1. 
Absolute single-ion solvation free energies in Eq. 2.62 were calculated using the 
thermodynamic cycle (cluster cycle) shown in Scheme 1.58, 61 Solute-solvent interactions in the 
first solvation shell were computed explicitly while solvent effects beyond the first solvation shell 
were approximated using a dielectric, Poisson-Boltzmann continuum model (PCM model). 
Previous studies indicated that due to a favorable compensation of errors the cluster cycle with 
(solvent)n cluster as a reagent provides more accurate solvation free energies than the monomer 
cycle with n distinct solvent molecules as reagents.61 From Scheme 1, ∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
∗ (𝐷𝑚+) can be 
expressed as the algebraic sum of the gas-phase complexation free energy (∆𝐺𝑔,𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑
0 ), the 
difference in the solvation free energy for (𝐷[𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡]𝑛)
𝑚+ and [𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡]𝑛 clusters calculated 
using a dielectric continuum model, and the standard state/concentration correction terms59, 61 
 
∆𝐺0−∗ represents the conversion of an ideal gas at standard state of 1 atm (24.46 L mol-1) to an 
ideal solution standard state of 1 M (1 mol L-1):59 
∆𝐺0−∗ = 𝑅𝑇 ∗ ln(24.46) = 1.89
𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙
𝑚𝑜𝑙
= 0.082 𝑒𝑉          (2.63) 
According to Eq. 2.48, the accuracy of single-ion solvation free energies depends on (i) the 
accuracy of DFT methods for predicting complexation free energies in the gas phase, (ii) the 
accuracy of dielectric continuum models for predicting solvation free energies of solvent 
molecules and (iii) adequate sampling of solvent and solute-solvent clusters.  We utilize the 
experimental coordination numbers for the different cations instead of doing a convergence of 
results with cluster size n.  The Li+ ion tetrahedrally coordinated in bulk solution with DMSO 
while Na+ coordinates with 5 DMSO molecules.65, 73 Co+2, Mg+2 and Ni+2 all tend to coordinate 
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with 6 DMSO molecules within the first solvation shell.74-76 It was earlier shown that M06-L 
density functionals give the best performance against the experimental data for Li+ and Na+ cation 
in DMSO.65  We utilize the same procedure and extend it to Co2+, Mg+2, Ni+2.  Since Ba+2 is located 
well down the periodic table relative to the other ions considered, the level of applicable theory 
and basis set are different from that of the other ions.  Instead we utilize the gibbs free energy of 
transfer of Ba+2 ion from water to DMSO given by Marcus et. al.63-64 These data are based on the 
reference electrolyte assumption that the solvation free energy of the tetraphenylarsonium 
tetraphenylborate (TATB) salt is split evenly between its cation and anion. The value for transfer 
of Ba+2 from water to DMSO recommended by Marcus63 is −0.275 eV and the experimental free 
energy of solvation Ba+2 ion in water is -13.51 eV.77 The density of DMSO is 1100 g/L and 
molecular weight of 78.13 g/mol. Thus, the concentration of pure DMSO is taken as 14.08 M.  The 
coordination geometries for Li+, Na+, Co+2, Mg+2 and Ni+2 with DMSO molecules are shown in 
Fig. S11. The corresponding gas phase complexation energy ∆𝐺𝑔,𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑
0  and the ion solvation energy 
∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
∗ (𝐷𝑚+) is shown in table a1. 
2.3. General Methodology and Calculation Parameters 
The stochastic algorithm RASS and R-Kick 12 used for determining the global minimum structures 
of the metal superoxide and peroxide dimer and trimer are given in appendix A. The description 
of the evolutionary algorithm USPEX and the configurations of different doped structures obtained 
from the algorithm are given in appendix B. 
In chapter 3 and 5 the periodic DFT calculations were performed within the generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA-RPBE78) and hybrid exchange correlation functional HSE0679-80 as 
implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).42, 81 The incorporation of exact 
exchange in HSE06 serves to compensate for self-interaction errors in DFT and gives a better 
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description of semi-local effects, particularly in terms of electronic structure.  In chapter 3 the 
Kohn-Sham valence states [Li(1s2s2p), Na(3s4p), K(3s3p4s), Au(5d6s), O(2s2p), C(2s2p), H(1s), 
S(3s3p)] were expanded in a plane-wave basis with a cutoff energy of 700 eV in keeping with our 
previous work on metal-ORR,4,82 which allows surface adsorption and electronic properties to be 
sufficiently  converged and in chapter 5 the Kohn-Sham valence states [Li(1s2s2p), O(2s2p), 
Mg(3s4p), Na(3s4p), Ni(3d4s), Co(3d4s), Ba(5s5p6s)] were expanded in a plane wave basis with 
a cutoff energy of 520 eV.  The core electrons were described using the projected-augmented wave 
(PAW) method.83 In chapter 3 a first-order Methfessel-Paxton scheme was used to smear the 
electronic states with a width of 0.1 eV and chapter 5 a tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections 
was used to sample the electronic states with a width of 0.05 eV.  All total energies were 
extrapolated to 0 K.  The RPBE-optimized lattice constant of Au is 4.198 Å, which agrees closely 
with experiment (4.08 Å).84  The Au(111) surface was modeled either by a four-layer thick 
Au(111) slab with a 2√3×2√3 surface unit cell (in the xy plane) and ~19 Å of vacuum between 
adjacent periodic slabs in the z direction (for MO2), or a 4√3×4√3 surface unit cell with ~27 Å of 
vacuum between adjacent slabs (for O2
-).  Au(211) was modeled by a Au(211) slab that has a four 
atom wide step edge and a three atomic row deep terrace, for a total of 9 atomic rows of Au, with 
~21 Å of vacuum space.  The reciprocal space of the Au(211) and the 2√3×2√3 Au(111) slabs was 
sampled on a 7×7×1 Monkhorst-Pack k point grid; that of the 4√3×4√3 Au(111) slab was sampled 
on a 3×3×1 Monkhorst-Pack k point grid.  During geometry optimization, the top two Au layers 
in Au(111), the top four rows of Au in Au(211), and all adsorbate and solvent molecules deposited 
thereon were fully relaxed until the maximum force in each relaxed degree of freedom fell below 
0.03 eV/Å.  The lattice constants of Li2O2 (c-Li2O2) in the P63/mmc Föppl structure were a=3.21 
Å and c=7.81 Å (RPBE) and a=3.12 Å and c=7.61 Å (HSE06).  These values agree well with the 
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lattice parameters reported by Föppl85 (a=3.14 Å and c=7.65 Å) and later by Cota et al.14 (a=3.15 
Å and c=7.71 Å).   
The structures that we modeled in chapter 5 included (A) 16 O and 16 Li (Li16O16); (B) 16 
O, 15 Li, and one dopant atom (Li15DO16); and (C) 16 O, 14 Li, and one dopant atom (Li14DO16), 
which were globally optimized using VASP coupled to USPEX, as well as directly (locally) 
optimized using VASP only for comparison.  (A) corresponds to a supercell of 4 unit cells of c-
Li2O2, each unit cell containing 2 units of Li2O2 (i.e., Li16O16).  (B) corresponds to the preceding 
Li16O16 with one Li replaced with a dopant atom, which is at an atomic concentration of 1/16 of 
the Li in Li2O2.  (C) corresponds to Li16O16 with one Li removed (a Li vacancy, denoted VLi) and 
one Li replaced with a dopant atom. 
The PES for a given composition was probed for minimum energy structures using VASP 
in combination with USPEX,21, 86 a global optimization code based on evolutionary algorithms.  
For each composition, a maximum of 20 generations, each with a population of 20 structures, were 
generated, optimized, and assessed.   
The first generation of structures was generated randomly.  If a seed structure was 
specified, then it was included in the first generation.  In each subsequent generation, the candidate 
structures were generated through a combination of default operators: 50 % of the candidate 
structure were generated through heredity from the previous generation, 20 % were randomly 
generated, 10% were generated by applying the lattice mutation and permutation operators on the 
most stable structure from the previous generation, and 20 % by applying the soft mutation 
operator that connects the global optimization to lattice dynamics.22, 87  The candidate structures 
were then subject to 5 levels of optimization using VASP at the GGA-RPBE level.  Structures that 
did not converge within specified VASP parameters at any level of optimization were rejected.  
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The reciprocal space resolution for k-points generation was varied as 0.13, 0.11, 0.1, 0.08, and 
0.06 (in units of 2π Å-1), with 0.13 being the lowest grid density for the first level of optimization.  
For the first level of optimization, the convergence criteria for force and total energy were set to 
0.2 eV/Å and 0.03 eV, respectively.  The ionic positions and the shape and volume of the unit cell 
were all allowed to change while the volume of the unit cell was fixed.  In the second level of 
optimization, the convergence criteria for force and total energy were reduced to 0.01 eV/Å and 
0.001 eV.  Like the first level of optimization, the ionic positions and the shape of the unit cell 
were both allowed to change while the volume of the cell was fixed.  For the third level of 
optimization, the convergence criteria for force and total energy were reduced to 0.02 eV/Å and 
0.001 eV.  For the third, fourth and fifth levels, the ionic positions and shape and volume of the 
unit cell were all allowed to change.  For the fourth and fifth levels of optimization, the 
convergence criteria for total energy was further reduced to 0.0003 and 0.0001 eV, respectively. 
This process was continued until the most stable configuration remained unchanged  (based 
on total energy, with a threshold of 0.0001 eV) for 8 generations, at which point the global 
optimization was considered done.  Such a structure was designated as the global minimum energy 
structure for a given composition.  In a case where no structure remained unchanged for 8 
generations after a total of 20 generations, then the structure with the lowest total energy amongst 
the entire generated pool of structures generated in all 20 generations was designated as the global 
minimum energy structure.  3 sets of USPEX calculations were done for each composition, one 
without any seed structure, one biased with a directly substitutionally doped (DSD) structure that 
was energy-minimized using VASP as a seed and anti-seed calculations (explained below).  While 
probing the PES, USPEX sometimes repeatedly generates structures (with default USPEX 
parameters mentioned above) near a local minimum that are very close to each other in geometrical 
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structure and energy.  This phenomenon is known as “trapping”. To make sure that USPEX was 
not trapped in such a manner, a separate calculation was carried out where the anti-seed technique 
was enabled.  In this method, local minimum structures found in earlier USPEX calculations were 
provided for the anti-seed calculations. Thus, in the anti-seed calculations, these local minima 
structures were penalized such that USPEX consciously avoids generating structure in the vicinity 
(geometrically) of the local minimum structures provided.  Energy minimization of DSD structures 
was done using the same set of parameters.  The projected density of states (DOS) for GGA-RPBE 
optimized structures was calculated with a 15×15×15 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid. 
The globally optimized structure thus identified by USPEX (and optimized at the GGA-
RPBE level) for a given composition was then re-optimized using the HSE06 functional (the DSD 
structures were not re-optimized).  The reciprocal space integration was performed on a 2×2×2 
Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid.  Both the ionic positions and the unit cell were fully relaxed until 
the maximum force in each relaxed degree of freedom fell below -0.03 eV/Å.  The projected DOS 
was calculated on the same k-point grid.  The total DOS of different defective or doped Li2O2 






Chapter 3. Estimation of Electric Field Effects on the Adsorption of Molecular 
Superoxide Species on Au based on Density Functional Theory1 
3.1. Introduction 
Aprotic metal-air (M-O2) batteries are highly promising candidates for next generation 
electrochemical energy storage technologies because of their significantly higher theoretic energy 
densities than Li-ion batteries,88 but the development of a practical and reversible M-O2 battery is 
hindered by many obstacles, including poor reversibility of the air cathode.2, 88-93  Developing a 
more reversible air cathode requires a precise knowledge of the molecular level processes that 
occur during the cycling of M-O2 batteries.  However, at present many fundamental aspects of M-
O2 cell chemistries, and in some cases, the very identities of the discharge products, remain 
debated. 
Theoretical efforts to model basic M-O2 cell chemistries have generally focused on 
evaluating potential-dependent electrode reaction energetics.7, 13, 94-95  Here an applied potential on 
proton/electron transfer reactions is commonly accounted for using the thermodynamic 
computational electrode approach popularized by Nørskov and coworkers.96  A subtle but 
potentially important effect on the stability of reaction intermediates that are adsorbed on the 
electrode may be introduced by the presence of an electric field, which is created by the formation 
of the electric double layer at the electrode | electrolyte interface.  Since the magnitude of such a 
field effect depends on the specific electrochemical species under consideration, and can range 
from negligible in some cases48, 97 to substantial in others, even with both types of species present  
______________________ 
1This chapter is adapted from Rawal, Saurin H., William C. McKee, and Ye Xu. "Estimation of 
electric field effects on the adsorption of molecular superoxide species on Au based on density 
functional theory." Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 19.48 (2017): 32626-32635 with 




in the same reaction system,49, 98 it is not clear a priori whether neglecting field effects in the 
context of M-O2 cell reaction modeling is an acceptable approximation. 
The discharge of a M-O2 battery relies critically on the efficiency of the oxygen reduction 
reaction (ORR) at the positive electrode.  Our previous studies of the Li-ORR4 and Na-ORR82 in 
model cells consisting of polycrystalline Au electrodes and DMSO-based electrolytes have 
suggested the molecular superoxide anion (O2
-) and metal-superoxide (i.e., LiO2 and NaO2) species 
to be key intermediates that control the onset of the overall ORR and on-surface formation of the 
bulk discharge products (i.e. Li2O2 and NaO2), respectively.  The mechanistic significance of these 
species has also been suggested by other researchers in both experimental and theoretical studies.95, 
99-101  Herein we systematically investigate how the stability of molecular MO2 (M = Li, Na, K) 
and O2
- species on Au vary as a function of an applied interfacial electric field, in order to gauge 
the importance of including electric field effects in the theoretical modeling of M-O2 electrode 
chemistries.  Analogous results for O and OH are presented for comparison.  We find that in an 
electric field (ε) range of ±0.4 V/Å, the stability of molecular MO2 species can vary by up to |0.4| 
eV on the close-packed Au(111) surface and by up to |0.2| eV on the stepped Au(211) surface, in 
vacuo.  The field effect is amplified in the presence of explicit DMSO molecules, an aprotic solvent 
widely used in metal-air battery research, in all cases except KO2 on Au(111).  The variations in 
the stability of the MO2 species is traced primarily to the product of the static surface dipole 
moment induced by adsorption at zero field (μ0) and the interfacial electric field (ε), μ0·ε, which 
provides an easy way to estimate the field-induced changes in stability.  Molecular O2
-, which has 
been previously identified on a Au corner site,82 has on the other hand a much larger polarizability 
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() than the MO2 species and a μ0 that is opposite in sign to those of the metal MO2 species, 
although the field-induced variation in stability mainly occurs under negative fields. 
3.2. Results and Discussion 
3.2.1. MO2 Adsorption at Au | Vacuum 
The structure of adsorbed molecular MO2 (M = Li, Na, K) on Au(111) and Au(211) in vacuo at ε 
= 0 V/Å are presented in Figure 1.  In contrast to O2,
102
 all three MO2 species adsorb exothermically 
(i.e., are stabilized) on Au(111).  For LiO2, NaO2, and KO2, Eads is −0.26, −0.68, and −0.57 eV, 
respectively.  On Au(211), which features under-coordinated Au atoms at the step edge, Eads is 
lowered to −0.98, −1.26, and −1.16 eV for LiO2, NaO2, and KO2 respectively, i.e., ca. 0.6 eV more 




Figure 3.1: Top (top panels) and side (bottom panels) views of minimum total energy geometries 
for molecular (a) LiO2, (b) NaO2, and (c) KO2 adsorbed on Au(111), and molecular (d) LiO2, (e) 
NaO2, and (f) KO2 adsorbed on Au(211) in vacuo at ε = 0 V/Å.  Color code: Au = yellow, Li = 
white, Na = cyan, K = light green, and O2 = purple.  Length of O-O bond (in Å) in each panel: (a) 




Since the electrolyte is conducting, most of the potential drop across the electrolyte occurs 
within the electric double layer close to the electrode.  However, the nature and dimension of the 
electric double layer in the aprotic Li-, Na-, and K-ORR systems are poorly understood.  We 
estimate the relevant range of the electric field strength at the electrode surface in the following 
two ways.  First, we take the screening of the surface charge to occur largely within the outer 
Helmholtz plane (OHP) of the electric double layer.  Consistent with the Gouy-Chapman-Stern 
model, the distance between the Au surface to the OHP can be approximated as the sum of the 
adsorbate adlayer thickness, the effective anion radius, and the diameter of a DMSO molecule.103-
104  The thickness of the MO2 adlayer is taken to be the average distance of the O2 moiety from the 
metal surface, which is ca. 2.0 Å (based on the optimized configurations for all cases in vacuo and 
with explicit DMSO molecules over both Au(111) and Au(211)) and the vdW radius of O which 
is ca. 1.5 Å.  Thus the adlayer thickness is ca. 3.5 Å.  Furthermore the ionic radius of an anion 
commonly used in Li-Air cells like ClO4
- is ca. 2.4 Å,105 and the calculated hard sphere diameter 
of a DMSO molecule is 5.0 Å.106  Thus the distance to the OHP is ca. 10.9 Å.  The estimated 
maximum potential drop for the respective systems is 2.96 V for Li-ORR (based on solid Li2O2), 
2.27 V for Na-ORR (based on solid NaO2), and 2.48 V for K-ORR (based on solid KO2).  The 
maximum electric field inclusive of all three systems is therefore 2.96 V / 10.9 Å = 0.27 eV/Å.  
Alternatively, we may assume an exponential decay in the electric potential between the electrode 





















where D is the Debye length ( ).  With equal anion/cation concentrations (c0) of 
0.1 M, a charge (z) of ±1, and a relative permittivity (∍) of 46.7 for DMSO, D is calculated to be 
2.96 V / 7.42 Å = 0.40 V/Å at room temperature.  We take the larger of the two field values (|0.40| 
V/Å) and explore the effects of electric field in the ±0.40 V/Å range on the stability of the 
molecular MO2 species.  The main drawback of the current applied electric field approach is that 
the field strength cannot be directly related to the electrode potential.  Therefore, we cannot 
determine, e.g., at what potential vs. Li/Li+ ε = 0 V/Å occurs, but it is reasonable to expect the field 
strength at electrode surfaces to fall somewhere within ±0.40 V/Å at typical discharge potentials. 
The variations in Gads for LiO2, NaO2, and KO2 adsorbed on Au(111) in vacuo over ±0.4 
V/Å are presented in Figure 2a, and those on Au(211) in Figure 3.2b.  On Au(111), the total 
variation in stability over ±0.4 V/Å is 0.14 eV for LiO2, 0.40 eV for NaO2, and 0.67 eV for KO2.  
The total variation in stability for LiO2 is essentially the same as for O and OH on Au (see below) 
and on Pt(111)48 but it becomes pronounced as the size of the alkali atom increases from Li to K.  
The electric field effects on the stability of MO2 species on Au(211) are less pronounced than on 
Au(111).  On Au(211), the total variation in stability due to the electric field is reduced for all three 

















Figure 3.2:  Electric field induced variations in stability (Gads, relative to ε = 0 V/Å) for 
molecular MO2 (M = Li, Na, K) species adsorbed at: (a) Au(111) | vacuum; (b) Au(111) | DMSO; 
(c) Au(211) | vacuum; (d) Au(211) | DMSO.  The solid straight lines give the predicted changes in 
stability based on the first-order approximation (μ0·ε).  The Au | DMSO results are based on 
minimum total energy configurations with each alkali atom coordinated to two sulfinyl oxygen 
atoms ((S=O)2-M) except for LiO2 on Au(111). 
 
The results of fitting the calculated ΔΔG(ε)ads to Eq. 2 are shown in Table 3.1.  As can be 
seen, all of the adsorbed molecular MO2 species exhibit small polarizabilities.  A non-zero 
polarizability causes ΔΔG(ε)ads to exhibit some curvature when plotted against ε, but over ±0.4 
V/Å the maximum second-order contribution amounts to only 0.06 eV (for KO2 on Au(111)) and 
are therefore negligible.  Thus, a simple first-order approximation (μ0·ε) is useful and 
advantageous because it can be obtained rapidly and without the need to perform any DFT 
calculation with an applied field.  The closeness of the first-order approximation can be seen in 
Figure 2 (plotted as solid straight lines; same below).  The weaker field effects on the stability of 
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MO2 on Au(211) than on Au(111) are reflected in the smaller absolute values of μ0 and  as on 
Au(211). 
Table 3.1: Fitting results of the variations in the stability (ΔΔG(ε)ads, in eV) as a function 
of electric field (ε, in V/Å) for MO2 (M = Li, Na, K) and O2
- species on various Au surface 
models, the corresponding static surface dipole moment at zero field (μ0, in eÅ) calculated 
using the approach described in Methods, and the maximum absolute error between DFT-
calculated and estimated (by μ0·ε) stability over ±0.4 V/Å. 
Species/surface Fitting results μ0 | max. error | 
Au(111) | vacuum    
LiO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = −0.2552∙ε
2 − 0.1731∙ε + 0.0003 −0.16 0.05 
NaO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = −0.2869∙ε
2 − 0.4934∙ε + 0.0003 −0.51 0.05 
KO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = −0.3700∙ε
2 − 0.8248∙ε + 0.0010 −0.83 0.06 
Au(211) | vacuum    
LiO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = −0.1784∙ε
2 + 0.1491∙ε + 0.0010 +0.14 0.03 
NaO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = −0.2552∙ε
2 − 0.1008∙ε + 0.0019 –0.10 0.04 
KO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = −0.3586∙ε
2 − 0.4265∙ε + 0.0000 –0.42 0.06 
Au(111) | DMSO†    
LiO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = +0.1372∙ε
2 – 1.2361∙ε − 0.0036 −1.22 0.02 
NaO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = +0.0818∙ε
2 − 0.9422∙ε − 0.0003 −0.93 0.02 
KO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = −0.0051∙ε
2 − 0.9885∙ε − 0.0025 −0.99 0.01 
Au(211) | DMSO†    
LiO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = −0.2732∙ε
2 − 0.8519∙ε – 0.0013 –0.97 0.10 
NaO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = −0.2829∙ε
2 − 0.9282∙ε – 0.0058 –0.86 0.08 
KO2 ΔΔG(ε)ads = +0.0522∙ε
2 − 0.9036∙ε − 0.0046 –0.92 0.01 
Au1/Au(111) | 
DMSO  
   
O2
- ΔΔG(ε)ads = −1.9393∙ε
2 + 0.8253∙ε − 0.0058 +1.05 − 
† Based on minimum total energy configurations with each alkali atom coordinated to two 




In addition to the impact of ε on the stability of the molecular MO2 species on Au, there is 
also a noticeable influence on their geometries.  In particular, the distance between the metal atom 
in MO2 and the Au surface varies as a function of field strength.  As summarized in Figure 3, 
positive ε values (which lead to positive charging of the surface) shift the cationic Li, Na, and K 
atoms away from the surface.  Conversely, a negative electric field draws them closer to the 
surface.  For example, at +0.4 V/Å the z coordinates of the Li, Na, and K atom increase by 0.23, 
0.19, and 0.26 Å respectively relative to their ε = 0 V/Å values, while at −0.4 V/Å, the z coordinates 
decrease by 0.10, 0.18, and 0.15 Å respectively.  Similar behavior is also evident for the MO2 
species adsorbed on Au(211) (Figure 3.3). 
 
Figure 3.3:  Relative variation (d(M), relative to ε = 0 V/Å) in the z coordinate of the alkali atom 
in molecular MO2 species (M = Li, Na, K) adsorbed on Au(111) and Au(211) as a function of ε. 
 
3.2.2. Au | DMSO 
Next, we consider how the presence of explicit DMSO molecules modifies the electric field effect 
on MO2 stability.  In an STM study of DMSO adsorption on Au single crystal surfaces, Ikemiya 
et al.107 observed that DMSO molecules formed ordered stripes on clean Au(111) under ambient 
conditions.  We have approximated this interfacial structure with two DMSO molecules per 
2√3×2√3 Au(111) surface unit cell forming a chain at a surface density of 1/6 ML.108  The purpose 
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here is not to accurately model the observed structure in STM but to create a unit cell in which 
molecular superoxide species can be studied as adsorbed in the Au | DMSO interface.  The DMSO 
solvent shell by itself has a total static dipole moment of −0.08 eÅ on the Au(111) surface unit cell 
and +0.14 eÅ on the Au(211) surface unit cell with ε = 0 V/Å and no adsorbate.  The polarizable 
nature of a solvent is characterized by , the polarizability.  The polarizability of individual DMSO 






                (3.2) 
Here the dielectric constant of DMSO, ∍, is 47.24, the permittivity of free space, ∍0, is 8.854×10-12 
F/m, and the number density of DMSO, N, is 8.482×1027 molecules/m3 at ambient conditions.  
Using these values we obtain  = 1.836 eÅ2/V from Eq. 3.2.  By fitting the ΔΔG(ε)ads of the DMSO 
molecules on Au(211) (with no superoxide) to Eq. 2 we obtain ΔΔG(ε)ads = −0.7738∙ε
2 + 0.1208∙ε 
+ 0.0046, for  =   eÅ2/V.  The same approach based on our Au(111) results yields a similar 
value of  =  eÅ2/V.  The results are shown in Figure 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.4:  Electric field induced variations in stability (Gads, relative to ε = 0 V/Å) for 
molecular DMSO adsorbed on Au(111) and Au(211).  The solid lines are quadratic fits of the data. 
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While our current DMSO solvent model is simple and not dynamic, the close agreement 
with the value obtained using the Clausius-Mossotti relation suggests that the electrostatic 
properties of the DMSO solvent is captured by the RPBE functional.  This is desirable because for 
each MO2 species, there is a tendency for DMSO molecules to interact electrostatically with the 
alkaline atom via the sulfinyl oxygen atom (see below).  As a result, the MO2 species are more 
stable in the presence of DMSO molecules, even at zero field. 
3.2.3. MO2 Adsorption Au | DMSO under Positive Electric Fields 
The minimum-free energy configurations under positive electric fields, which are more relevant 
to the discharge of metal-air batteries, for molecular LiO2, NaO2, and KO2 adsorbed on Au(111) 
and Au(211) with a single shell of explicit DMSO molecules each involve the alkali atom being 
coordinated to two sulfinyl oxygen atoms (denoted (S=O)2-M).  The minimum total energy 
geometries for such (S=O)2-M configurations at zero field are shown in Figure 3.5.  This is 
consistent with the fact that under more positive electric fields, the alkali atoms are farther away 
from the Au surfaces (see Figure 3.3) and therefore interact more with the solvent than with the 
O2 group.  At zero field, Eads for LiO2, NaO2, and KO2 shown in Figure 5 are −1.16, −1.33, and 
−1.11 eV at Au(111) | DMSO, and −1.64, −1.71, and −1.47 eV at Au(211) | DMSO, respectively.  
Overall the superoxide species are 0.3~0.8 eV more stable than the corresponding values in vacuo, 




Figure 3.5: Top (top panels) and side (bottom panels) views of minimum total energy (S=O)2-M 
configurations for molecular (a) LiO2, (b) NaO2, and KO2 (c) adsorbed on Au(111), and molecular 
(d) LiO2, (e) NaO2, and (f) KO2 adsorbed on Au(211), with explicit DMSO molecules at ε = 0 
V/Å.  Color code: Au = yellow, S = dark green, C = black, H = white (small), O = red, Li = white 
(large), Na = cyan, K = light green, and O2 = purple.  Length of O-O bond (in Å) in each panel: 
(a) 1.457, (b) 1.407, (c) 1.404, (d) 1.454, (e) 1.442, (f) 1.418. 
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The field-induced changes in the stability of molecular MO2 species in the presence of 
DMSO on Au(111) and Au(211) are compared with the corresponding changes at the Au | vacuum 
interface over the ε range of 0 ~ +0.4 V/Å in Figure 3.2.  The presence of DMSO amplifies the 
field effect on the stability (vs. zero field) of the MO2 species on both Au surfaces, as can be seen 
from the larger 0 values in the presence of DMSO vs. those in vacuo (Table 3.1).  For instance, 
at +0.4 V/Å on Au(111), the dipole-field interaction stabilizes LiO2 by ca. −0.1 eV and NaO2 by 
ca. −0.2 eV in vacuo, but stabilizes LiO2 and NaO2 by ca. −0.5 and −0.4 eV in the presence of 
DMSO.  Overall, the inclusion of explicit solvent molecules appears to be necessary for accurately 
predicting the stability of molecular MO2 species on Au, both in terms of chemical/electrostatic 
interactions at zero field and in terms of the additional field-dipole interaction.  For both surfaces 
the product μ0·ε continues to provide a good estimate of the predicted variations in stability due to 
an electric field in the range of 0 ~ +0.4 V/Å for all three MO2 species based on field-included 
DFT calculations. 
3.2.4. MO2 Adsorption Au | DMSO over ±0.4 V/Å 
It is instructive to compare the adsorption of molecular MO2 species at Au | DMSO under negative 
fields even though they are less relevant to the cathode side of metal-air batteries during discharge.  
Contrary to positive electric fields, here the minimum-free energy configurations for MO2 involve 
the alkali atoms coordinated to only one sulfinyl oxygen atom.  For every species, the minimum 
total energy geometry with the alkali atom coordinated to one sulfinyl oxygen atom (denoted as 
(S=O)-M) and that of the minimum total energy geometry with the alkali atom coordinated to two 
sulfinyl oxygen atoms (denoted (S=O)2-M) are nearly energetically identical at zero field.  Below 
we use NaO2 at Au(111) | DMSO and KO2 at Au(211) | DMSO as examples (see Figure 3.6).  For 
NaO2 at Au(111) | DMSO, the (S=O)-M configuration has a 0 of −0.38 eÅ, whereas the (S=O)2-
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M configuration has a 0 of −0.93 eÅ.  The difference in 0 causes the former to be increasingly 
preferred under increasingly negative fields, whereas the latter to be increasingly preferred under 
increasingly positive fields (Figure 3.6a).  The same holds true for KO2 at Au(211) | DMSO, for 
which the 0 for the (S=O)-M and (S=O)2-M configurations are −0.47 and −0.92 eÅ, respectively 
(Figure 3.6b).  If taken together, the minimum-free energy hull as a function of  exhibits a more 
appreciable curvature () and a 0 that is intermediate between those of the (S=O)-M and (S=O)2-
M configurations. 
 
Figure 3.6: Minimum free energies for (a) NaO2 at Au(111) | DMSO and (b) KO2 at Au(211) | 
fig. caption cont’d  
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DMSO when the alkali atom is coordinated to one ((S=O)-M) and two ((S=O)2-M) sulfinyl oxygen 
atoms of DMSO.  The solid lines are best fits according to Eq. 2.  For NaO2, the fitting of 
adsorption free energy (ΔG(ε)ads) as a function of electric field (ε) yields: ΔG(ε)ads = +0.0385∙ε
2 − 
0.4024∙ε − 1.334 for (S=O)-M; ΔG(ε)ads = +0.0818∙ε
2 − 0.9422∙ε − 1.3318 for (S=O)2-M; and 
ΔG(ε)ads = −0.5498∙ε
2 − 0.6627∙ε − 1.3518 for the overall minimum free energy.  For KO2, the 
results are: ΔG(ε)ads = −0.0831∙ε
2 − 0.4664∙ε − 1.474 for (S=O)-M; ΔG(ε)ads = +0.0522∙ε
 2 − 
0.9036∙ε − 1.4744 for (S=O)2-M; and ΔG(ε)ads = −0.478∙ε
2 − 0.663∙ε − 1.4921 for the overall 
minimum free energy. 
 
3.2.5. O2- Adsorption on Au Corner Site at Au | DMSO 
Previously we identified an O2 species adsorbed on a Au adatom at Au(111) | DMSO as a model 
for a Au corner site (Figure 7a), whose properties (including O-O bond length (1.300 Å) and 
vibrational frequency (1,175 cm-1), and Bader charge (-0.39 e))18 are in line with the superoxide 
anion state (O2
-) identified by surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) in electrochemical 
ORR experiments.4, 82, 108, 110  Here we explore electric field effects on the chemisorption of this 
O2
- species.  To be consistent with our previous work the calculations here are carried out on the 
larger 4√3×4√3 surface unit cell, which is four times the size of the 2√3×2√3 surface unit cell used 
elsewhere in this study. 
The results are plotted in Figure 3.7b.  Unlike the metal superoxide MO2 species, the 
superoxide anion has a large polarizability (similar to what Hyman et al. reported for adsorbed O2 
on Pt(111)97), so the plot of Gads vs.  exhibits a pronounced curvature.  The best fit of the 
calculated stability to Eq. 2 yields ΔΔG(ε)ads = −1.9393∙ε
2 + 0.8253∙ε − 0.005862.  The Gads varies 
by a total of 0.62 eV in the range of ±0.4 V/Å, which is more pronounced than the field effects on 
the stability of the MO2 species due to both a large 0 and a large , particularly when the field is 
negative.  The O-O bond length (d(O-O)) varies consistently with the field strength, from 1.316 Å 
at −0.4 V/Å to 1.296 Å at +0.4 V/Å.  This trend is consistent with a more negative field 
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corresponding to a more negatively charged surface, which induces a greater degree of charge 
transfer into the O2 molecule (confirmed by Bader analysis) thereby lengthening the O-O bond.  
There is no direct coordination of the DMSO to the O2
- (the distances between the upper O atom 
of the O2
- and the nearest H, sulfinyl O, and S atoms at zero field are:  At ε = +0.4 V/Å, 2.893, 
3.189, and 2.955 Å; at ε = 0 V/Å, 2.735, 4.045, and 3.185 Å; at ε = −0.4 V/Å, 2.514, 4.264, and 
3.583 Å). 
 
Figure 3.7: (a) Top (left panel) and side (right panel) view of the superoxide anion O2
- species on 
Au1/Au(111) | DMSO at ε = 0 V/Å.  Color code: Au = yellow, C = black, O = red, S = green, H = 
white, and O2 = purple. (b) Electric field induced changes in stability (Gads, relative to ε = 0 
V/Å) and O-O bond length (d(O-O)) for O2
-.  The solid line is the best fit according to Eq. 2.  
Calculation for the O2
- at ε = −0.4 V/Å could only be converged to 0.10 eV/Å. 
 
It is evident in Figure 3.7 that significant variations in ΔG(ε)ads and d(O-O) occur between 
0 and −0.4 V/Å.  Negative potentials are less relevant to the discharge of metal-air batteries, and 
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under a very negative potential O2
- may be further reduced to a peroxide (O2
2-) or even dissociate 
into O2-.  On the other hand, between 0 and +0.4 V/Å the stability of O2
- varies by a much more 
moderate 0.10 eV and d(O-O) varies by only 0.004 Å.  Since the discharge voltages of metal-air 
batteries correspond to positive interfacial electric fields, our results suggest that the properties of 
O2
- should not change appreciably with potential in metal-air cells, which is inline with the fact 
that experimentally observed O-O vibrational frequency for O2
- is nearly invariant over a range of 
ca. 1 V below the equilibrium potentials for Li-ORR and Na-ORR.4, 82 
For individual molecules, higher polarizabilities are usually associated with larger, more 
diffuse electron clouds or less tightly bound electrons.  Polar molecules (e.g. the MO2 species) 
would therefore be expected to have small , compared to e.g. O2
-.  Note that a large  indicates 
a stronger dependence of stability on field.  Whether it means stabilization or destabilization, and 
what the magnitude of the effect is, depend on the specific molecule and field strength in question.  
In the case of the O2
-, its stability varies only moderately between 0 and +0.4 V/Å because the 
maximum of Gads with respect to  occurs in the middle of this field range. 
3.2.6. O and OH Adsorption at Au | Vacuum 
O and OH are the key intermediates in the hydrogen ORR.  Their adsorption on Au has been 
studied in detail previously,111-115 and is revisited here in part to validate our DFT setups.  On 
Au(111), DFT predicts atomic O to prefer the fcc threefold hollow site, which is supported by 
experiment.  Depending on the O coverage and the exchange correlation functional used, Eads for 
O ranges from −2.19 to −3.38 eV (relative to a gas-phase O atom),102, 114, 116-120 with which our 
result is consistent (−2.93 eV).  For OH, Santiago-Rodriguez et al.120 reported a tilted configuration 
on the twofold bridge site to be preferred for adsorption at 1/4 ML with Eads = -1.70 eV, while 
Phatak et al.119 found an upright configuration at the fcc site to be preferred at a lower coverage of 
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1/9 ML, with Eads = −2.10 eV (GGA-PW91).  At 1/12 ML we also find OH preferentially adsorbs 
in an upright geometry at the fcc site with Eads = −1.89 eV. 
On Au(211) both O and OH preferentially adsorb at the step edge.  Xu and Mavrikakis102 
and Daigle and BelBruno114 found the preferred adsorption site for O to be the “hanging fcc site” 
at the step edge (Figure 8), which yielded Eads of −2.77 eV (GGA-PW91) and −3.24 eV (GGA-
PBE) respectively.  We find the same site preference for O adsorption, with Eads = −2.89 eV.  Liu 
et al.121 reported that OH prefers adsorption at the bridge site on the step edge (Figure 3.8) of 
Au(211) with a binding energy of −2.39 eV (GGA-PW91).  We find the same site preference and 
a similar Eads of −2.30 eV on Au(211). 
 
Figure 3.8:  Top (top) and side (bottom) views of minimum total energy adsorption sites for O (a) 
and OH (b) on Au(211).  Color code: Au = yellow, O = red, and H = white. 
The variations in stability for O and OH on Au(111) and Au(211) over an ε range of ±0.4 
V/Å are presented in Figure 9.  For both adsorbates on both surfaces, Gads varies by a total of 
0.25 eV or less over ±0.4 V/Å.  In particular, Gads for O on Au(111) varies by less than 0.15 eV, 
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and is nearly field-independent for OH on Au(211).  The ΔΔGads vs.  behavior and the small 
magnitude of the field effect on stability of O and OH are consistent with what Karlberg et al.48 
(who included explicit water molecules in their models) and Hyman et al.97 previously reported 
for O and OH on Pt(111), which helps validate our computational approach to study the field 
effects on superoxide adsorption on Au surfaces here.  The similarity in field effects on O and OH 
on Au compared to Pt suggests that the dependence and magnitude of the field effects as indicated 
by our calculations for the molecular superoxide species adsorbed on Au may be qualitatively 
similar on other late transition metals.94 
 
Figure 3.9:  Electric field induced variations in stability (ΔΔGads, referenced to ε = 0 V/Å) for O 
and OH adsorbed on Au(111) | vacuum and Au(211) | vacuum.  The solid lines give the predicted 
changes in stability based on the first-order approximation (μ0·ε). 
3.3. Conclusions 
Periodic DFT calculations have been performed to investigate the effect of an interfacial electric 
field (such as is present in the electric double layer) on the chemisorption of key intermediates in 
the metal-ORR in metal-air batteries, i.e. the superoxide anion (O2
-) and molecular metal 
superoxide (LiO2, NaO2, and KO2), on the (111) and (211) facets of gold.  In the absence of an 
electric field ( = 0 eV/Å), the metal superoxides adsorb with an Gads of −0.26 eV or more stable 
on Au(111), each of which is ca. 0.6 eV more stable on Au(211).  The presence of a shell of explicit 
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DMSO molecules electrostatically stabilizes MO2 species by 0.3~0.8 eV on each surface compared 
to in vacuo. 
While the inclusion of an external electric field in our DFT calculations does not permit a 
one-to-one relationship to be established between field strength and electrode potential, we 
estimate that over the entire range of discharge potential range for Li-, Na-, and K-air batteries the 
absolute value of the interfacial field strength does exceed |0.4| V/Å.  On each surface we then 
applied fields between ±0.4 V/Å to each of the molecular metal superoxide species in vacuo and 
in the presence of explicit DMSO molecules.  In this range of , the stability of the metal 
superoxides are calculated to vary by up to |0.4| eV vs. the zero-field values, which is larger than 
that for O and OH, two key intermediates in ORR by hydrogen, on Au and Pt (ca. |0.1| eV).  The 
presence of DMSO molecules serves to amplify the field effect on the stability of the adsorbed 
MO2 species vs. in vacuo.  We have furthermore shown that the electric field effect on the stability 
of the molecular MO2 species can be closely estimated by the product of the electric field ε and 
the zero-field dipole moment μ0 over ±0.4 V/Å.  That is, G(ε)ads at any field strength in the given 
range can be reasonably estimated by the sum of zero-field adsorption energy Eads and μ0·ε, 
thereby avoiding the need for DFT calculations with electric fields that are computationally 
intensive and occasionally difficult to converge.  The error of the first-order approximation is, 
however, large for the adsorbed superoxide anion (O2
-) because of its large polarizability compared 
to the MO2 species.  The stability of this O2
- state is predicted to vary by up to |0.7| eV over ±0.4 
V/Å, although it varies by a more moderate amount of 0.10 eV between 0 and +0.4 V/Å.  In short, 
the effect of the interfacial electric field on the stability of key metal-ORR intermediates may be 
appreciable and yet different for different species (O2
-, MO2) at typical discharge potentials of Li-
, Na-, and K-air batteries (2.2~2.8 V). 
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Not including the electric field effect may therefore have a material impact on the DFT-
based theoretical analyses of the mechanism and limiting potentials of metal-ORR.  The first-order 
approximation represents an easy-to-apply and low-cost way to include this important correction.  
However, as our results for O2
- have shown, one needs to verify whether the first-order 
approximation is valid for an adsorbed species by checking its polarizability.  An easy way to do 
so would be to calculate the stability of the adsorbed species in question at both the largest and the 
smallest field strength of interest and also at zero field (if it lies inside the range of ε of interest), 
to estimate how far ΔΔGads vs. ε deviates from linearity.  We recommend that this set of procedures 





Chapter 4. Solution Mediated Reaction Mechanisms for Metal Air Batteries: A 
First Principles Approach  
4.1. Introduction 
The world’s largest economies are slowly transitioning to renewable energy and sustainable 
technologies like electric vehicles.  There is a need for efficient and large capacity energy storage 
to enable these technologies.  Currently Li-ion battery technology is majorly used for these 
applications and they are inherently limited by their specific energy.  The demand for energy 
storage is only touted to increase in the future thus making the need for better energy storage 
technologies vital.  Aprotic metal air batteries (M-O2) (where M=Li, Na & K), with large 
theoretical capacities, stand to be the most promising candidate to replace the current Li-ion battery 
technology.  But prototype M-O2 battery development is hindered with many obstacles like solvent 
degradation, poor cycling efficiency, parasitic reactions.2, 88-93  Successful development of M-O2 
prototypes requires detailed understanding at the molecular level of the many chemistries 
occurring in parallel in these batteries. 
The discharge products formed in all M-O2 batteries are some form of an alkali oxide 
(either superoxide, peroxide or oxide) and all of them have been shown to be insulating in nature. 
122-124  The cell discharge reaction can occur through two major routes for the growth of the 
discharge product.  The first is a surface mediated electrochemical mechanism that produces 
conformal growth of the discharge product on the cathode.  The growth through this mechanism 
is limited as the insulating nature of the discharge product limits charge transport through the oxide 
layer and thus further discharge product formation is hindered.125-126  The second path involves a 
solution mediated mechanism for the formation of the main discharge product mainly limited by 
the solubility of the metal superoxide, where the superoxide anion O2
- acts as a redox mediator.10-
11, 127  The proposed second path of solution mediated mechanism is postulated to be triggered 
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through multiple routes.  Aetukuri et al. proposed the formation of LiO2
* on the surface followed 
by desorption and dissociation brought about in electrolytes with varying amounts of water.10  
They proposed that the dissolved LiO2 reacts on an already formed surface Li2O2.  This leads to 
the discharge product with toroid shaped morphology. On the other hand Zhang et al. showed the 
formation of O2
-* on the electrode surface in anhydrous aprotic electrolyte.4  At high potentials (or 
low overpotentials), the O2
-* desorbs and reacts with Li+ in solution to form Li2O2 which later 
precipitates onto the electrode.  The toroidal morphology of Li2O2 has been observed in many 
studies of Li-O2 systems.
15, 128-132  A similar formation of cuboid morphology for Na-O2 batteries 
have also been observed.11, 133-138   Similar solution based behavior for K-O2 batteries is yet to be 
explored.  This solution mediated morphology helps improve the discharge capacity and reduce 
overpotential as these morphologies occupy less surface area relative to a uniformly grown film of 
discharge product.  As the discharge product is dissolved in the electrolyte solution, the nature of 
the solvent has a profound effect in the electrochemical discharge mechanism. 
  It has been demonstrated that the dissolution of the superoxide anion or the surface formed 
metal superoxide is a strong function of the electrolyte’s donating and accepting properties.127, 135, 
139-142  These properties are characterized by the Gutmann donor number (DN) and acceptor 
number (AN).  In case of Li-O2 batteries, solvents with high DN can induce solubility of discharge 
product by stabilizing the intermediates in solution.65, 99, 143-144  For Na-O2 batteries, high DN and 
AN is preferable to initiate solution phase reaction mechanism but other solvated components can 
also have an influence as well like solvated conducting salts.135, 145  Higher DN has the effect of 
better solvating the cation while a higher AN has the effect of better solvating the anion  
Herein, we investigate through density functional theory, the solution phase reaction 
mechanism for formation of discharge products of M-O2 battery.  We probe related molecular 
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species and the resultant cluster formation in dimer and trimer configuration.  These species are 
modeled in the presence of two solvents. The two solvents considered are DMSO(DN= 29.8 
Kcal/mol ,AN=19.3 Kcal/mol )146-148 which has a high value for DN as well as AN and 
contrastingly we consider ACN (DN=14.1 Kcal/mol ,AN=18.9 Kcal/mol )147, 149 which has a 
relatively low DN and high AN. While DN and AN are properties that cannot be directly modeled, 
we instead opt for an implicit solvent method to factor in the properties through a solvent specific 
polarizable continuum. We consider the possibility of precipitation of metal superoxide and 
peroxide, reporting the concurrent precipitation energy. We find that for the case of Li-O2 
precipitation of superoxide is unfavorable while for Na-O2 and K-O2 the precipitation of the 
superoxide represents a downhill trend in the free energy space. The barriers for the transition state 
and overall free energy profile for the reaction mechanism are dependent on the choice of the 
solvent. We currently focus purely on the mechanistic study of the solution mediated 
electrochemical mechanism of different M+ ions (Li+, Na+ and K+) with O2
- ion in solution. The 
effect of added anions and the resulting complexes, different coupling effects, solvent 
decomposition etc. is left for future studies. 
4.2. Results and Discussions 
4.2.1. Solvation of Molecular Species  
The solvation free energy in DMSO and ACN of the M+, MO2, the minimum energy metal 
superoxide dimer formed before the transition state (MO2)2(min) and M2O2 is shown in Table 4.1 & 
4.2. Recently the standard redox potentials of O2/Li
+-O2
- in different aprotic solvents was 
quantified and was correlated with the O2/O2
- and Li+-O2
- solubility. 65 In our calculation, the 
solvation energy of O2
 is ca. 4.48 kcal/mol (4.78 kcal/mol) while that of O2
- is ca. -64.95 kcal/mol 
(-65.85 kcal/mol) for DMSO (ACN). These values indicate O2 being sparingly soluble in the 
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considered solvents and thus the necessity of superoxide ion in the solvent to initiate the solvent 
based mechanism. Contrastingly, the solvation energy of the cations in both solvents indicate that 
if we start with an equimolar basis of metal atoms and O2 then all of the O2
- should find a solvated 
cation to react with.  Interestingly, all the possible solution mediated reaction intermediates and 
products (the reaction mechanism is elaborated in the later section) have a lower solvation energy 
as compared to their respective M+ cation and O2
- anion.  
Table 4.1: ∆G0(solv) (kcal/mol) for different species in DMSO  
Species Li Na K 
M+ -133.43  -107.03  -90.31  
MO2 -35.26  -37.96  -33.27  
M2O2 -47.98  -52.64  -45.03  
{MO2} (min) -39.79  -39.74 -35.33  
 
Table 4.2: ∆G0(solv) (kcal/mol) for different species in ACN  
Species Li Na K 
M+ -120.79  -99.23  -83.61  
MO2 -28.33  -33.00  -28.93  
M2O2 -38.31  -45.84  -38.91  
{MO2}2 (min) -30.29  -39.74  -28.98  
 
Solubility of metal superoxides and peroxides vary by huge order of magnitudes in different 




calculation for solubility is especially cumbersome as the Sspecies is an exponential function of the 
free energy of dissolution which is in turn a summation free energy of sublimation and solvation. 
Thus, Sspecies value varies by huge orders of magnitude with small errors in the free energy values 
making it extremely sensitive to the choice of level of theory. Thus, the solubility values in Table 
4.3 are meant to depict a qualitative comparative trend between the MO2 and M2O2 of the same 
species as LiO2 and Li2O2. 
 For LiO2 and Li2O2, the overall favorability of Li2O2 stems from the relevant 
thermodynamic instability of LiO2 to precipitate out as a solid which is further propounded by the 
fact that LiO2 is soluble in organic solvents (Table 4.3).  The presence of LiO2 in solvent as a 
solvated species enables it to react with itself to undergo disproportionation reaction, the further 
driving force of which is governed by the relevant energy barriers in the organic solvent.  In case 
of Na and K, the peroxide of each species appears to be relatively less soluble as compared to its 
superoxide counterpart. The conclusion for which species is more favorable requires the 
consideration of the reaction barriers during the formation mechanism and the viability of forming 
higher order clusters in the relevant organic solvent.  The huge relative difference in solubilities 




Table 4.3: Solubilities (mol/L) of MxO2 molecular species in DMSO and ACN using B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) , PCM model and fitted atomic radii. 
Species DMSO ACN 
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LiO2 1.96E-01 1.78E-06 
Li2O2 6.70E-17 6.06E-24 
NaO2 3.73E-13 4.56E-17 
Na2O2 4.40E-63 4.89E-68 
KO2 1.07E-01 7.39E-05 
K2O2 7.09E-24 2.47E-28 
 
 We initially consider the gas phase reaction mechanism for the formation of metal peroxide 
M2O2.  The primary intermediate in this case is the metal superoxide dimer which 
disproportionates to form metal peroxide.  Various isomers of the superoxide exist and are shown 













Figure 4.1: Stable structures in gas phase, DMSO and ACN for MO2, M2O2, 2M2O2, 3MO2 and 
3M2O2 shown in a) for Li, b) for Na and c) for K based species. The different possible dimer 
isomers including low energy (MO2)2 and high energy MO2MO2 dimers in gas phase, DMSO and 
ACN are shown d) for Li, e) for Na and f) for K. The transition state for different M+ atoms between 
















Table 4.4: Relative Electronic Energies (with and without zero-point-energy (ZPE) 
corrections) and Standard Gibbs Free Energies (kcal/mol) for (MO2)2 calculated with 
B3LYP and G4 Methods for the dimers shown in Figure 4.1 
 
 
 B3LYP G4 
Species Dimer spin G(gas) G(DMSO) G(ACN) G(gas) G(DMSO) G(ACN) 
LiO₂ 
1 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 3 8.72 -1.16 -1.04 18.19 8.21 8.97 
3 3 10.94 12.47 14.46 11.88 13.83 13.74 
4 3 8.99 -2.85 -1.43 15.59 5.35 5.76 
NaO₂ 
1 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 3 0.25 0.99 0.39 1.99 0.78 0.86 
3 3 13.08 -0.80 -1.96 21.05 6.14 6.64 
4 3 12.89 -0.46 -1.24 17.47 3.16 3.61 
KO₂ 
1 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 3 2.46 -1.34 -0.22 5.43 3.20 3.21 
3 3 13.53 -3.08 -3.26 16.83 1.58 2.29 
4 3 13.38 -2.78 -2.49 16.17 0.95 1.73 
5 3 -0.80 -0.43 0.26 4.58 6.38 6.69 
 
The most stable isomer is different at different levels of theory. The dimer 1 for all cases 
of M atoms, which is the most stable in gas as well as in solution at 298 K as predicted by G4 is 
not the most stable isomer in solution according to B3LYP.  For LiO2, the gas phase symmetry 
indicates a C2V molecule (using G4) as shown earlier by Bryantsev et al.
5  The C2v molecular 
symmetry is lowest energy structure for NaO2 and KO2 as well, in agreement with past studies.
156-
157  The gas phase reaction mechanism of these alkali superoxides with itself to give alkali peroxide 
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is described in Eq. (4.1-4.4) below. The only difference between Eq. (4.1-4.4) and Eq. (2.46-2.49) 
is that the species here are in gas phase instead of solution phase. 
2MO2(g) → {MO2}2(g)  (global minimum)           (4.1) 
{MO2}2 (g) (global minimum) → {MO2}2
‡ (g) (transition state)        (4.2) 
{MO2}2
‡ (g) (transition state) → {MO2}2 (g) (high energy)         (4.3) 
{MO2}2 (g) (high energy) → M2O2(g)+ O2(g)           (4.4) 
This mechanism is based on the mechanism described by Bryantsev et. al.5 for the reaction 
LiO2 with itself.  The reference state is two MO2 molecules in gas phase which is treated as 0 
kcal/mol. The overall energetics of the reaction for the different alkali metals is shown in Fig. 4.2.  
First a stable MO2 ring shaped dimer is formed (step 1) which is followed by the formation of a 
stable high energy intermediate MO2MO2 form dimer (step 3) by a mechanism involving the 
abstraction of a M+ ion from one of the superoxides in the  initial dimer.  This rate-determining 
step proceeds through the transition state (step 2) with a barrier of 16.63 (16.99) kcal/mol, 17.53 
(17.49) kcal/mol and 15.89 (16.24) kcal/mol in the forward direction for Li, Na and K respectively 
at 298 K (0 K). For Li, the following formation of high energy dimer and disproportionation to 
form peroxide (step 4) is energetically downhill both enthapically (0 K) and in free energy (298 
K). For Na and K, there is an additional endergonic process for disproportionation for Na2O2 and 
K2O2 (unlike Li2O2) which amounts to 11.09 (16.72) kcal/mol and 15.57 (21.25) kcal/mol 
respectively at 298 K(0 K). In the backward direction there exist a barrier of 7.51 (1.14) kcal/mol 






Figure 4.2: Gas phase reaction free energy profile at (a) T=0 K and (b) T=298 K for the 
disproportionation of the MO2 molecule to M2O2 and O2 (kcal/mol) obtained at G4 level of theory. 
 
Based on the gas phase reaction mechanism proposed here, all of the MO2 dimer species 
are more stable than the M2O2+O2 species at both 0 K and 298 K. However, the thermodynamic 
stability of the M2O2 will increase if the molecules can aggregate. In the limit of infinite crystal 
size, the thermodynamic stability of MO2(solid) compared to M2O2(solid) at an oxygen pressure 
of 1 atm can be estimated from the recent DFT calculations. For Li, based of the work by Seriani158, 
the Li2O2 structure is more stable as compared to 2LiO2 stoichiometry by 8.3 kcal/mol at 0 K (after 
considering the underestimation error of GGA). The estimated standard reaction free energy of 
LiO2=Li2O2 + O2 is -22.9 kcal/mol 
5 (after considering the entropy of molecular oxygen at T= 298 
K and pO2=1 atm (49.03 cal mol
-1 K-1)159 ), which is a strong thermodynamic driving force to form 
Li2O2. For Na, at 0 K 2NaO2 stoichiometry is more stable than Na2O2 by 6.918 kcal/mol while at 
298 K, Na2O2 is more stable than 2NaO2 by 1.38 kcal/mol 
160 before considering the entropy of 
O2. This relatively low thermodynamic difference coupled with the kinetic energy released and 
local oxygen concentration variation could be a contributing factor to the observation of both NaO2 
and Na2O2 in different batteries. For K, at T=0 K the KO2 crystal is more stable by 18.09 kcal/mol 
a b 
T=0 K T=298 K 
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and at T=298 K KO2 is more stable by 12.7 kcal /mol (before considering the entropy of O2 ).
91 
When we factor the entropic change due to O2 at 298 K (14.6 kcal/mol), K2O2 becomes more stable 
of a discharge product by 1.9 kcal / mol. The relatively small thermodynamic stability difference 
between the superoxide and peroxide of K warrants a future study of the kinetic and 
thermodynamic effects on the final discharge product. 
4.2.2. Solution Based Reaction Mechanism  
 The solution based mechanism for different M-O2 batteries in DMSO and ACN are shown 
in Fig. 4.3 a-f.  In each case, the initiating step or starting point is the solvated M+ and O2
- ions 
(labeled as step 0) which we showed earlier are favorably solvated in DMSO and ACN.  It is shown 
experimentally that solvated O2
- is present in Li+/DMSO solution at high potentials, thereby 
justifying the initial step for the mechanism.4, 108, 110  The solvation energy of the reference state 
i.e. 2M+ and O2
- is fitted to the experimental values thereby making the comparison of the solvated 
metal superoxide and peroxide apt. The reaction mechanisms for all three metal candidates proceed 
through the formation of a metal superoxide (labeled as step 1).  The formation energy for LiO2, 
NaO2 and KO2 are -5.74 kcal/mol (-11.56 kcal/mol), -6.66 kcal/mol (-9.60 kcal/mol) and -3.08 
kcal/mol (-5.55 kcal/mol) in DMSO (ACN) respectively.   
The next step in the reaction plot in Fig. 4.3 a-f represents the formation of two metal superoxide, 
at which point the phenomena of precipitation is considered.  For LiO2, ∆G
f
(s)(LiO2) (the 
experimental free energy of formation) isn’t currently reported thus making the calculation of P.E. 
improbable. For NaO2 and KO2 the P.E. is -1.68 kcal/mol (-6.64 kcal/mol) and -3.55 kcal/mol (-
7.89 kcal/mol) in DMSO (ACN) respectively.  The net effect of these favorable precipitation 
energies is the overall downhill free energy slope from solvated ions to final solid discharge 
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product in the form of metal superoxide.  This step is more favorable than the subsequent step i.e. 
formation of MO2 dimer for Na based and K based reactions as shown in Fig. 4.3 c-f.  
In case of Na-O2 batteries, the formation of NaO2,
136, 161-163 Na2O2 
164-166 and a mixture of both167-
169 are observed.  While NaO2 offer a lower gravimetric energy (1108 Wh/kg) than Na2O2 (1605 
Wh/kg), it is associated with a much lower overpotential (~ 100 mV).138 For K-O2 batteries, KO2 
(935 Wh/kg)91 is the only observed discharge product.  The formation of discharge product is a 
complex function of the solvent, electrode potential, solvated anions and many more parameters.  
So, we consider the formation of metal peroxide for Na and K.  For Li, Li2O2 is currently the most 
stable desirable oxide (barring Li2O).  The next step is the formation of metal superoxide dimer.  
Based on our RASS method, we exhaustively probe the potential energy surface and the dimer 
presented is the closest structure to a global minima we achieve.  Yet, like any other global search 
algorithm, there is a probability of other more stable isomers to exist. After the formation of the 
minimum structure metal dimer (step 3 or Eq. 4), the molecule undergoes isomerization to form a 
high energy dimer (step 5 or Eq. 2.47) which readily disproportionates to form metal peroxide and 
solvated O2 molecule (step 6 or Eq. 2.48).  Transition state theory is used to find the transition 
state structure (step 4 or Eq. 2.46) between the minimum and high energy dimer structure and the 
corresponding activation barrier.  For (LiO2)2, (NaO2)2 and (KO2)2 the activation barrier is 7.22 
kcal/mol (11.23 kcal/mol), 5.06 kcal/mol (5.64 kcal/mol) and 2.97 kcal/mol (3.40 kcal/mol) in 
DMSO (ACN) respectively.  Following the formation of a high energy metal dimer, the structure 
undergoes disproportionation to give solvated metal peroxide.  Out of the three metal candidates, 
only Li has a net exothermic energy for the disproportion reaction step of -1.83 kcal/mol (-1.77 
kcal/mol) in DMSO (ACN).  This is mainly attributed to the instability of the LiO2 species and its 
dimer.  Thus, consequently the mechanism is more favorable towards the formation of Li2O2 as 
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compared to Na and K based mechanism.  While for Na and K, the disproportionation reaction 
energy is 15.09 kcal/mol (14.54 kcal/mol) and 23.68 kcal/mol (22.97 kcal/mol) in DMSO (ACN) 
respectively which represents an energetically uphill process.  Following this, the metal peroxide 
precipitates (step 7-8 or Eq. 2.49-2.50 ) from solvated species to solid while the dissolved O2(sol) 
goes back into the gas phase.  The reaction energy for the combination of these two steps for Li, 
Na and K are -27.92 kcal/mol (-37.89 kcal/mol), -26.91 kcal/mol (-34.01 kcal/mol) and -22.58 
kcal/mol (-29.01 kcal/mol) in DMSO (ACN) respectively.  From Fig. 4.3 c and d, our calculations 
portray similar overall stability for solid NaO2 and Na2O2.  While for K, from Fig. 4.3 e and f, 
overall stability of solid KO2 precipitate is far greater than K2O2. For the case of Li, there is a 
strong thermodynamic driving force to form Li2O2 crystals at all temperature which is coupled 
with small activation barrier for the disproportionation reaction both in solution (Fig. 4.3 a and b) 
and gas phase.5  This is consistent with the fact that there are no experimental reports on crystal 







Figure 4.3: Solution mediated reaction free energy profile (T=298.15 K) for the formation of metal 
superoxide and peroxide for Li (a[b]), Na (c[d]) and K (e[f]) in DMSO [ACN]. The dimer 
structures are found using R-RASS method and the transition state is found using synchronous 
transit guided quasi newton method.  All structures are optimized using B3LYP/6-311++G** and 
single point energies were calculated using the G4 method. 
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 The overall free energy changes in solution ΔGosolv at 298 K based on either MO2 or M2O2 
formation is shown in Table 4.5.  For a metal like Li, where Li2O2 is the major product, we observe 
a high exothermic overall reaction with small barriers to overcome.  In case of Na, based on the 
right condition we could either have NaO2 or Na2O2, where Na2O2 formation requires the 
overcoming of a significant reaction barrier.  In case of K, only KO2 is found experimentally to be 
the major discharge product.  The peroxide doesn’t form mainly due to the large reaction barrier 
and relatively similar stability on the free energy landscape as compared to solvated K+ and O2
- 
ions.  
Table 4.5: Overall free energy change in solution ΔGosolv at 298 K for M-O2 solution mediated 
reaction mechanism for different discharge products  
Metal 
Species 
DMSO ACN Discharge 
product Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. 
Li -28.97 -29.63 -54.37 -55.11 Li2O2 
Na -7.17 -8.34 -15.07 -16.24 NaO2 
 -17.26 -19.24 -33.06 -35.03 Na2O2 
K -6.80 -6.63 -13.60 -13.43 KO2 
 -1.31 -0.19 -14.92 -13.79 K2O2 
 
4.2.3. Formation of Dimers and Trimers  




122 have been studied extensively in gas phase 
while Na2O2, KO2 and K2O2 cluster formation in gas phase and solution are not yet studied. Here 
we present the formation of dimers and trimers of metal superoxide and peroxide in gas, DMSO 
and ACN at the B3LYP/6-311**G++ level of theory. As the molecules get larger in size, the G4 
level of theory treatment becomes increasingly expensive, thus the results from the B3LYP/6-
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311++G** serve as a quantitative measure for the favorability of different clusters. The dimer and 
trimer formation in gas and solution phase are described as 
MO2 + MO2 →(MO2)2   (4.5) 
(MO2)2 + MO2 → (MO2)3   (4.6) 
M2O2 + M2O2 → (M2O2)2  (4.7) 
 (M2O2)2 + M2O2 → (M2O2)3   (4.8) 
The free energy of formation of the different clusters in gas and solution phase is given in Table 
4.6.  In gas phase, the formation energies of the LiO2 dimer and trimer match very closely with the 
values of Bryanstev et. al.5 and Das et. al.170, which show a general exergonic trend for the 
formation of the dimer and trimer. But as we move to DMSO and ACN, we see this trend reverse 
and the process becomes endergonic with increasing unfavorability as the cluster size increases. 
As we move to Li2O2, we see an increasingly favorable trend for the formation of clusters and is 
in agreement with experiments.152  As we go to the other clusters (Na and K), there is a general 
trend suggesting that the formation reaction is exergonic in gas phase and become endergonic in 
solution for all cases, with larger clusters being unfavorable in solution.  For Na, this conclusion 
is counter intuitive to the experimental observations 11, 135, 138, 144-145 where solution mediated 
growth of NaO2 growth is preferred. Lutz et. al. 
145 showed experimentally that the electrolyte has 
a minor effect on the solution mediated mechanism and other factors like added anions play a 
greater role, thus warranting a future study on the effect of other parameters in solution to the 
solution mediated mechanism.  The current understanding for K-O2 experimental systems is 
limited making current conclusions as a first fundamental attempt to explain the current 
observation in these batteries. 
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Table 4.6: The free energy of formation 
for different dimers and trimers in kcal 
/ mol at the B3LYP/6-311++G** 
level of theory 
Species Gas DMSO ACN 
(LiO2)2 -23.66 10.12 4.51 
(LiO2)3 -30.52 24.07 17.88 
(Li2O2)2 -39.57 -0.94 -6.06 
(Li2O2)3 -53.43 -8.04 -16.70 
(NaO2)2 -30.94 5.90 4.14 
(NaO2)3 -33.58 7.40 30.69 
(Na2O2)2 -29.88 1.08 -0.99 
(Na2O2)3 -71.10 1.23 3.20 
(KO2)2 -23.30 9.77 7.30 
(KO2)3 -30.41 22.36 30.99 
(K2O2)2 -30.53 2.86 -1.44 
(K2O2)3 -15.82 15.80 14.79 
    
4.3. Conclusion 
Thus, we elaborate the gas phase reaction and the solution mediated reaction mechanism for M(Li, 
Na & K) O2 systems in DMSO and ACN for the formation of either metal superoxide and peroxide 
via formation and disproportionation of metal superoxide dimer. For Li, the only reported 
discharge product is Li2O2 and in our calculations this process is associated with a free energy 
change of -29.63 kcal/mol (-55.11 kcal/mol) in DMSO (ACN).  For Na, within the single 
mechanism proposed earlier, we explored the precipitation of NaO2 and Na2O2.  The P.E. of 
NaO2(s) makes the entire precipitation process a downhill task.  The formation of Na2O2 requires 
the overcoming of a reaction barrier of 15.09 kcal/mol (14.54 kcal/mol) in DMSO (ACN).  In the 
case of K, where KO2 is the only experimentally reported species, the P.E. of KO2(s) also makes 
the entire precipitation process favorable.  While formation of K2O2 is associated with a larger 
barrier of 23.68 kcal/mol (22.97 kcal/mol).  Formation of metal superoxide and peroxide cluster 
formation is highly exergonic in gas phase.   In solution phase the only species to be shown to 
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grow favorably in solution is Lithium peroxide, while the growth of all other species considered 
is endergonic. The process described above is subject to change with inclusion of different 
parameters like solvated anions, inclusion of explicit solvent molecules etc.  These parameters will 
be systematically included in future studies to propound on the current fundamental studies and 




Chapter 5. Effect of Dopant on the Crystalline and Electronic Structures of 
Li2O2 
5.1. Introduction 
With the increasing world energy demands and significant relevance of renewable energy,3 the 
need for efficient and large energy storage has become tantamount.  Aprotic Li-O2 batteries are 
highly promising candidates for viable energy storage.  However, the development of this 
technology is hindered by a range of scientific problems especially on the reversible cathode side 
of the battery,3, 171 which stands to be a major hurdle in commercializing these batteries.  
Developing a reversible air cathode requires a detailed knowledge of the molecular level processes 
that occur during the cycling of M-O2 batteries and detailed understanding of the various reaction 
mechanism and discharge products forming.  However, there are still many fundamental debates 
on the essential chemistry occurring during charge and discharge as well as the product forming 
on the cathode surface. 
The thermodynamically most stable discharge product for aprotic Li-O2 battery at ambient 
conditions is typically solid lithium peroxide (Li2O2).  The most stable structure of crystalline 
Li2O2 is the P63/mmc Föppl structure,
14 which is a wide band gap insulator.13  During discharge, 
the lack of electronic conductivity results in a limiting thickness for the layer of discharge product 
beyond which electron transport to the discharge product-electrolyte interface is insufficient to 
allow the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) to take place further.10, 172-173  During the charging 
process, a high overpotential is typically needed to drive the reverse reaction i.e. oxygen evolution 
reaction (OER) at the interface between discharge product and electrolytes, which unfortunately 
also opens up side reaction channels.3, 171-172  Thus the overall reversibility of the cathode is 
severely affected.  Early on considerable effort was directed at developing electrocatalysts to 
improve the efficiency of the ORR and OER, but the role of the electrocatalysts was questionable 
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due to passivation by solid products.19, 174-175  A major current research focus is on devising ways 
to shift the formation of and decomposition of Li2O2 away from the electrode surface via redox 
shuttles and other solution-phase additives.176-178 
There have been reports that metal ions such as Co and Ni are incorporated into the 
discharge products when materials such as Co3O4 were used as cathodes.
179-180  In such a case the 
cathode catalyst dissolves into the adjoining electrolyte to form the respective solvated metal 
ion.181 Other studies have shown that dissolved anions/cations or side products can be incorporated 
into the discharge products that are identified as amorphous or defective Li2O2.
175, 182-183  These 
impurities are broadly referred to as additives, promoters, or dopants.15, 179, 184-185  In this study we 
refer to a foreign atom incorporated into bulk Li2O2 as a dopant.  Experimentally, the doping 
approach has sometimes been shown to have a positive effect in reducing overpotential during 
recharge175 and in some cases to increase the discharge capacity.183, 186 
The growth mode and morphology of Li2O2 depend on a number of factors including rates 
of nucleation and precipitation, which in turn depend on local electronic and ionic conductivity, in 
the electrolyte and to/from the electrolyte/electrode interface, while the entire micro-environment 
is under an applied voltage.15  There have been several studies that theoretically investigated 
different phases of Li2O2, defective Li2O2, or amorphous Li2O2,
8, 16-18 or the Föppl structure with 
a substitutional or interstitial dopant atom.8, 19-20  None so far have considered the possibility of a 
dopant fundamentally altering the structure of Li2O2.  Herein, we theoretically explore the potential 
energy surfaces (PES) for Li2O2 doped with Na, Mg, Co, Ni, and Ba, which are commonly found 
either as ingredients of Li-based electrodes or as solvated components of the electrolyte, using 
global optimization techniques based on evolutionary algorithms and density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations, and we investigate the effects that these dopants have on the geometric and 
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electronic structure of Li2O2.  We find that the incorporation of these dopants leads to local 
structures that differ significantly from the Föppl structure and reflect instead the preferred oxygen 
coordination of the dopants.  Some of the doped local structures have free energies of formation 
that are lower (i.e. more favorable) than that of Li in the Föppl structure, but no transition to 
metallicity is observed that may be associated with enhanced electric conductivity. 
5.2. Results and Discussions 
5.2.1. Bulk Li2O2 
The properties of Li2O2 has been theoretically studied both with
16, 123, 172, 187-188 and without8, 19 
defects.  The predicted band gap is 1.88 eV (GGA-RPBE) and 4.5 eV (HSE06), respectively (see 
Figure 5.1a), which agrees with the literature results of 1.9 eV (GGA),13,189 4.5 eV (HSE06),190-192 
and 4.91 eV (G0W0).
13  Radin et al. reported a band gap of 6.63 eV using a modified HSE 
calculation (mixing parameter of exact exchange α=0.48 instead of 0.25).8  In Li2O2 there are two 
symmetry-inequivalent Li sites, trigonal prismatic (TP) and octahedral (Oct) (Figure 5.1c and 
5.1d), which a dopant atom can substitutionally occupy.  The formation energy of a neutral Li 
vacancy (VLi) in the TP site is 0.06 eV lower than in the Oct site, which agrees with what was 
found earlier.8  The difference in formation energy for VLi increases to 0.33 eV using HSE06 (the 
TP site still being more favorable than the Oct site), which is in close agreement with the difference 
of 0.34 eV (HSE06) reported by Radin et al.8  The fully relaxed Li15O16 unit cell with a VLi in the 
TP site has the lattice constant along the c axis contracted by 2.23 % (from c=7.61 Å to 7.44 Å). 
The total projected DOS for Li2O2 with a neutral VLi in the TP site is shown in Figure 5.1b.  
The VLi has a negligible effect on the RPBE electronic structure, but according to HSE06 a split 
develops between the spin-up and spin-down states at the top of the oxygen  band with the Fermi 
level crosses the top of the spin-down states of the oxygen * band, in agreement with prior studies 
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based on HSE06.190-191  New states appear in the band gap (Figure 5.1b), which was also reported 
by Varley et al.192 but not by Lyu et al.191  We surmise that in the latter study the projected DOS 
on only a subset of the atoms in the unit cell was reported.  These gap states are localized on O2 
moieties adjacent to the VLi and also have O2 * characters (Figure 5.1d and 5.1e). In contrast, the 
spin-down states at the Fermi level are spatially delocalized (Figure 5.1c), consistent with the 
presence of a state that crosses the Fermi level in the band structure (Figure B13).  This 
characteristic is in line with the assertion by the handful of studies in the literature that examined 
the electronic structure of Li2O2 with VLi,
13, 191-192 that neutral VLi enhances electronic conductivity 
in Li2O2, thereby reducing the overpotential for charging.  This is in addition to other mechanisms 
that enhance the bulk conductivity of Li2O2, such as polaron formation and defect mobility.




Figure 5.1: Total density of states of (a) Li2O2 and (b) Li2O2 with a VLi.  The HSE06 charge density 
of the states labeled 1*, 2* and 3* in (b) are shown in (c), (d), and (e) respectively, with the top 
panel in the yz view and bottom panel in the xy view.  The iso-surface corresponds to an electron 
density of 0.0025 e/Å3.  Color code: Li = green, O = red. 
 
5.2.2. Doped Li2O2 
In Figure 5.2, we compare the difference in free energies of formation (Gf, relative to Li) of 
doped microstructures optimized by USPEX and their counterparts that were obtained by energy-
minimizing directly substitutionally doped (DSD) Li2O2 or Li2O2 with a VLi.  In the latter case 
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non-equivalent locations of VLi with respect to the dopant atoms were checked.  The Gf  
accounts for the solvation energy of individual ions (the values shown in Figure 5.2 are specific 
for DMSO), which would be affected by different solvents with different donor and acceptor 
numbers.  All the USPEX-optimized structures are more stable than their DSD counterparts except 
Li15NaO16, for which the USPEX-optimized structure is slightly less stable than its DSD 
counterpart (by 0.13 eV in RPBE).  The Ba doped structures have the largest difference between 
the USPEX-optimized and DSD structures (ca. 4 eV in RPBE).  Below we refer solely to the 
USPEX-optimized structures.  All doped structures have larger volumes than their Li counterparts 
(Figure 5.3), and especially so with Ba, Co, and Ni as dopants.  With Mg and Na both the change 
in structure and the increase in volume are minor compared to the lattice of Li2O2 (USPEX Mg 
and Na doped structures shown in SI).  This reflects the large ionic size of Ba compared to the 





Figure 5.2: Difference in free energy of formation (∆∆𝐺𝑓) for USPEX optimized Li15DO16 (a, 
RPBE; b, HSE06) and Li14DO16 (c, RPBE; d, HSE06) compared to Li2O2 and Li2O2 with a VLi, 
respectively.  Directly substitutionally doped structures (“DSD”) are included in (a, c) for 
comparison.  Two different electrode potentials are considered: U = 0 V and U = 2.96 V.  Na is a 





Figure 5.3: Volumes (in Å3) of USPEX-optimized Li15DO16 and Li14DO16 unit cells, in comparison 
to Li2O2 without and with a VLi. 
 
RPBE and HSE06 predict different most stable dopants.  At U = 0 V, all structures doped 
with divalent atoms are more stable than Li2O2 regardless of composition, while doping with Na, 
which is a monovalent atom, is less stable.  This broadly parallels the formation potentials of the 
corresponding bulk peroxides/oxides as compared to that of Li2O2 (Table 1).  Co is the most stable 
dopant according to RPBE, yielding Li15CoO16 (Gf = -3.83 eV) and Li14CoO16 (Gf = -4.50 
eV), whereas HSE06 predicts Mg to be the most stable dopant, with Li15MgO16 and Li14MgO16 
having Gf of -3.35 eV and -4.79 eV, respectively.  At U = 2.96 V, RPBE predicts the Co and 
Mg doped Li15DO16 structures to be more stable than Li2O2, and the Co, Mg, Ba and Ni doped 
Li14DO16 structures to be more stable than Li2O2 with a VLi.  On the other hand, HSE06 predicts 
only the Mg doped Li15DO16 structure to be more stable than Li2O2, and the Mg and Ba doped 
Li14DO16 structures to be more stable than Li2O2 with a VLi. Additionally, Table 5.1 compares the 
accuracy of RPBE and HSE06 functional in reproducing experimental formation potential.  For 
Li2O2, MgO2, BaO2 and NiO HSE06 tends to perform better than RPBE. For CoO and Na2O2 
RPBE tends to perform much better. For CoO, HSE06 tends to overestimate by 2 V which is 
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indicative that HSE06 tends to significantly overestimate the Co-O bond. This is also evident when 
comparing DSD-Li14CoO16 with HSE06 and RPBE. For the HSE06 DSD-Li14CoO16 the Co is 
coordinated by 6 O atoms which is higher than u-Li14CoO16 where the Co is coordinated by 4 O 
atoms thus showing increased stability with HSE06. A similar phenomena occurs with DSD-
Li14NiO16 where the Ni-O bond tends to be much more stable as compared to RPBE. As the entire 
search of the potential energy surface was done using RPBE functional in USPEX, the parity of 
the Co-O bond between HSE06 and RPBE functional cannot be directly factored. For the case of 
LixCoO16 composition, RPBE can more accurately account for bonding nature and is thus used to 
define its electronic structure. 
Table 5.1: Formation potentials (Eº, in V vs. Li/Li+) of 
the bulk peroxides or oxides of Li and the dopants.57, 194 
All formation potentials are reference to respective bulk 
solid and molecular oxygen as calculated by either RPBE 
or HSE06 functional. 
 RPBE HSE06 Experimental 
Li2O2 2.62 2.94 2.96 
Na2O2 2.23 2.06 2.66 
MgO2 3.13 3.58 3.62 
BaO2 2.67 2.99 3.19 
CoO 3.94 5.91 3.91 
NiO 2.98 3.51 3.89 
 
Replacing Li with Mg or Ba, both of which are strictly divalent, injects an extra electron 
into Li2O2, forming a small polaron on a nearby O2 moiety and cleaving a single O-O bond (Figure 
5.4a).  As Kang et al. have shown,190 this local arrangement to accommodate an extra electron in 
Li2O2 is not stable.  Instead, removing a Li accommodates the extra electron so that all O2 moieties 
remain in the peroxo state.  Co and Ni, on the other hand, are inherently multivalent, which results 
in the breaking of multiple O-O bonds and formation of oxo groups.  Introducing a VLi does not 




Figure 5.4: Nearest O-O distances ( d
O-O
min  in Å) for all O atoms in USPEX-optimized (a) Li15DO16 
and (b) Li14DO16 structures using HSE06 functional.  d
O-O
min  between 1.4 and 1.6 Å represents 
oxygen in the peroxo state while values of 2.2 Å and above indicates oxygen in the oxo state. 
 
Based on the results presented in Figure 5.2 we can predict, with greater confidence than 
for the other dopants, that it is thermodynamically favorable for Mg and Ba to be incorporated into 
Li2O2.  The recent work by Matsuda et al. has confirmed the significant incorporation of Mg and 
Ba into discharge products of non-aqueous Li-O2 cells.
175  They reported that doped products had 
low crystallinity.  The presence of the alkaline earth metal dopants improved both the coulombic 
efficiency and the charging performance, although a large decrease in the discharge potential was 
seen with Mg.  What was not directly addressed in that study is whether the discharge product was 
a mixture of Li-Ox and e.g. Mg-Ox, or a single Li-Mg-Ox phase.  The formation potentials of the 
bulk alkaline earth metal peroxides (Table 5.1) suggest that Mg is much more likely than Ba to 
form a separate phase.  However, the Gf for incorporation of Mg into Li2O2 (with a VLi; Figure 
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5.2d) is significantly higher than the difference in Eº of MgO2 and Li2O2, which suggests that 
incorporation into Li2O2 (provided that Li2O2 is formed simultaneously) is favored over formation 
of a separate phase.  The relative concentration of a dopant vs. Li and kinetic factors can also 
influence the doping process but they are beyond the scope of the current study. 
Most experimental Li-O2 cathodes discharge at a 0.2~0.4 V overpotential,
139-140, 195 thus 
making some of the doped structures possible despite being slightly less stable than Li2O2, such as 
Na.  Lyu et al.191 performed HSE06 calculations and reported directly substituted Li15NaO16 and 
Li14NaO16 to be 1.3 eV and 0.9 eV less stable respectively than Li16O16 (i.e. (Li2O2)8) and Li15O16.  
These values are somewhat larger than our values shown in Figure 5.2b and 5.2d, but it should be 
kept in mind that different reference states were used. Lyu et al. used a reference state relative to 
bulk Li and Na metals.  Their experiments show that discharge overpotential increased by ca 0.1 
V, but reduced charge overpotentials by just adding a very low Na+ amount of 10% and increased 
energy efficiency.  This necessarily comes at the expense of capacity, as more Na tends toward the 
capacity of a corresponding Na-O2 cell.  Detailed characterization work demonstrates that Na is 
incorporated into Li2O2 forming amorphous products with Li coordination number between Li2O2 
and LiO2, which the authors interpreted as defective Li2O2 with VLi.   
In our case Gf (Li15NaO16) = 0.37 eV and Gf (Li14NaO16) = 0.48 eV using HSE06 
functional where in our case Gf  is defined by Eq. 1. The larger difference in formation energy 
can be attributed due to the different reference state, where the solvated ion reference state would 
let us account for de-solvation of ions from solution to bulk. The Li14DO16 structures are calculated 
to be more stable than their Li15DO16 counterparts for all the dopants except Na, which suggests 
that the incorporation of these dopants into Li2O2 will likely induce Li vacancy formation. 
Replacing Li with Mg or Ba, both of which are strictly divalent, injects an extra electron into c-
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Li2O2, forming a small polaron on a nearby O2 moiety and cleaving a single O-O bond (Fig. 3a).  
As Kang et al. have shown,190 this local arrangement to accommodate an extra electron in c-Li2O2 
is not stable.  Instead, removing a Li accommodates the extra electron so that all O2 moieties 
remain the peroxo state.  Co and Ni, on the other hand, are inherently multivalent, which results in 
the breaking of multiple O-O bonds and formation of oxo groups both in the USPEX and DSD 
structures.  Introducing a VLi as a site defect in DSD structure or as a compositional variation in 
USPEX does not prevent the breaking of O-O bonds (Fig. 5.3b). In Li2O2 with VLi the O-O bonds 
in the one of the layers are contracted to 1.434 Å which is contracted from that in bulk Li2O2 of 
1.505 Å. In the case of DSD-Li14CoO16 all the O-O bonds in the top layer remain in the bulk value.  
The structures calculated with RPBE functional have their charge density calculated at a 
higher kpoint mesh for accurate description of DOS and associated bandstructure(shown in SI). 
Thus, all the study below for electron tunneling through these structures are done using RPBE 
functional. Below we will discuss in detail the Co-doped structures, Li15CoO16 and Li14CoO16 as 
they are the most stable doped structures predicted by RPBE and has states crossing the fermi level 
at both compositions that could lead to electron tunneling.  The Mg, Ni, Ba, and Na doped 
structures are shown in the Supplemental Information.  For both compositions considered, the 
configurations have all 3 oxidation states of O atom i.e. oxide, superoxide and peroxide as will be 
shown in the latter half of the paper. Thus, these structures don’t represent a complete peroxide 
discharge product, though all the structures obtained has most of the O atoms in the peroxide state. 
This representation is in empirical agreement with experimental findings191, 196 that during 
discharge due to various reasons like current localization,197 presence of dopants,175, 182-183 or local 
variation in of oxygen gas across the electrode16 can cause a variation in the oxidation states of O 
atom in the discharge products. Soluble electrocatalyst176, 186, 198 which can be incorporated into 
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the bulk discharge product could cause a local change in oxidation state of O atom immediately 
adjacent to the electrocatalyst. 
In Figure 5.6, we show the USPEX-optimized Li14CoO16 and Li15CoO16 doped structures.  
For Li15CoO16, out of the 16 O atoms, 10 atoms form dimers 8 of which are in peroxide state while 
the remaining 2 are in superoxide state. 6 O atoms are in the oxide phase in which 4 O atoms are 
tetragonally coordinated with the Co atom and 2 O atoms octahedrally coordinated with Li atoms 
forming bonds in the range of 1.9-2.01 Å. While for Li14CoO16, 12 O atoms form dimers and 4 O 
atoms are in the oxide phase directly coordinated to Co as shown in Figure 5.5.  The state of the 
oxygen atom is based on 2 parameters, first, the bond length of the O-O distances d
O-O
min , for the 
peroxide state O atoms is ~1.49 Å to 1.58 Å while for the superoxide state O atom is ~1.22 Å to 
1.39 Å. The oxide state of the O atom is initially confirmed visually from the schematic followed 
by bader charge analysis, all the peroxide O atoms in the USPEX structures were compared to the 
O atoms in Li2O2 depicted in Figure 5.1 in terms of charge and d
O-O
min . For Li14CoO16, the oxide O 
within the bulk form a sub-structure that is akin to an LiO2 dimer.
5 A general summary of the states 
of the O atom for the remaining USPEX structures is shown in the histogram in Figure 5.3. All the 
bulk structures with O atoms in the oxide state tend to display DOS that cross the Fermi level with 
RPBE functional as shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure B5 and B9.  This crossing gets withdrawn and 
none of the occupied states crosses the fermi level while using HSE06 functional. Using the HSE06 
functional, new states appear in the bandgap as seen in Figure 5.5a and 5.5b, where a new state 
appears in the spin-down channel for Li14CoO16. Similar phenomena occur for the other USPEX 
generated doped structures like Li15BaO16, Li15MgO16, Li14NaO16, and Li14NiO16 effectively 
reducing the band gap in half in the spin down channel.  This reduction in band gap would have a 
direct impact on the reduction of overpotential which is already seen experimentally for Ba.175  In 
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an ideal direct substitution case as seen in DSD, whenever an extra electron is injected into a Li2O2 
(in this case through Co+2 dopant), it results in elongation and cleavage of the O-O bonds as dmin 
O-O goes beyond 2.2 Å as mentioned earlier
190 and form small polaron on the isolated O atom. This 
self-trapping of electrons was further shown by Kang et. al. to limit electron mobility. Instead in 
our case the extra electron imbalance due to replacing neutral Li by neutral Co would result in 
cleaved bonds and isolated O atoms.  As the cobalt oxide formation potential is higher than 
molecular Li2O2 (see table 5.1), we see that 4 O atoms coordinate while the 2 O atoms in the oxide 
phase in the system due to the extra electron would be coordinated by ionic Li atoms (for 
Li15CoO16).  For a high concentration of dopants and the resultant strain due to ionic size of Co, 






Figure 5.5: The total density of state (TDOS) for the USPEX-optimized structures using RPBE 
and HSE06 functional for (a) Li15CoO16 and (b) Li14CoO16.  Contribution to the density of state 
for Co and all O atoms in Li15CoO16  using (c) RPBE  and (e) HSE06. While the Co and all O 






Figure 5.6: xy view (top panels) and yz view (bottom panels) of USPEX generated (a) Li15CoO16 
and (b) Li14CoO16 structures.  Oxygen atoms are colored differently based on oxidation and 
bonding nature. Color code: Li = green, Co = dark blue, O in peroxide state = red, O bonded in 
oxide state and bonded to Co in Li15CoO16 = light blue, O bonded in oxide state and bonded to Co 
in Li14CoO16 = silver, O in superoxide state = pink, O in oxide phase coordinated with surrounding 
Li atoms = orange 
 
The individual contribution by Co and O at the Fermi level in Li15CoO16 and Li14CoO16 
are shown in Figure 5.5, with the spatial charge distribution over energy range of -1 eV to 1 eV 
near the Fermi level.  We followed the procedure established by Timoshevskii et al.20 to estimate 
electron mobility through tunneling.  For the case of u-Li15CoO16, the entirety of the charge is 
concentrated on Co and the octahedrally coordinated O atoms, the spin up energy band of Co 
crosses the Fermi level by 0.108 eV. For Li14CoO16, the spatial charge distribution is centered on 
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the Co and peroxide O atoms. The energy band of Co in the spin down state crosses the Fermi 
level by 0.17 eV.  Conductivity or electron mobility is not a fixed quantity but can vary during 
discharge and charge because the cell potential can affect the defect and doping concentration 
through variations in the chemical potential of all the metal cations. Conductivity can be due to 
migration of charge (ionic conductivity) or tunneling of electron/polaron transport (electronic 
conductivity).  Previously, Viswanathan et. al.188 under specific conditions showed that electrons 
can tunnel through 5nm thick Li2O2 layers. The thickness of our microdomains are less than 5 nm 
for all compositions and dopants.  Assuming that the electrons can tunnel through our USPEX 
generated solids, we can empirically estimate the electron mobility in x, y and z direction using 
Einstein’s relation 𝜇𝑒 = 𝑒𝐷/𝑘𝑏𝑇 and 𝐷 = 𝐿
2/𝜏  where L is the distance between neighboring 
dopant atoms (assuming charge travels through dopant and not O atoms) and 𝜏 is the inverse 
lifetime of electrons in a given valence orbital and can be estimated as 1/𝜏=𝛾/ℎ̅ where 𝛾 is the 
valence orbital width crossing the Fermi level.20 Using this the electron mobility in x, y and z 
direction are 𝜇𝑥 = 39.66 cm
2/[Vs], 𝜇𝑦 = 58.10 cm
2/[Vs] and 𝜇𝑧 = 55.56 cm
2/[Vs] for Li15CoO16. 
The electron mobility values are 𝜇𝑥 = 36.81 cm
2/[Vs], 𝜇𝑦 = 37.51 cm
2/[Vs] and 𝜇𝑧 = 34.87 
cm2/[Vs] for Li14CoO16.  The improvement to mobility due to the other dopants is shown in table 
S2.  In all cases, the electron is assumed to transfer through the dopant atoms. These values are 
significantly higher than the polaronic hopping estimates calculated for Li2O2 (10
-9-10-10 
cm2/[Vs]).190  While these values are considerably higher than polaronic hopping they are still very 
low as compared to a semiconductor like pure undoped crystalline silicon which has an electron 
mobility of 1400 cm2/[Vs].199 These studies are carried out using the RPBE functional. A more 
accurate treatment could be employed in the future after more experimental evidence of the 
dominant charge transport through such amorphous-like structure with dopants is available.  Using 
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RPBE functional we observe electron mobility improvement for the USPEX-optimized Li14NaO16, 
Li14MgO16, Li15NiO16, Li14NiO16, Li14BaO16 along with c-Li15O16Ni and c-Li15BaO16 which are 
DSD structures. The u-Li15NiO16 structure shows the highest improvement to electron mobility 
with 𝜇𝑥 = 188.6 cm
2/[Vs]. When we use the above equation to calculate the electron mobility 
through VLi assuming a tunneling mechanism than the mobility is 𝜇𝑥 = 31.74 cm
2/[Vs], 𝜇𝑦 = 
31.74 cm2/[Vs] and 𝜇𝑧 = 46.93  cm
2/[Vs] for RPBE functional.  When a polaron hopping 
mechanism for a charged V-Li is considered, Radin et. al. got 𝜇 = 2 x 10-7 cm2/[Vs] along all three 
directions.8  Thus, it is necessary to determine the exact mechanism (polaron hopping or electron 
tunneling) for transport of electron to determine the overall benefit of doping. Determination of 
different transport models is beyond the scope of the current study. 
 
5.3. Conclusions 
Periodic DFT calculations coupled with evolutionary algorithm have been performed to study the 
possibility of doped microstructures of Li2O2 of 2 compositions i.e. Li15DO16 and Li14DO16. The 
dopants considered were Mg, Na, Ni, Co and Ba. We found that there exists a series of structures 
that are lower than substitutionally doped Li2O2 structures of the same composition and pure bulk 
Li2O2 itself.  The difference between the substitutionally doped structure and USPEX generated 
structures is that the USPEX-optimized structures might not necessarily be crystalline in nature 
and the O atoms are found to be in multiple oxidation states i.e. peroxide or superoxide or oxide 
states.  We showed that the USPEX-optimized structures can form more stable bulk structures than 
Li2O2 using both RPBE and HSE06 functional for both compositions.  We further showed that 
through an empirical electron mobility model that the several dopants boast the mobility of 
electrons, which can have an overall positive effect on the recharge process.  As this is a global 
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optimization technique, we reiterate that there is a possibility of other more stable structures to 






Chapter 6. Summary and Recommendations for Future Work 
6.1. Summary 
The main conclusion of this dissertation have been to identify the fundamental understanding the 
many atomic scale phenomena associated with the electrochemistry of oxygen with lithium, 
sodium and potassium. These have important implications for metal-O2 batteries and by extension 
technologies associated with oxygen reduction reactions and oxygen evolution reactions. We have 
explored surface adsorption phenomena of metal superoxide and superoxide anion on a model 
surface like Au(111) and Au(211), a basal plane and step edge. We show that the MO2 species and 
O2
- are materially affected by the presence of an electric field that is set up the electrode-electrolyte 
interface also known as the electrochemical double layer. The positive electric field effect 
independently on the above mentioned species is minor but when solvent effect is included in the 
form of explicit solvent molecules of DMSO then the coupled influence of the electric field and 
solvation is substantial on the free energy of adsorption on the order of ~|0.4| eV. Thus making it 
essential to include the above mentioned effects. We further showed that for the MO2 species, the 
electric field effect can be included through a first order fit of the electrostatic stark effect where 
the effect is estimated by the product of the electric field  and zero field dipole moment μ0. For 
the O2
- intermediate, it becomes necessary to check the overall polarizability of the species in the 
specific environment of the species under an electric field. 
 Our findings related to the surface phenomena of metal O2 batteries and related influence 
of solvation leads us to investigate solvent only phenomena and the reaction mechanism between 
solvated metal cation and superoxide anion in solution phase. While there is existing literature for 
Li-O2 chemistry, there is no study that elucidates the reaction between solvated Na
+ /K+ with O2
-. 
Given that alternative technologies like the Na-O2 and K-O2 chemistries are becoming more 
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relevant as a technologies due to the inherent safety associated with the handling of Na and K as 
compared to Li. Na and K metals are also significantly more cost effective in terms of fabricating 
pure metal electrodes. Thus, it is imperative to have a fundamental perspective into how the 
solution phase reaction mechanism and the associated dimerization phenomena. We investigated 
the reaction mechanism between the metal cations and superoxide anion implicitly solvated using 
a SCAR scheme. We used DMSO and ACN as solvents. We show that the key difference of Li+-
O2
- solution phase reaction mechanism to that of Na+-O2
- and K-O2
- is the associated high barriers 
for disproportionation of the high energy superoxide dimer to peroxide molecule for the latter two 
metals. In all three cases dimerization occurs through the formation of a ring shaped structure and 
then undergoes a ring opening step to form a high energy dimer. We considered precipitation 
phenomena for all three metals and showed that the NaO2 and KO2 tends to have precipitation 
energies that are net downhill from the given reference state and would most likely form. For LiO2, 
this would not occur as the bulk solid is not stable at room temperature. We also considered 
dimerization and trimerization of metal superoxide and peroxide in solution for all three metals. 
In solution only Li2O2 tends to form dimers and trimers showing that for all other superoxide and 
peroxide the nucleation phenomena would occur on the surface of the electrode. We also 
developed two novel stochastic approaches to probe the potential energy surface for the dimers 
and trimers called RASS and R-Kick outlined in appendix A. 
 Lastly, we turned our attention to the final discharge product for the ORR discharge process 
for Li-O2 batteries. We were limited to only the Li-O2 chemistry due to the extremely costly 
computations involved. We saw recently that in many experimental studies, solvated metal ions 
other than Li+ can get incorporated into the discharge product. This led to a favorable reduction in 
the charging overpotential of the battery. Using evolutionary algorithm as implemented in USPEX 
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we probed the PES to show that if the Li2O2 discharge product is doped with a sufficiently large 
enough percentage of dopants like Ba,Co, Na, Mg and Ni, then a bulk phase separate (amorphous 
or crystalline) from P63/mmc Föppl structure of Li2O2 would form. The dopants considered were 
selected arbitrarily and are commonly found solvated electrolyte ions in batteries. We considered 
two composition i.e. (a) Li15DO16 and (b) Li14DO16. We showed that these doped solids could form 
thermodynamically through an analysis of the USPEX and DSD structures where the USPEX 
structure is preferred over the DSD and the Li14DO16 which reflects a composition with a vacancy 
VLi is preferred over a stochiometric composition. We further investigate the electronic structure 
to empirically estimate the electron mobility. We show that the USPEX generated doped solids 
have 𝜇𝑥, 𝜇𝑦 and 𝜇𝑧 value that are many order of magnitudes higher than P63/mmc structure of c-
Li2O2. 
6.2. Recommendation for future work 
Our current work focused on electrode surface, solution and bulk phenomena. A natural extension 
would be to study the bulk properties of the discharge product of Na-O2 and K-O2 batteries.  Both, 
Na-O2 and K-O2 batteries have similar problems of insulating discharge product and high 
overpotential as Li-O2 batteries. An in-depth investigation to see if the doping strategy with 
solvated metal cations would have a net beneficial effect on the discharge product of Na- O2 and 
K-O2 batteries would be warranted.  
The next logical direction of the current doping studies would be to suggest the mechanism 
for the formation of these discharge product. With our current understanding, there are two routes 
for the formation of the doped discharge product as a microdomain. The first would be the reaction 
of the dopant metal cation and the Li+/O2
- pair. The one current caveat is that for solvents like 
DMSO the divalent dopant metal cation would have a higher solvation energy than O2
- and Li+. 
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Thus, the ions would be solvent separated in a high donor number and acceptor number solvent. 
The other route, which is through adsorption of metal cations on the surface of already formed 
Li2O2 surface, would be a more plausible mechanism for formation of microdomains of doped 
solids.  Earlier it was shown theoretical that a wulff construction that the (0001) surface would be 
the dominating surface by about 79.3% to 95%200-201 followed by small amounts of the (112̅0) 
surface. We conducted preliminary studies for the adsorption of the dopant cations on the surface 
of (0001) surface using the following equation 
∆𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝐸𝐿𝑖2𝑂2+𝐷 − 𝐸𝐿𝑖2𝑂2 − 𝐺𝐷𝑚+ + 𝑚𝑈                                                                                         (6.1) 
Where the ∆𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 is the adsorption energy of the dopant on (0001) Li2O2 surface, 𝐸𝐿𝑖2𝑂2+𝐷 is the 
total energy of the dopant adsorbed on the surface, 𝐸𝐿𝑖2𝑂2 is the total energy of the slab, 𝐺𝐷𝑚+ is 
the free energy of the solvated dopant ion in DMSO and U is the potential of the surface. The 
surface in consideration is a 4 x 4 x 2 (0001)Li2O2 surface as shown in Figure 6.1 
 
Figure 6.1: 4x4x2 layers of relaxed (0001) Li2O2 surface as optimized by RPBE functional. The 
green spheres represent Lithium and red spheres represent Oxygen. The solid line represents the 
cell boundaries.  
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The adsorption energy for the respective dopant ions is higher than that of Li+ as shown in Figure 
6.2. Thus presenting a viable route for growth of microdomains. The next step would be to 
investigate if the adsorption would be favored on defective sites like Li, O and O2 vacancies. 
Following that we would check the co-adsorption of O2 i.e. simultaneous adsorption of D
m+ and 
O2
- would occur. 
 
Figure 6.2: Adsorption energy of different dopant ions on the surface of (0001)Li2O2 as a function 
of the applied potential. 
Overall, in this dissertation we have shown the successful application of first principles density 
functional theory to elucidate the fundamental mechanism associated with surface adsorption, 
solution phase reaction and bulk solid of discharge product for metal-O2 batteries. Our conclusions 
help build on existing literature and enable insights in many fundamental processes that would 
enable future scientist to tackle the various engineering issues associated with metal-O2 batteries  





Appendix A. Efficiency Enhancements of a Restricted Stochastic Search 
Algorithm for Locating Local and Global Minima2 
A.1. Introduction 
With the rise of new chemistries in the fields of energy storage, heterogeneous catalysis, 
semiconductors and pharmaceuticals, the ability to accurately identify low-energy configurations 
of nanoclusters of atoms 202-211 has become critical for future development.  One cannot solely rely 
on chemical intuition 205, 212-214 due to the possibility of low symmetry isomers, counterintuitive 
bonding mechanisms, and exponential increase in the number of minima on the potential energy 
surface (PES) with increasing cluster size.  The experimental detection of these species is limited 
by available analytical techniques to identify these clusters.  As a result, a large number of methods 
for identifying local (or global) minima for systems with arbitrary atomic compositions have been 
devised.  Popular examples include genetic algorithm 203, 215, simulated annealing 216, basin 
hopping 217, and minima hopping 218.  Other methods have also been reported 219-222. 
 Of all these methods arguably the simplest in both concept and implementation is the 
stochastic search, sometimes referred to as the Kick method, which was first described within an 
ab initio framework by Saunders 223.  In this technique, a search for minimum-energy structures 
of a molecule or cluster with a given composition is carried out by placing every atom at the center 
of a box (or sphere), and then assigning each atom a randomly generated displacement vector 
whose magnitude is constrained to ensure atoms are displaced inside the box.  Following this 
operation, which is termed a kick, geometry optimization at a low level of theory is performed on 
the candidate structure.   
______________________ 
This appendix is adapted from McKee, William C., Saurin H. Rawal, and Ye Xu. "Efficiency 
enhancements of a restricted stochastic search algorithm for locating local and global minima." 
Chemical Physics Letters 725 (2019): 1-7  
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If a new local minimum is obtained, its structure is then refined at a higher level of theory.  
Successive kick–geometry optimization cycles are performed until no new structures are found.  
A significant advantage of the Kick method over other search methods is that it requires no initial 
structure(s) from the user, eliminating an element of bias in the search.  Moreover, for small 
systems (up to ~15 atoms) the efficiency of the Kick method in terms of structures located vs. 
computational cost is comparable to genetic algorithm 224.  No complex mathematical formulation 
is used, and the method is in principle capable of identifying all local minima on a given potential 
energy surface, something explicit global optimization methods are not designed to do.  It is 
therefore not surprising that the Kick method has been successfully applied to locate minima for a 
number of interesting systems, and furthermore has come to be used in conjunction with global 
optimization methods for the purpose of algorithmically generating initial structures 222, 225-232. 
As the system size increases or when the heterogeneity of the system becomes more 
prominent, the convergence rate of the original implementation of the Kick method becomes low 
as compared to methods like genetic algorithm or basin hopping.  This happens because the Kick 
method samples large parts of the PES that are not chemically relevant, or do not possess low-
lying local minima.  Some efforts have been made to improve the performance of the Kick method 
by improving the convergence rate (defined in Methods).  This refinement is achieved by 
introducing predefined filters to the original Kick method.  The most notable of these filters have 
been in the form of the Symmetry Adapted Stochastic Search method introduced by Wheeler et al. 
233, which limits randomly generated structures to specific point group symmetries.  The method 
of Addicoat and Metha 234 allows pre-defined molecular fragments to be kicked in addition to 
atoms.  Both methods mentioned above has been shown to perform significantly better than the 
original Kick method, although they introduce certain bias to the procedure.  In optimizing Si 
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nanoclusters Avaltroni and Corminboeuf modified the Kick method to eliminate structures with 
Si-Si bonds less than 2.04 Å (the shortest known Si-Si bond) and those structures with nearest 
neighbors distances greater than three time the shortest Si-Si bond 235.  While studying Ge clusters 
Tai and Nguyen rejected structures with Ge-Ge bonds of less than 2.0 Å (slightly shorter than the 
bond length of Ge2) as well as those for which the largest Ge-Ge distance exceeded a value in the 
range of 5 – 8 Å depending on the size of the cluster 236. 
Herein, we propose two filters to the original Kick method that improve the convergence 
rate significantly (we term this approach R-Kick).  The first is based on identifying the minimum 
limits for distances between all atomic pairs, which are approximated by the sum of their shortest 
covalent radii (r).  The second filter is to ensure that every atom is connected (directly or indirectly) 
to every other atom through a network of bonds that do not exceed the maximum limits for 
distances between all atomic pairs.  This ensures that stationary points on a PES that are in fact 
two or more separate molecules are rejected.  The r values have been defined by Pyykkö et al. for 
every atom in the periodic table, and for most atoms both double and triple bond covalent radii 
have also been derived 237-239. 
The generation of candidate structures in Kick and R-Kick occurs within a pre-defined 
geometric search volume that limits how far apart atoms can be “kicked”.  In certain cases, e.g., 
where a cluster has a linear configuration as the global minimum, the search volume could unduly 
bias the kick procedure away from producing candidate structures near the global minimum if the 
search volume is too small or is highly symmetric.  At the same time, as the search volume grows 
larger to accommodate larger system size, the probability of generating candidate structures that 
lead to high-lying local minima on a potential energy surface (e.g. fragmented species) rapidly 
increases, resulting in significantly worse convergence rate for Kick or much higher up-front 
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computational cost for structure generation for R-Kick.  Thus, we furthermore propose a stochastic 
search method in which candidate structures are generated with the above two filters pre-imposed 
irrespective of any pre-defined search volume.  The method involves building up a candidate 
structure atom by atom according to a distinct set of rules (see Methods Section).  We term this 
method the restricted Random Assembly Stochastic Search (RASS) method.  We demonstrate 
below the benefit of these enhanced forms of stochastic search compared to the original Kick 
method using several well-known molecules and clusters. 
A.2. Methods 
A.2.1. R-Kick 
To put the two filters outlined in the Introduction into a definite form, we use the covalent radii of 
Pyykkö 240 and adopt the following conventions.  The distance of closest approach between two 
atoms A and B is set to: 
d𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐴, 𝐵) = 0.9(𝑟𝐴,𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑟𝐵,𝑚𝑖𝑛)            (A.1)                   
where rA,min and rB,min are the smallest covalent radii of atoms A and B respectively.  As an 
example, the smallest covalent radii for carbon and nitrogen correspond to their triple bond radii, 
0.60 and 0.54 Å, respectively.  Therefore dmin(C, N) is 1.026 Å, which is slightly smaller than the 
equilibrium C-N bond length of 1.16 Å in HCN.  The 0.9 scale factor is introduced as an attempt 
to allow for the possibility of ionic bonding.  For example, the bond length in LiF is 1.59 Å, 
whereas the sum of covalent radii of Li and F is 1.77 Å, which would cause a candidate structure 
with a reasonable Li-F bond length of, e.g. 1.6 Å, to be rejected.  The scale factor can be adjusted 
if strongly ionic systems are anticipated.  dmin is used only as an initial condition.  Once a candidate 
structure is submitted to an electronic structure code for optimization, the distance between any 
pair of atoms is free to deviate from dmin. 
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To ensure that all atoms in a candidate structure are connected via a network of bonds, it 
is necessary to derive a purely geometric definition of bonding.  We regard two atoms A and B as 
bonded if the following inequality is satisfied: 
d𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐴, 𝐵) < 1.1(𝑟𝐴,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑟𝐵,𝑚𝑎𝑥)            (A.2) 
where rA,max and rB,max are the largest covalent radii of atoms A and B respectively.  For the carbon 
and nitrogen example above, the appropriate radii are now their single bond radii, 0.75 and 0.71 Å 
respectively, and the cutoff distance for considering C and N to be bonded is 1.606 Å.  This can 
be compared to, e.g., the C-N bond length in methylamine, 1.47 Å.  The 1.1 scale factor attempts 
to account for the possibility of unusually long bonds and can also be adjusted if desired.  This 
criterion is implemented by populating a list of bonding partners for each atom, and then using a 
backtracking algorithm to determine whether any path connecting two atoms exists. 
In the R-Kick method, each initial candidate structure generated is subject to filtering to 
ensure that no pair-wise interatomic distance is less than dmin, and that each atom is connected to 
every other atom via a network of bonds none of which exceeds dmax.  Only when both criteria are 
satisfied is the initial candidate structure is accepted for further optimization.  Unless otherwise 
specified, the longest box diagonal is set to the sum of the single bond covalent radii of the 
constituent atoms in both methods, as in the original Kick method. 
Initial candidate structures for a given composition are optimized using Gaussian09 241 for 
a maximum of 50 geometry optimization steps per structure.  The maximum number of SCF steps 
is set at the default value of 128.  In the examples given below, B3LYP/LANL2DZ is used for 
initial optimization and detection of stationary point (except for Au7 where PBE is used instead of 
B3LYP for improved accuracy and reduced computational cost 242).  A double zeta basis set is 
used for structural optimization rather than the faster but less accurate minimal basis sets 223, 243 in 
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order to more accurately identify proper stationary points.  The optimized structures are then 
resubmitted for either frequency calculations or further optimization at a higher level of theory. 
Following the optimization of both sets of candidate structures, a post-processing script is 
employed to determine the convergence rate (i.e., the percentage of candidate structures that 
successfully converged to a stationary point) and the number of unique stationary points obtained, 
and to sort all unique structures according to their energy.  Here redundant structures are defined 
as having energies within 0.00001 a.u. or 0.00027 eV 243 of a structure already located and 
accepted, and an additional visual inspection is performed in cases where the energy difference 
between two structures is less than 0.01 eV.  The number of times the global minimum is located 
in each batch of candidate structures is also tabulated. 
A.2.2. RASS 
The R-Kick method for filtering randomly generated candidate structures to enforce the dmin and 
the connectivity criteria are inherently biased by the box size. The bias due to box size can affect 
the convergence rate when the symmetry of the structures in question deviate significantly from 
that of the search box (e.g. linear or quasi-linear structures in a cubic box) or when the system size 
approaches that of the box.  The box size effectively limits the distances between all pairs of atoms 
in candidate structures to equal to or less than the box diagonal.  Since small values are known to 
favor the location of more compact isomers 236 while large values adversely affect the candidate 
structure convergence rate 235, the efficacy of Kick and R-Kick searches often hinges on a 
balancing act in which box sizes are chosen in an attempt to simultaneously minimize convergence 
bias toward compact structures while maximizing the overall convergence rate.  These 
shortcomings are overcome by replacing the kick-and-filter operation of the Kick and R-Kick 
methods with an approach that assembles candidate structures that automatically satisfy the dmin 
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and connectivity criteria.  To achieve this, it is useful to define a random bond vector between two 
atoms A and B, bAB, which is constructed by scaling the magnitude of a randomly oriented unit 
vector (u) by a randomly generated scale factor, s, such that: 
0.9(𝑟𝐴,𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑟𝐵,𝑚𝑖𝑛) < 𝑠 < 1.1(𝑟𝐴,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑟𝐵,𝑚𝑎𝑥)          (A.3) 
𝐛𝐴𝐵 = 𝑠𝐮               (A.4) 
The RASS method for generating candidate structures satisfying both restrictions is then defined 
as follows (a flowchart for the method is shown in Fig. A.1 below): 
Step 1: Create a list of atoms with the desired elemental composition (the “atoms list”, which 
contains atomic species only and not coordinates).  Create also a blank “candidate list”, 
which will be populated with atom species and coordinates. 
Step 2: If the candidate list is empty, select an atom at random from the atoms list.  Add it to the 
candidate list and delete it from the atoms list.  Set its coordinates as the origin. 
Step 3: Select an atom at random from the atoms list and assign it to variable atom A.  Select an 
atom at random from those that are already on the candidate list and assign it to variable 
atom B.  Generate a random bond vector bAB subject to Eq. (3) and (4).  Set the 
coordinates of atom A as the sum of the coordinates of atom B and bAB.  Check if the 
coordinates of atom A adhere to the dmin criterion with respect to all the remaining atoms 
on the candidate list besides atom B.  If they do, go to Step 4.  If they do not, repeat Step 
3. 
Step 4: Add atom A to the candidate list with the coordinates calculated in Step 3.  Delete atom 
A from the atoms list as it has been successfully added to the candidate list. 
Step 5: Check if the atoms list is empty. If it is not empty, go back to Step 3.  If the atom list is 
empty, save the candidate list as a new structure with the desired composition. 
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The R-Kick method applies the minimum pair-wise interatomic distance (dmin) and 
connectivity filters after a structure is randomly generated to decide whether it should be accepted 
for further quantum chemical optimization or be rejected.  In RASS, on the other hand, candidate 
structures are built atom by atom with the two criteria implemented in the generation process, so 
all structures thus generated can pass the two filters.  Thus, the RASS method drastically reduces 
the computational expense associated with candidate structure generation compared to the R-Kick 
method.  Again, it is possible that a candidate structure could fragment in the quantum chemical 





Figure A.1: Flow chart for the RASS algorithm 
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A.3. Results and Discussion 
A.3.1. Comparison to Kick 
The primary aim of this study is to evaluate the yield of stationary points obtained from candidate 
structures when applying the Kick method with and without the proposed filters (i.e. with the R-
Kick and RASS methods).  As such we use species for which the global minima are well 
documented, including a) C6, b) Au7, c) Si8, d) BCNOS, and e) C2H4.  For each species, 250 initial 
candidate structures are generated using Kick, R-Kick, and RASS methods each to scan the PES 
and gauge the performance of each method.  The stationary points are then refined further at a 
higher level of theory along with frequency calculations to identify if any of the found 
configurations are saddle points or local minima.  While the PES can change with different levels 
of theory, the original Kick method is proven to be effective in finding true global minimum-
energy structures 124, 244 despite scanning the PES initially at a low level of theory.  In the results 
below our proposed R-Kick and RASS methods are seen as clearly improving on the performance 
of the original method.  As the spin state of the examples are already known, we performed the 
searches with spin state of each example restricted to the literature value.  For unknown structures, 
the search of PES would be done along all possible spin states. 
C6, Si8 and Au7 are chosen as examples as they represent homogeneous organic, inorganic, 
and metallic clusters with well-established global minima.  C6 was the organic species used by 
Saunders’ investigation of the original Kick method to find its stable forms in the singlet state 223.  
The six-membered ring (D3h) and linear (D∞h) structures were found by Saunders to be the 
competing low-energy minimum configurations with similar energies (1.90 eV in favor of the 
linear structure) at RHF/6-311G (Fig. A.1a and A.1b).  High-level electron-correlated calculations 
showed that the D3h ring structure is the global minimum 
245-247.  For our calculations, the box 
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dimensions are set to 4.5×4.5×4.5 Å3 with the longest diagonal being 7.79 Å (which is longer than 
the linear chain configuration of C6, 6.55 Å, according to B3LYP/6-311++G**).  The Kick, R-
Kick and RASS methods located the same 10 of the 13 C6 isomers originally reported by Saunders, 
including all isomers within 3 eV of the global minimum.  Two previously unreported high-energy 
minima are found with all three methods.  The convergence rate for R-Kick and RASS is 57.6% 
and 58.8% respectively, which is double that achieved by the Kick method (Table A.1).  Using 
Kick method 13 unique structures were found but visual inspection reveals one of the 13 C6 
isomers originally reported by Saunders to be a fragmented T-shaped C3 dimer, where the closest 
inter-fragment C···C distance (3.87 Å) exceeds twice the carbon vdW radius (3.40 Å) 248.  Thus 
12 unique structures were found using all the methods (structures found using R-Kick and RASS 
method are listed in Sections S3 and S4 of SI, respectively).  At the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level, a 
linear D∞h structure is predicted to be the lowest energy structure, lying at 0.5 eV below the next 
lowest energy D3h ring structure.  However, re-optimization of both species at the B3LYP/6-
311++G** level switches the energetic ordering in favor of the ring species by 0.28 eV, while 
further refinement at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-311++G** level yields an energy 
difference of 0.69 eV in favor of the ring structure.  Therefore, the present results are consistent 




Figure A.1: DFT-optimized (a) D3h ring structure of C6, (b) D∞h linear structures of C6, (c) C2h 
bicapped octahedron of Si8, (d) Cs structure of Au7, (e) C∞v linear structure of BCNOS, (f) 
ethylidene, (g) ethylene, (h) fragmented vinylidene+H2, and (i) fragmented acetylene+H2.  These 
structures were found by both the R-Kick and the RASS methods.  Candidate structures were 
initially optimized using B3LYP/LANL2DZ and further optimized using B3LYP/6-311++G**, 
except for Au7 for which candidate structures were optimized using PBE/LANL2DZ.  Color code 
(online version): C = cyan, Si = dark gray, Au = yellow, H = white, N = dark Blue, O = red, B = 




Table A.1: Comparison of original Kick method with R-Kick and RASS. 
 C6 Au7 Si8 BCNOS C2H4 

















RASS 147 112 109 101 110 


















RASS 58.8 44.8 43.6 40.6 44.0 


















RASS 12 19 46 49 4 



















RASS 7 34 1 4 44 
a Kick method with the filters from Ref. 34. 
b Kick and R-Kick method using a box with a large aspect ratio of 
7.94×1.5×1.5 Å3. 
c R-Kick method with additional filters to reject H-H bonds and restrict H 








The inorganic Six (x = 2-20) nanoclusters have attracted particular interest from the 
semiconductor industry, 203, 249 and Avaltroni and Cormindoeuf have previously applied filters on 
the original Kick method to affect significant improvement in convergence rates for finding 
minimum-energy structures for these species 235.  The filters involved the rejection of candidate 
structures with nearest Si-Si distance below 2.04 Å (double the triple bond radius of Si 240) or 
above 6.12 Å, the second criterion being less restrictive than requiring all atoms be connected via 
a network of bonds.  The results of a search for Si8 clusters in a box of 10×10×10 Å
3 using the 
original Kick method, the Kick method with the filters of Ref. 34, and R-Kick and RASS are 
presented in Table A.1.  For Si8, the established global minimum is the C2h bicapped octahedron 
structure (Fig. A.1c) 216, 250-252, which has indeed been identified in experiments 253.  The original 
Kick method gives 24 stationary points, 15 of which are unique structures, which translates to a 
convergence rate of 9.6% from 250 generated structures.  Applying the filters of Ref. 30 produces 
a substantial improvement in the convergence rate at 20.8% by finding 52 stationary points.  The 
R-Kick and RASS methods yield convergence rates of 44.8% and 43.6% by generating 112 and 
109 stationary points, respectively, of which 46 each are unique structures (see Sections S3 and 
S4 of SI).  Within our 250-structure subset, the actual global minimum structure is located twice.  
While at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level several other isomers are found to be lower in energy than 
the C2h bicapped octahedron, the re-optimization of all isomers within 1 eV of the lowest energy 
structure at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ, now using B3LYP/6-311++G**, confirms the C2h bicapped 
octahedron to be the lowest in energy.  Compared to the original Kick method, the R-Kick and 
RASS methods increased the convergence rate by a factor of ~4.5.  Furthermore, the more stringent 
connectivity criterion enforced here (R-Kick and RASS) evidently improves upon filters based on 
nearest neighbor distances only, as the gains in the number of converged and unique structures are 
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significant.  On the other hand, it should be noted that these gains come at the cost of a significantly 
longer filtering time for R-Kick than the original Kick (discussed in the next section). 
Following Haruta’s discovery of the surprising catalytic properties of supported gold 
nanoparticles 254, research interest in the size-dependent reactivities of Au has exploded worldwide 
255-258.  As a result, a number of investigations of the lowest energy structures of Aun species have 
been reported 259-261.  For Au7, the global minimum is a planar edge-capped triangle species with 
Cs symmetry (see Fig. A.1d), which is also observed experimentally 
262.  The results of a search 
for Au7 isomers in an 8.68×8.68×8.68 Å
3 box based on the Kick, R-Kick and RASS methods are 
given in Table A.1.  Of the structures generated using original Kick method, 31 converged to 
stationary points, of which the global minimum is located 18 times.  Of the 31 stationary points 8 
are unique structures.  Two of the four lowest energy structures reported by Kim and coworkers 
are recovered 259, and five Au7 isomers are found to lie within 0.434 eV of the global minimum at 
the PBE/LANL2DZ level.  In total 8 unique species are obtained, with the highest lying isomer 
located at +1.17 eV in energy over the global minimum.  Implementation of the restricted 
stochastic procedure leads to a substantial increase in the search efficiency, which leads to 121 and 
112 converged stationary points for R-Kick and RASS respectively.  This is a four times 
improvement in convergence rate over the original Kick method.  Out of the stationary points 
found for R-Kick and RASS, 16 and 19 are unique structures with relative energies that spans over 
1.0 eV from the lowest energy structure.  Three of the four low energy species reported by Kim et 
al. are obtained, and nine species are found to lie within 0.434 eV of the global minimum.  The 
global minimum itself is found 39 and 34 times respectively, which is more than double the 
corresponding number of times it is found using the Kick method. 
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The BCNOS molecule is a good species for evaluating the performance of the Kick method 
243 because its composition of five different atoms can potentially lead to a large number of distinct 
minima.  This molecule has previously been investigated by Bera and coworkers 243, with the 
minimum-energy structure being the linear C∞v species shown in Fig. A.1e.  As shown in Table 
A.1, for a 3.97×3.97×3.97 Å3 box we find 40, 84, and 101 stationary points for Kick, R-Kick and 
RASS, of which 26, 46 and 49 are unique structures, respectively (shown in Sections S2, S3 and 
S4 of SI, respectively).  In our study, R-Kick and RASS are able to locate the global minimum 2 
and 4 times respectively, while Kick fails to locate the global minimum.  It is also interesting to 
compare the results of an unrestricted vs. restricted Kick search using box dimensions that favor 
the formation of (quasi-) linear candidate structures.  The results for a 7.94×1.5×1.5 Å3 box, where 
7.94 Å corresponds to double the sum of the covalent radii of the constituent atoms, are presented 
in Table A.1.  The R-Kick convergence rate almost doubled to 67% as compared to the previous 
cubic box while the performance of the Kick method remained approximately the same.  The 
number of unique species obtained in the restricted search is substantially increased compared to 
both an unrestricted search at the same box size and the restricted search using a smaller, 
symmetric box.  The global minimum is obtained a total of five times using the new box 
dimensions using R-Kick.  All five of the lowest energy (quasi-) linear species reported by Bera 
et al. are located, i.e. SCNBO (linear, global min.), OCNBS (linear), NCSBO (bent at sulfur), 
NCOBS (bent at oxygen), and SNCBO (linear) using both R-Kick and RASS 243. 
For the searches considered up to this point, fragmentation has not been an issue.  
Therefore, it remains unclear whether or not the connectivity criterion is effective at reducing 
fragmentation upon optimization.  To explore this aspect, we carry out a search for C2H4 isomers 
using the Kick, R-Kick and RASS methods in a 4×4×4 Å3 box.  The molecules and fragments that 
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are found in the respective searches are shown in Fig. A.1f-i, and the search results are summarized 
in Table A.1.  The Kick method converges to minima 70 times, of which 4 unique minima are 
obtained including two molecules and two fragments (see Section S2 of SI).  The molecules found 
are ethylidene (CH3CH) and ethylene (CH2CH2), while the fragments consist of H2 paired with 
either vinylidene (CH2C) or acetylene (CHCH).  Of the 70 converged species, 11 are one of these 
two fragmented groups corresponding to a fragmentation rate of 15.7%.  A search based on the R-
Kick and RASS method increases the number of converged structures to 161 and 110 respectively 
but did not completely eliminate fragmentation (the unique structures found are the same as those 
found using the Kick method).  In case of R-Kick and RASS, candidate structures are generated 
with C2H2 and H2 connected to each other but on optimization they separate out into two separate 
molecules.  The same four unique species are found for R-Kick and RASS. 11 and 14 of the 161 
and 110 respectively converged species correspond to fragmented structures.  Therefore, the 
connectivity criterion of the R-Kick and RASS method lowered fragmentation rate from 15.7 % 
to 6.8% and 12.7 %, respectively but did not completely eliminate it. 
Applying additional system-specific filters to R-Kick can produce further gain in 
performance.  In the case of C2H4, since fragmentation mainly leads to the formation of molecular 
H2, the fragmentation rate can be reduced by rejecting any candidate structure that has a H-H bond.  
In addition, we implement a filter that each H atom in a candidate structure has a maximum of one 
bond, i.e. the valency of H atom is limited to one (the term “valency” here refers solely to the 
number of bonding partners in a candidate structure as determined by our geometric covalent 
radius definition of bonding, and not to any electronic property), based on the expectation that no 
bridging hydride species should result.  With these two additional filters applied the convergence 
rate increases to 78% and fragmentation upon optimization is largely avoided.  Based on these 
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results, these connectivity criteria are an effective means of reducing fragmentation.  We note that 
it would be straightforward to implement such connectivity criteria in RASS, by building random 
structures in which atoms are constrained to have a predefined number, and types, of bonding 
partners.  For example, besides limiting H atoms to only have one bonding partner, C atoms may 
be limited to have 4 or fewer bonding partners. 
 
A.3.2. Statistics for candidate structure generation 
To generate 250 structures with the R-Kick method, a large number of initial candidate structures 
are rejected due to not satisfying the additional filters (Table A.2).  The Python code that 
implements the R-Kick method for generating these structures is given in the SI.  For C6, the 
generation of 250 structures requires the rejection of 17,464 initial candidate structures.  Of the 
rejected candidates, 14,558 failed the minimum distance requirement, while a similar number of 
14,077 failed the connectivity criterion.  In total, the generation of 250 satisfactory candidate 
structures took ~10 seconds runtime (all codes were run on a single core of an 8-core Sandy Bridge 
Xeon processor clocked at 2.6 GHz).  Compared to the original Kick method, the restricted 
approach increases the number of candidate structures that converge to stationary points from 62 
to 144, corresponding to an efficiency gain of ~2.3 times.  The number of structures that the code 
rejects is also a function of box size as shown in the case of BCNOS, where 2 different box sizes 
are used i.e. 3.97×3.97×3.97 Å3 box and 7.94×1.50×1.50 Å3 box. In the case of these two boxes, 
12,012 and 157,731 structures are rejected respectively (see Table A.2). 
Thus, a significant shortcoming of the R-Kick method is that the computational cost of 
filtering randomly generated candidate structures to enforce these requirements scales poorly with 
system size.  This is because the probability that randomly generated coordinates will produce a 
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candidate structure where all atoms are connected to one another via a network of bonds, and 
where no pair of atoms exhibits unphysically short pairwise distances, becomes increasingly small 
as the size of a species increases.  For example, Fig. A.2a shows the computational cost of 
generating 50 accepted candidate Si6, Si8, and Si10 species, where the time required for filtering is 
seen to scale exponentially with system size.  Fig. A.2b shows that the rate on the semi-log scale 
at which the number of rejected structures increases with cluster size is similar to the rate of 
increase in the computational cost for generating 50 accepted candidate structures shown in Fig. 
A.2a.  As a result, R-Kick method search is expected to be inefficient for systems with more than 




Table A.2: Total number of structures generated, screened and rejected for the generation of 
250 candidate structures and the number of structures filtered out by a specific criterion. 
 C6 Au7 Si8 BCNOS C2H4 
Total number of 
kicks generated 





Total number of 
kicks rejected 





Number of kicks 
failing dmin criterion 





Number of kicks 
failing connectivity 
criterion 





     41,4803c 
a Structures of BCNOS generated in a 7.94×1.5×1.5 Å3 box. 
b Structures generated using an additional filter that rejects H-H bond and restricts the  
valency of H to 1. 






Figure A.2: Time required to generate 50 candidate structures for Si clusters of several sizes that 
pass both the dmin and the connectivity filters in R-Kick.  The time required to create 50 accepted 
candidate structures of each size using RASS is included for comparison.  The data labels give the 
time in seconds.  (b) Number of structures rejected by R-Kick for the generation of 50 structures.  
The data labels give the average number of structures rejected over 10 parallel calculations for a 
given cluster size.  The error bars in both plots is based on standard deviation of 10 separate 




 Thus, beyond the size regime of 10-12 atoms, it is advantageous to replace the kick-and-
filter operation of Kick-based methods with the assembly operation of RASS.  To demonstrate the 
advantages of RASS for larger atomic configurations ( > 12 atoms), a stochastic search over larger 
Si clusters ranging from 12 Si atoms to 20 Si atoms is carried out.  Table A.3 indicates the 
performance of RASS in comparison to the original Kick method. For each case RASS is vastly 
superior to the Kick method and the time required for the generation of acceptable candidate 
structures is invariant with respect to the number of Si atoms (shown in Fig. A.3).  For Si12, RASS 
found 5 local minima that were below the global minimum reported by Bazterra et. al. 263 at the 
B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory, with the lowest energy structure (shown in Fig. A.4) being 
0.385 eV lower in energy. Similarly the lowest energy minima found for Si14 is 0.23 eV lower than 
the reported global minimum263.  For Si16 and Si18 the lowest energy local minima found by RASS 
were 1.06 eV and 1.38 eV higher than the reported global minimum264-265 (while the reported Si20 
structure 266 does not have an online database to compare). We note that our aim here is to compare 
the convergence rates of Kick vs. RASS for larger systems, thus only 250 candidate structures 
were generated for each Si cluster species.  In contrast a thorough stochastic search for low lying 
species, or a GA-based search for the global mininum where RASS was utilized as a random 
population generator, would involve many more candidate structures.  Nevertheless, the present 
results clearly indicate that RASS is a far more efficient than the Kick method for cluster sizes 






Figure A.3: Time required to generate 50 candidate structures for Si clusters of several sizes  
  
Figure A.4: DFT optimized (a) Si12, (b) Si14, (c) Si16, (d) Si18 and (e) Si20 nanoclusters. These 




Table A.3: Comparison of original Kick method with RASS for Si clusters of 12 to 20 atoms 
by generating 250 candidate structures for each cluster species. 
  Si12 Si14 Si16 Si18 Si20 
Number of candidate structures converged   
              Kick  2 1 0 0 0 
              RASS 137 107 87 74 67 
            
Convergence rate (in %)           
              Kick  0.8 0.4 0 0 0 
              RASS 54.8 42.8 34.8 29.6 26.4 
            
Number of unique structures            
              Kick  1 0 0 0 0 




The efficiency of random searches for the global minima of small molecules and clusters by the 
original Kick method can be substantially enhanced by filtering candidate structures by two 
criteria: 1) The distance between any pair of atoms must not be smaller than the anticipated 
minimum bond length between the two atoms; 2) Each atom must be connected to every other 
atom via a network of bonds.  Both restrictions are readily definable in terms of covalent atomic 
radii (which have been tabulated for all elements in the periodic table in the literature), and 
therefore can be applied to any composition.  Compared to the original Kick method, the 
implementation of these filters significantly enhances the convergence rate of candidate structures 
to stationary points, which generally increases both the number of unique minima obtained and 
the frequency with which the global minimum is located.  The rate of fragmentation of candidate 
structure upon optimization is also reduced but fragmentation is not completely eliminated.  We 
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have furthermore assessed the impact of enforcing the two criteria via filtering post random 
generation of structures (R-Kick), vs. enforcing the criteria during the random assembly of 
structures (RASS).  While overall both methods lead to similar search results, the RASS method 
eliminates box-size-dependent biases characteristic of stochastic search methods and drastically 
reduces the computational cost of generating acceptable candidate structures as system size 
increases.  For searches involving systems larger than ~15 atoms, the RASS algorithm presents a 
much more attractive option than Kick or R-Kick for generating an unbiased population of starting 
species for further optimization, whether using simple stochastic search or more sophisticated 




Appendix B. Supplementary Information for Chapter 5 
Table B1: Electron mobility within the bulk solids that have bands crossing the fermi 
level.  




u-Li15CoO16 39.7 58.1 55.6 
u-Li14CoO16 36.8 37.5 34.9 
u-Li14NaO16 46.5 82.6 35.6 
u-Li14MgO16 44.6 44.6 78.7 
u-Li15NiO16 188.6 95.1 65.9 
u-Li14NiO16 67.5 65.2 98.5 
c-Li15NiO16 61.0 61.0 90.4 
u-Li15BaO16 34.6 20.3 39.5 
c-Li15BaO16 38.9 38.9 57.6 
 
 
Table B3:Gas phase complexation energies and 
Solvation free energies of ions in DMSO, calculate 





Li -4.99 -6.05 
Na -3.83 -5.18 
Mg -16.56 -21.02 
Co -19.25 -23.41 




Figure B1: Partial density of states of all the O atoms in c-Li2O2 with a VLi. The 2pz orbitals of 
the O band which mainly attributes to the  and  bands in the solid are shown in (a) while the 
 and * formed from the O 2px and 2py are shown in (b) 
 
 
Figure B2: Difference in free energy of formation (∆∆𝐺𝑓) for DSD Li15DO16 and Li14DO16 using 






Figure B3: K vector path in reciprocal space along which the band structure is calculated for u-
Li15O16D1 structures where D is (a)Co, (b)Ba, (c)Na, (d) Mg and (e) Ni. The Kpaths were generated 




Figure B4: K vector path in reciprocal space along which the band structure is calculated for u-
Li14O16D1 structures where D is (a)Co, (b)Ba, (c)Na, (d) Mg and (e) Ni. The Kpaths were generated 





Figure B5: Calculated density of state for u-Li15O16D1 structures where D is (a)Ba, (b)Na, (c) Mg 





Figure B6: Calculated electronic band structure for u-Li15O16D1 structures where D is (a)Ba, (b)Na, 





Figure B7: Calculated electronic density of state for substitutionally doped c-Li15O16D1 structures 





Figure B8: Calculated electronic band structure for substitutionally doped c-Li15O16D1 structures 





Figure B9: Calculated density of state for u-Li14O16D1 structures where D is (a)Ba, (b)Na, (c) Mg 






Figure B10: Calculated electronic band structure for u-Li14O16D1 structures where D is (a)Ba, 





Figure B11: Calculated electronic density of state for substitutionally doped c-Li14O16D1 structures 





Figure B12: Calculated electronic band structure for substitutionally doped c-Li14O16D1 structures 




Figure B13: Spin decomposed band structure for c-Li15O16 (structure with 1 TP vacancy) the (a) 









Figure B14: Schematic of u-Li15O16D1 structure in the xy (top panel) and yz(bottom panel) where 
D is (a)Ba, (b)Na, (c) Mg and (d) Ni. Color code: Li= green,  O= red, Ba= dark green, Na= pale 









Figure B15: Schematic of u-Li14O16D1 structure in the xy (top panel) and yz(bottom panel) where 
D is (a)Ba, (b)Na, (c) Mg and (d) Ni. Color code: Li= green,  O= red, Ba= dark green, Na= pale 















Figure B17: Radial distritbution function between Li atom and O atom g(r)Li-O for bulk solid of 
composition (a) u-Li15D1O16 and (b)u-Li14D1O16. Both figures also show the g(r)Li-O for c-Li2O2. 





Figure B18: Radial distritbution function between O atom and O atom g(r)O-O O for bulk solid of 
composition (a) u-Li15D1O16 and (b)u-Li14D1O16. Both figures also show the g(r)Li-O for c-Li2O2. 




Configuration=c-Li16O16 (spin polarized) 
 
   1.00000000000000 
     6.2319033696757922   -0.0000000000580801    0.0000000000000000 
    -3.1159516805814622    5.3969866345265336    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    7.6103200193658225 
   O    Li 
    16    16 
Direct 
  0.1666664999999981  0.3333335000000019  0.6511512885468633 
  0.1666664999999981  0.8333335000000019  0.6511512885468633 
  0.6666664999999981  0.3333335000000019  0.6511512885468633 
  0.6666664999999981  0.8333335000000019  0.6511512885468633 
  0.3333335000000019  0.1666664999999981  0.1511512885468633 
  0.3333335000000019  0.6666664999999981  0.1511512885468633 
  0.8333335000000019  0.1666664999999981  0.1511512885468633 
  0.8333335000000019  0.6666664999999981  0.1511512885468633 
  0.3333335000000019  0.1666664999999981  0.3488487114531367 
  0.3333335000000019  0.6666664999999981  0.3488487114531367 
  0.8333335000000019  0.1666664999999981  0.3488487114531367 
  0.8333335000000019  0.6666664999999981  0.3488487114531367 
  0.1666664999999981  0.3333335000000019  0.8488487114531367 
  0.1666664999999981  0.8333335000000019  0.8488487114531367 
  0.6666664999999981  0.3333335000000019  0.8488487114531367 
  0.6666664999999981  0.8333335000000019  0.8488487114531367 
  0.0000000000000000  0.0000000000000000  0.0000000000000000 
  0.0000000000000000  0.5000000000000000  0.0000000000000000 
  0.5000000000000000  0.0000000000000000  0.0000000000000000 
  0.5000000000000000  0.5000000000000000  0.0000000000000000 
  0.0000000000000000  0.0000000000000000  0.5000000000000000 
  0.0000000000000000  0.5000000000000000  0.5000000000000000 
  0.5000000000000000  0.0000000000000000  0.5000000000000000 
  0.5000000000000000  0.5000000000000000  0.5000000000000000 
  0.1666664999999981  0.3333335000000019  0.2500000000000000 
  0.1666664999999981  0.8333335000000019  0.2500000000000000 
  0.6666664999999981  0.3333335000000019  0.2500000000000000 
  0.6666664999999981  0.8333335000000019  0.2500000000000000 
  0.3333335000000019  0.1666664999999981  0.7500000000000000 
  0.3333335000000019  0.6666664999999981  0.7500000000000000 
  0.8333335000000019  0.1666664999999981  0.7500000000000000 




Configuration=c-Li15O16 (spin polarized) 
1.00000000000000 
     6.3040979208035779    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
    -3.1520489560451641    5.4595089498758584    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    7.4435638209096036 
   O    Li 
    16    15 
Selective dynamics 
Direct 
  0.1666664999999981  0.3333335000000019  0.6489384770167912   T   T   T 
  0.1739068568983726  0.8369536784491963  0.6536755230615943   T   T   T 
  0.6630463215508037  0.3260931431016273  0.6536755230615943   T   T   T 
  0.6630463215508037  0.8369536784491963  0.6536755230615943   T   T   T 
  0.3345026183658444  0.1654973816341556  0.1491430632073638   T   T   T 
  0.3345026183658444  0.6690047367316545  0.1491430632073638   T   T   T 
  0.8309952632683455  0.1654973816341556  0.1491430632073638   T   T   T 
  0.8333335000000019  0.6666664999999981  0.1493799424570259   T   T   T 
  0.3345026183658444  0.1654973816341556  0.3508569367926362   T   T   T 
  0.3345026183658444  0.6690047367316545  0.3508569367926362   T   T   T 
  0.8309952632683455  0.1654973816341556  0.3508569367926362   T   T   T 
  0.8333335000000019  0.6666664999999981  0.3506200575429740   T   T   T 
  0.1666664999999981  0.3333335000000019  0.8510615229832088   T   T   T 
  0.1739068568983726  0.8369536784491963  0.8463244769384057   T   T   T 
  0.6630463215508037  0.3260931431016273  0.8463244769384057   T   T   T 
  0.6630463215508037  0.8369536784491963  0.8463244769384057   T   T   T 
  0.9942464874774085  0.9884929749548245  0.9926693429623364   T   T   T 
  0.9942464874774085  0.5057535125225915  0.9926693429623364   T   T   T 
  0.5000000000000000  0.0000000000000000  0.0075842759167088   T   T   T 
  0.5115070250451755  0.5057535125225915  0.9926693429623364   T   T   T 
  0.9942464874774085  0.9884929749548245  0.5073306570376636   T   T   T 
  0.9942464874774085  0.5057535125225915  0.5073306570376636   T   T   T 
  0.5000000000000000  0.0000000000000000  0.4924157240832912   T   T   T 
  0.5115070250451755  0.5057535125225915  0.5073306570376636   T   T   T 
  0.1666664999999981  0.3333335000000019  0.2500000000000000   T   T   T 
  0.1660383709351340  0.8330194354675735  0.2500000000000000   T   T   T 
  0.6669805645324265  0.3339616290648660  0.2500000000000000   T   T   T 
  0.6669805645324265  0.8330194354675735  0.2500000000000000   T   T   T 
  0.3303261308970711  0.1696738691029361  0.7500000000000000   T   T   T 
  0.3303261308970711  0.6606517617941221  0.7500000000000000   T   T   T 





Configuration=u-Li15Co1O16   (spin polarized) 
 
1.00000000000000 
     6.5095446953337097   -0.4122213198961448   -0.3509800236893207 
    -2.5437986539763249    7.4685123175709354    1.0219987649510165 
    -2.7737964942825664   -3.0133878878917946    6.4806067208801101 
   O    Li   Co 
    16    15     1 
Selective dynamics 
Direct 
  0.7811650102632628  0.1110296782243705  0.5319140146230557   T   T   T 
  0.7276348112508615  0.3593999842448238  0.2924796464504436   T   T   T 
  0.4406190120500072  0.3144275524872945  0.5233335850526865   T   T   T 
  0.2928699886835097  0.4123352344659717  0.0829277704784590   T   T   T 
  0.2227631148926548  0.5383763084080566  0.7418729030043589   T   T   T 
  0.8918989013239981  0.4556019297778121  0.8906651500930665   T   T   T 
  0.9412986908964277  0.3966785294706082  0.2888990638473988   T   T   T 
  0.8870207542979195  0.0692830248910970  0.4267461910359078   T   T   T 
  0.0318816734977592  0.0296620973042418  0.0458660844982735   T   T   T 
  0.3323737632039541  0.0243213437470214  0.8307546880920604   T   T   T 
  0.5767753897483242  0.0291416142721571  0.8780238002236428   T   T   T 
  0.8074674215698642  0.7275062096378915  0.6173742242511122   T   T   T 
  0.5521703651813006  0.7101801983249475  0.5529343466451839   T   T   T 
  0.2187914265593036  0.8740612682731014  0.4292770563948977   T   T   T 
  0.3366432318393711  0.7737074679331650  0.0971061133516642   T   T   T 
  0.8530303049175895  0.8241888433039378  0.0089504227076857   T   T   T 
  0.3882019810561146  0.2201442805549125  0.0391790170359648   T   T   T 
  0.5000720497209160  0.4892008668322901  0.3790169435939715   T   T   T 
  0.7741981091519082  0.3699909198302727  0.5764487606461626   T   T   T 
  0.1692119702099179  0.3437280647135443  0.5153776447065527   T   T   T 
  0.9154928558562362  0.2618000389573591  0.0375207936787368   T   T   T 
  0.4524603703868535  0.1282452548031234  0.6553467075449977   T   T   T 
  0.2202545771096970  0.0728369823035944  0.3230655010735902   T   T   T 
  0.7624857025830505  0.9267328179257165  0.7830060672359650   T   T   T 
  0.0097872077847576  0.8886722395049161  0.5263125108098318   T   T   T 
  0.3128912811566849  0.7733954370836820  0.6400260720979086   T   T   T 
  0.6354798124827969  0.5631195441509360  0.7390922530267975   T   T   T 
  0.1062225638709512  0.8500486994485693  0.9085966002127288   T   T   T 
  0.6449768058317377  0.9062182556737466  0.0764523101710046   T   T   T 
  0.0157151642261744  0.6998747195743795  0.1715032206578027   T   T   T 
  0.4680165472366219  0.8528299864037445  0.3887374774237813   T   T   T 
  0.1974091411592649  0.5407596074726054  0.9499680593341863   T   T   T
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Configuration=u-Li14Co1O16   (spin polarized) 
   1.00000000000000 
     6.9946572561866045    0.9895097467630228    0.1795915861481595 
    -0.8714970426030557    7.0186076862174014   -0.5638788154521153 
    -0.2412604538618828    0.5075161857011923    6.7330269737202606 
   O    Li   Co 
    16    14     1 
Selective dynamics 
Direct 
  0.3749148895404204  0.2611107777412869  0.9953829213117729   T   T   T 
  0.3816116399597860  0.7456601287401696  0.9966812534335006   T   T   T 
  0.5850617421586932  0.2310482786980543  0.0000782840023277   T   T   T 
  0.5911333843306537  0.7734251683212392  0.0013902858727945   T   T   T 
  0.2046841408900590  0.9987784999895553  0.3890981894634464   T   T   T 
  0.2073027657009376  0.9978075088884424  0.6106772428462435   T   T   T 
  0.7233960929120684  0.0004191799005966  0.6160537578837335   T   T   T 
  0.7205230644933067  0.9981832699905127  0.3926985257874946   T   T   T 
  0.0275116172326975  0.4094695521248113  0.2403371911871730   T   T   T 
  0.0168394695618730  0.6051550375223584  0.7727222540665650   T   T   T 
  0.0201522874564972  0.3940394104432059  0.7654211973381564   T   T   T 
  0.0212166151590409  0.5976176359804626  0.2271881712587813   T   T   T 
  0.3849143525392051  0.2955142333359717  0.4961089305534969   T   T   T 
  0.3364161616545971  0.6587934454076532  0.4962074009046731   T   T   T 
  0.6328020802378092  0.5054220596668841  0.7054071101473198   T   T   T 
  0.6391641411591351  0.5033092185420998  0.2995195008925293   T   T   T 
  0.7548718930929184  0.7360862451254349  0.7622685313703315   T   T   T 
  0.7066958766092739  0.2446822584502897  0.2522663421992561   T   T   T 
  0.2686593509930830  0.7693154450752289  0.2572975900963428   T   T   T 
  0.2499507117690030  0.2366468875074972  0.7330185680130725   T   T   T 
  0.2647784079278424  0.2311983697692881  0.2585195250298398   T   T   T 
  0.2507822653895246  0.7613235033418988  0.7377142048546190   T   T   T 
  0.7534559134084944  0.2680569272340563  0.7619453290163065   T   T   T 
  0.7218562848491246  0.7526092825203108  0.2492885791641868   T   T   T 
  0.4771965396461866  0.0018715177398576  0.9691772311172855   T   T   T 
  0.9655965920584109  0.0003213597932543  0.5031420766459505   T   T   T 
  0.1529255469758084  0.4938332236650567  0.9843251949231373   T   T   T 
  0.1042055020350148  0.5070664453640958  0.5283234581854046   T   T   T 
  0.5403944351446697  0.5033626269419855  0.9959481122314529   T   T   T 
  0.4679375019233234  0.0270593532903192  0.5064253149180971   T   T   T 
  0.5080647331905652  0.4951461488880824  0.5014717252847163   T   T   T  
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Configuration=u-Li15Ba1O16   (spin polarized) 
 
   1.00000000000000 
     7.5661661309714630    0.2907513927089545   -0.3209211391226753 
    -2.3778847184080978    5.3662651957916188   -0.2191901773482458 
     0.0306785821531162    0.2525830144448676    8.1246677350984857 
   Li   O    Ba 
    15    16     1 
Selective dynamics 
Direct 
  0.7842648823646762  0.5921576031167811  0.3588702478996041   T   T   T 
  0.4145484087124062  0.2858868591918351  0.6708553915728480   T   T   T 
  0.0066448100219612  0.9643648983785367  0.2134231123641598   T   T   T 
  0.1047125697284294  0.6290125026323693  0.2826383861954753   T   T   T 
  0.3002222728477957  0.0433999951004392  0.3995156524333897   T   T   T 
  0.9477082779744730  0.3811616533800328  0.7650299616738109   T   T   T 
  0.1563933929210602  0.7420791350286494  0.6048116123180423   T   T   T 
  0.4802007007972847  0.6061879199135144  0.2347864250935650   T   T   T 
  0.5604886658089900  0.8033403394977421  0.6814339628611233   T   T   T 
  0.8717206698788305  0.7690177466055875  0.6143393291344956   T   T   T 
 -0.0056265066078740  0.1496005845785267  0.4704844017656243   T   T   T 
  0.6598591714025873  0.2076334376089074  0.5238062692020083   T   T   T 
  0.1161935003070600  0.0346473502833732  0.8374917119129086   T   T   T 
  0.8208287719782371  0.7430955415184329  0.9274822861805599   T   T   T 
  0.2211110186460472  0.7146666686504124  0.9153190313529275   T   T   T 
  0.8430970264022221  0.2941787965784530  0.3527925718091036   T   T   T 
  0.3599015152622335  0.8364978617679629  0.2504546085236850   T   T   T 
  0.5090779709999805  0.3972550639529681  0.4100430284611960   T   T   T 
  0.2357155362451633  0.8894768235687471  0.1218355501676011   T   T   T 
  0.9961837959808271  0.2872908514742951  0.2464189902337644   T   T   T 
  0.6168951114358778  0.5165839022036591  0.5655790604137704   T   T   T 
  0.1917130379856619  0.4080483216235517  0.6347390293164735   T   T   T 
  0.4121081696812648  0.9697465033507228  0.6063834831094902   T   T   T 
  0.5890890561196536  0.5922814003191248  0.0285001870401709   T   T   T 
  0.9991524572315027  0.7002364913409393  0.7951333736324599   T   T   T 
  0.8591572751311202  0.0742426520165290  0.8509286099272463   T   T   T 
  0.7440443842541189  0.7309610462062807  0.1512753780503167   T   T   T 
  0.4039122579118820 -0.0021900474376355  0.7881498721905315   T   T   T 
  0.2349611147863858  0.4025431477923632  0.7964742530610871   T   T   T 
  0.8168110088469961  0.0576849657211146  0.6715275932706778   T   T   T 
  0.0288362673502153  0.8489489546362927  0.4285996092221982   T   T   T 




Configuration=u-Li14Ba1O16   (spin polarized) 
   1.00000000000000 
     6.4535592251939313    1.9026323552052327    0.6116734218744037 
    -2.5563013880698806    1.9788261669244664   -6.3829868519175799 
    -1.3212485966636278    7.7282582896964636    0.0755014266738139 
   Li   O    Ba 
    14    16     1 
Selective dynamics 
Direct 
  0.3195025446368134  0.8101152230049888  0.5062759450340764   T   T   T 
  0.7086949393452426  0.1768934871127169  0.4651369854784216   T   T   T 
  0.9098866830170652  0.5696097932626895  0.8512699243361291   T   T   T 
  0.1181550048416777  0.4653226151027074  0.1338935442770742   T   T   T 
  0.7844689427824657  0.8168401027745907  0.4768534696820521   T   T   T 
  0.4740225471639367  0.5431215159627709  0.3038259894604133   T   T   T 
  0.4301389610444921  0.4540079680920079  0.9220837553345174   T   T   T 
  0.1576981701197999  0.0834234829122059  0.5186343016271531   T   T   T 
  0.4473453304262814  0.8999897571243762  0.1371890846506125   T   T   T 
  0.9613931836509686  0.5698881592346219  0.3692944320938468   T   T   T 
  0.4958847934271993  0.1286774258588758  0.8021285347278565   T   T   T 
  0.0762842463132093  0.4240858320197328  0.6408508754750916   T   T   T 
  0.6455931859738856  0.2770508383604373  0.1549139016323441   T   T   T 
  0.3628898073037133  0.7719004033811774  0.8161623158492913   T   T   T 
  0.4066466627252683  0.0409051368455113  0.5976256254226550   T   T   T 
  0.3148910745958270  0.5547862005415746  0.7225884861198819   T   T   T 
  0.4239826034932609  0.6556997256442908  0.0574936563101988   T   T   T 
  0.9457205071252731  0.6502198856019831  0.5761334997223909   T   T   T 
  0.5668479082585558  0.8209732010579079  0.3436934105826951   T   T   T 
  0.7081254253725014  0.4497282149598811  0.2963881750361104   T   T   T 
  0.6255953988357860  0.3236092144156827  0.9048982298018756   T   T   T 
  0.1343659647117558  0.3872107816398719  0.3979217565240530   T   T   T 
  0.8916807808078483  0.5654583498321093  0.1242999061392029   T   T   T 
  0.7304218766496293  0.0460375332417940  0.2858527974961697   T   T   T 
  0.9569979110044475  0.2031520342992275  0.5602157506569314   T   T   T 
  0.4138786610565233  0.1701173320977107  0.0481622015569651   T   T   T 
  0.1172498254416538  0.4334496060276539  0.8849792711167010   T   T   T 
  0.2222396900192241  0.9596272139319434  0.7624413448171382   T   T   T 
  0.0808117624588753  0.8464651684557647  0.4010935381907328   T   T   T 
  0.5858021246429814  0.8735174747843593  0.9258389425801928   T   T   T 




Configuration=u-Li15Na1O16   (non spin polarized) 
   1.00000000000000 
     5.3588369256892481   -0.0544445925058265   -0.5948865470464305 
    -2.4913985651705461    7.7886109252524651    1.1093217728995730 
     0.6837940816282234    0.6038649077682811    6.1617323505503245 
   Li   O    Na 
    15    16     1 
Selective dynamics 
Direct 
  0.0138237889011675  0.0330112184404054  0.3754977784760646   T   T   T 
  0.2259378761043500  0.7832495530532292  0.9372995122624089   T   T   T 
  0.8028416633777605  0.2746410961718149  0.8158400074575032   T   T   T 
  0.0180957263712638  0.0292293778684465  0.8739783980380988   T   T   T 
  0.7615707518610905  0.5306046658468125  0.0009955680139211   T   T   T 
  0.2621008439268169  0.5307437650911893  0.2465434477386195   T   T   T 
  0.3045821596716583  0.2737555218878238  0.5657962209920755   T   T   T 
  0.7219642765397067  0.7869926606686873  0.1852935841355440   T   T   T 
  0.7226239513934507  0.7857763532444378  0.6866482750926010   T   T   T 
  0.2612140238196864  0.5306189493756066  0.7557621871413633   T   T   T 
  0.5073152155687929  0.0319558446626292  0.1260203841864357   T   T   T 
  0.2195301164842748  0.7873308204406527  0.4353669152104903   T   T   T 
  0.5105679981653644  0.0282274756609532  0.6248377462020633   T   T   T 
  0.8018562572141387  0.2754905370027831  0.3143616534591670   T   T   T 
  0.2982346903895649  0.2776414645648309  0.0641452364041466   T   T   T 
  0.5070245007434407  0.6794029396982856  0.9631334485024795   T   T   T 
  0.0300214747596105  0.3716161807192577  0.5410189767407391   T   T   T 
  0.4179751992879982  0.1759391944924725  0.3384005829342786   T   T   T 
  0.0125102012211561  0.6902109258062709  0.2019334675527161   T   T   T 
  0.4193991861035453  0.1750435781012780  0.8416648908539948   T   T   T 
  0.1065717826335107  0.8851284044596530  0.6624873932590845   T   T   T 
  0.0132465960643915  0.6894811209111482  0.7193150173272055   T   T   T 
  0.0170423916457478  0.3815323593149739  0.0386018120765725   T   T   T 
  0.9214862922489778  0.1846507690895599  0.0881957244807020   T   T   T 
  0.4943549979716739  0.6901878475209635  0.4603175150034965   T   T   T 
  0.6033445904385041  0.8859540075982064  0.4107244511055147   T   T   T 
  0.5114728598851002  0.3706614430977448  0.7999518216052118   T   T   T 
  0.5104780732154850  0.3715389214552030  0.2820349131190567   T   T   T 
  0.1052746916424063  0.8859010878980755  0.1592610000081688   T   T   T 
  0.6029813978060767  0.8762856083202288  0.9127174877448987   T   T   T 
  0.9216170695666194  0.1758346984455738  0.5899159015863521   T   T   T 




Configuration=u-Li14Na1O16   (spin polarized) 
   1.00000000000000 
     6.2084612965897223   -0.1234471844440456   -0.1969648831982665 
    -1.2909421057660555    6.3598864894015490    5.2589275894230827 
     0.1120377092489602   -1.8708618636903112    5.1226535449576476 
   Li   O    Na 
    14    16     1 
Selective dynamics 
Direct 
  0.2841418363011660  0.4552690733973522  0.4844226122424015   T   T   T 
  0.6543380771916772  0.9451397851204124  0.7187514802374505   T   T   T 
  0.9517764337430377  0.2133440337200553  0.4411616633515860   T   T   T 
  0.0814291894105494  0.7026721198852720  0.5269540218625656   T   T   T 
  0.4762441449977236  0.2156209480465117  0.4483758128177847   T   T   T 
  0.8964346149589849  0.9621435785770841  0.2443515070562518   T   T   T 
  0.6006932976561866  0.6911452522927007  0.5177058888490312   T   T   T 
  0.1461077744306113  0.9622716767096674  0.7229201140026195   T   T   T 
  0.5297944970957158  0.4564296337369628  0.9849838570577796   T   T   T 
  0.7092953057404239  0.2075667059382477  0.9299890344877446   T   T   T 
  0.2121437935240118  0.1972625417073446  0.9696194218183166   T   T   T 
  0.3433247354824607  0.7154336987215678 -0.0007933670453332   T   T   T 
  0.8408891413086970  0.7050131606542978  0.0352406996918277   T   T   T 
  0.4061140643544585  0.9543573313327309  0.2474890203084196   T   T   T 
  0.9383769741318884  0.0975778871125963  0.8362847044216610   T   T   T 
  0.1866237677106231  0.1091008875246787  0.3389821323518877   T   T   T 
  0.6111642118787686  0.8044462052202993  0.1315273512187876   T   T   T 
  0.4708234889030780  0.2961891222865898  0.7404612210457278   T   T   T 
  0.1242283148595549  0.8166321113341537  0.1336319062414134   T   T   T 
  0.8681926446966985  0.8172184908722675  0.6372983303649293   T   T   T 
  0.3270727451855100  0.6092136508544993  0.7238408919033563   T   T   T 
  0.6816988673325205  0.0949616590870961  0.3268312055690567   T   T   T 
  0.7253037983073950  0.2875338238013213  0.2186853676598298   T   T   T 
  0.3691883324029570  0.8025803209397246  0.6302529785823587   T   T   T 
  0.8150048299239488  0.6248045144274593  0.7469003690110082   T   T   T 
  0.0846308416691260  0.6292843441123773  0.2348761424392717   T   T   T 
  0.4300743513271814  0.1069443776102589  0.8319449276614151   T   T   T 
  0.5553546505282835  0.6150589273816747  0.2238434070416489   T   T   T 
  0.2452255143904145  0.3023885663478478  0.2454179137630150   T   T   T 
  0.9939742071597293  0.2849373412145133  0.7342483951369456   T   T   T 




Configuration=u-Li15Mg1O16   (spin polarized) 
   1.00000000000000 
     3.1241595636594761   -5.3981509068186453   -0.1945453090034200 
     3.1183654969995507    5.3865514059600716    0.1703673375636686 
     0.0987233233800355   -0.2935197361900735    7.8272241456257152 
   O    Li   Mg 
    16    15     1 
Selective dynamics 
Direct 
  0.8424964225454568  0.6704129272572091  0.1984085645894494   T   T   T 
  0.3372715862683642  0.1682921212636902  0.2111358194763668   T   T   T 
  0.8425579724910807  0.1719366560096784  0.1989195740055431   T   T   T 
  0.1643831366160771  0.3355940847391156  0.9032567618807279   T   T   T 
  0.6711422117252160  0.8355183445067121  0.8849708018834608   T   T   T 
  0.1645167362288021  0.8291976649698198  0.9033014210469577   T   T   T 
  0.3323293059006260  0.1656076020188893  0.4034736789448399   T   T   T 
  0.8377889884879055  0.1679384787934699  0.3903971185654115   T   T   T 
  0.8374165872087505  0.6682953440496573  0.3898647357725973   T   T   T 
  0.6692605028603351  0.8347864039874513  0.6925689544029673   T   T   T 
  0.1618474416199771  0.8305291503857846  0.7117874875004387   T   T   T 
  0.1617763535323738  0.3320640142742254  0.7117462483076916   T   T   T 
  0.6653575088760467  0.3327822834691209  0.6563178428755950   T   T   T 
  0.3315894558031942  0.6652180460676093  0.3877645896422560   T   T   T 
  0.6718863288181581  0.3358616719861971  0.9335976963038605   T   T   T 
  0.3292606229799735  0.6644525223656508  0.1954019553473416   T   T   T 
  0.1711255620385972  0.8438141598296378  0.3074387578980344   T   T   T 
  0.1714016475185998  0.3267478259383900  0.3071383337792838   T   T   T 
  0.6717501667793139  0.8355355735807560  0.2981318830375279   T   T   T 
  0.9892266108844383  0.4940110337102254  0.5475731342101956   T   T   T 
  0.5074305614490979  0.4964629785472992  0.5458792775868490   T   T   T 
  0.5075141958617656  0.0111053428541111  0.5465238184637631   T   T   T 
  0.3688725509179421  0.1845084440101995  0.7990171485215302   T   T   T 
  0.8074122165053689  0.1735205201782193  0.7891574840176867   T   T   T 
  0.8074935361274284  0.6340492349408489  0.7886030933553208   T   T   T 
  0.5079195014142348  0.4902222139908858  0.0510202359501296   T   T   T 
  0.5073114816540694  0.0174876364714946  0.0514361198049939   T   T   T 
  0.0042536457525458  0.0024566415559187  0.5685275659850783   T   T   T 
  0.6619721899150415  0.3303535105377847  0.3112379639436190   T   T   T 
  0.3429403935039398  0.6718386231852055  0.7907607207981145   T   T   T 
  0.9960383966976384  0.9978603734059227  0.0300891005367256   T   T   T 




Configuration=u-Li14Mg1O16   (non spin polarized) 
   1.00000000000000 
    -3.3531864861296405    5.2880174689439263    0.0604732072602322 
    -6.2567336497248069   -0.2723599368195844   -0.0864033663495462 
    -0.1105039419620870   -0.1706004373974973    7.5223557682411339 
   O    Li   Mg 
    16    14     1 
Selective dynamics 
Direct 
  0.3386057673186286  0.8274089471810416  0.6470094117014544   T   T   T 
  0.8373230173923977  0.8312913280647319  0.6576022817890037   T   T   T 
  0.3283334817184425  0.3409744666983662  0.6495633450800055   T   T   T 
  0.8336032696694404  0.3422531117551149  0.6487704984683145   T   T   T 
  0.1712816848653253  0.6581969756146639  0.1591420070735659   T   T   T 
  0.6689624481569504  0.6599466496828256  0.1576489297054718   T   T   T 
  0.1647439933788736  0.1660363852349640  0.1417062703786237   T   T   T 
  0.6659537121548863  0.1664223368559012  0.1558999357382934   T   T   T 
  0.1773234877788155  0.6539090185552110  0.3584605243275778   T   T   T 
  0.6685883816651751  0.6553543812466875  0.3570622403826666   T   T   T 
  0.1663591024005220  0.1629284294952874  0.3423741159322842   T   T   T 
  0.6658851866544226  0.1672523528236164  0.3547067813836453   T   T   T 
  0.3370908665139893  0.8335165637680103  0.8461467057369472   T   T   T 
  0.8370989246080390  0.8326186547949005  0.8564350983250143   T   T   T 
  0.3277607877740746  0.3419271054039761  0.8473409553144784   T   T   T 
  0.8354155685579704  0.3420982436903535  0.8465368941473357   T   T   T 
  0.9722021061519447  0.0215823207491553  0.9785740783318758   T   T   T 
  0.5111255247553026  0.0190072308480131  0.9776951825335558   T   T   T 
  0.0019204627271795  0.5001458075248978  0.9980319494752325   T   T   T 
  0.5125937240590908  0.4800041574124997  0.9831176025631914   T   T   T 
  0.9850902355021532  0.0046871029813939  0.5190338003273064   T   T   T 
  0.5147468876939245  0.0040740729142344  0.5207710270147834   T   T   T 
  0.0013432865493043  0.5010439100349042  0.5059726587266571   T   T   T 
  0.3302350593554347  0.8390580066358813  0.2365768229616227   T   T   T 
  0.8366320242674770  0.8280068469398161  0.2497129369008367   T   T   T 
  0.3299706669871552  0.3225362269072381  0.2423594075999971   T   T   T 
  0.8437994019146107  0.3253382679825574  0.2422326388469048   T   T   T 
  0.1569040334581934  0.6722554205167083  0.7617597030098187   T   T   T 
  0.6775370617251026  0.6719048014050847  0.7610485032400460   T   T   T 
  0.1655144180467770  0.1726731634277836  0.7517578660010654   T   T   T 




Configuration=u-Li15Ni1O16   (spin polarized) 
   1.00000000000000 
     8.9871312537671972   -0.3364535908715995    0.2647922085170479 
     1.4962552940646192    4.2890233558678341    4.3024468972128558 
     0.5774430053003198   -2.9521696349391346    4.5127471224377977 
   Li   O    Ni 
    15    16     1 
Direct 
  0.9769260366066230  0.2515948616084260  0.2770982032755286 
  0.8736279179974969  0.6542234857161956  0.5365204239533596 
  0.1171683628276062  0.3382976938263113  0.6948992803456915 
  0.1557042677015692  0.7084903048710696  0.4060961367563317 
  0.4241325645946791  0.8414734820724886  0.0602668848075763 
  0.2883156743814409  0.1267362182878577  0.3313124090326698 
  0.5894499192743208  0.7453043191490164  0.5849307360662146 
  0.6296109822342056  0.0230655039269099  0.0208497619595451 
  0.3939779523885589  0.4566878948494360  0.4329958537256591 
  0.2262836064436050  0.8611939996481915  0.7530724348931549 
  0.8607832509088066  0.2899121322071274  0.7904523949279669 
  0.7753033679687344  0.5754217404542671  0.1340087850529985 
  0.4266654662143112  0.4449066603668207  0.9147361931152731 
  0.6487549184527253  0.1749837829549603  0.4709471182438781 
  0.9139529881818789  0.8335797554418554  0.8474805541179274 
  0.2421291963398756  0.5576203723443797  0.7205466776907867 
  0.2988300149789865  0.6350577964320934  0.1298504856885591 
  0.7376752616988164  0.4512412253081042  0.5028778661154583 
  0.6344122839319588  0.7518866317478838  0.9093129579060237 
  0.5741637792833159  0.4457382258571054  0.5981173330424714 
  0.0512482795461901  0.4913978857346873  0.3490305386018606 
  0.0295725544075999  0.0543937989543521  0.7062941222718998 
  0.8466044475704068  0.8917989542491301  0.1947540086736735 
  0.4892077235652230  0.9590954464181551  0.3195051222977378 
  0.3466659513200002  0.0887783866935268  0.7721085699074154 
  0.7226160084163160  0.8970199943936545  0.7152657947671465 
  0.4895555513409863  0.2014670584869196  0.2429583395036944 
  0.2487200160941151  0.1297708352361663  0.9754280067930977 
  0.8108125931663758  0.1150589193852625  0.1509872500033758 
  0.1084755451697588  0.0070407765753685  0.4596914804420573 
  0.9587853097980082  0.4993524649276805  0.9122199610346380 




Configuration=u-Li14Ni1O16   (spin polarized) 
   1.00000000000000 
     6.2369750419085559   -0.0649261302242356   -0.1275170245842789 
     1.1073595730701680    6.4383157856194941    0.2898567629807568 
     1.8114912956269689    0.2591519437895213    7.1637105573825046 
   Li   O    Ni 
    14    16     1 
Selective dynamics 
Direct 
  0.8808727235795337  0.0716956994850550  0.6954508702732632   T   T   T 
  0.2584463481967381  0.0269739351268645  0.8892567744333267   T   T   T 
  0.5952744765464635  0.1355499369970648  0.3875972205287933   T   T   T 
  0.9108757066267988  0.4721863918356981  0.5019765184965967   T   T   T 
  0.6331506933965021  0.9476713026680368  0.0746859971862445   T   T   T 
  0.1588683907762639  0.3297182161299972  0.2046748912229273   T   T   T 
  0.1276633304059892  0.4771579550305265  0.7355956071293702   T   T   T 
  0.4826693232129299  0.3828038387047301  0.8441205904851462   T   T   T 
  0.5347469140029200  0.6405864019837406  0.2247934902227630   T   T   T 
  0.1097870903314618  0.7292616624696869  0.0124331153979103   T   T   T 
  0.8441283804647537  0.8319265873257191  0.3414632043631512   T   T   T 
  0.2135961295622925  0.9244135666144110  0.3933105641205607   T   T   T 
  0.7206219568160830  0.6557084234611608  0.8453997889117875   T   T   T 
  0.5281665426715313  0.8132090984282170  0.5866332698590896   T   T   T 
  0.4600409868517873  0.3179200994258493  0.5892071985987050   T   T   T 
  0.5061027088984480  0.1264076408792179  0.6660885440653541   T   T   T 
  0.8352552263259644  0.3716210810753002  0.7919890558463306   T   T   T 
  0.9192635938539713  0.1188971327645301  0.2788234196433851   T   T   T 
  0.5824972163590949  0.2512911540362572  0.0875418028843326   T   T   T 
  0.1848900981242611  0.2981434453197812  0.9500514320137379   T   T   T 
  0.3979070486612614  0.6972742222656264  0.8310426250038863   T   T   T 
  0.5265035302556872  0.8805475681065755  0.3369760551366777   T   T   T 
  0.0119885832992112  0.1858052359905387  0.4253371245888122   T   T   T 
  0.9355819073888608  0.0008023600406008  0.9461762791213082   T   T   T 
  0.9581833250264987  0.5825182659503051  0.2257341604977833   T   T   T 
  0.4551178437098504  0.3670620546689192  0.2141226618451701   T   T   T 
  0.0717346546727930  0.6937512287531703  0.5370387206681846   T   T   T 
  0.4262164312677009  0.7885816367145114  0.9982019891579498   T   T   T 
  0.8374019939458140  0.5465394616959675  0.0891333773064909   T   T   T 
  0.8383654314007789  0.7849672590086575  0.6072824982645005   T   T   T 
  0.8975684133678793  0.2675271370433110  0.0186671527265634   T   T   T  
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